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ABSTRACT
Robust Real-Time Model Predictive Control for High Degree of Freedom Soft Robots
Phillip Edmond Hyatt
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
This dissertation is focused on the modeling and robust model-based control of high degreeof-freedom (DoF) systems. While most of the contributions are applicable to any difficult-to-model
system, this dissertation focuses specifically on applications to large-scale soft robots because their
many joints and pressures constitute a high-DoF system and their inherit softness makes them difficult to model accurately. First a joint-angle estimation and kinematic calibration method for soft
robots is developed which is shown to decrease the pose prediction error at the end of a 1.5 m
robot arm by about 85%. A novel dynamic modelling approach which can be evaluated within microseconds is then formulated for continuum type soft robots. We show that deep neural networks
(DNNs) can be used to approximate soft robot dynamics given training examples from physicsbased models like the ones described above. We demonstrate how these machine-learning-based
models can be evaluated quickly to perform a form of optimal control called model predictive control (MPC). We describe a method of control trajectory parameterization that enables MPC to be
applied to systems with more DoF and with longer prediction horizons than previously possible.
We show that this parameterization decreases MPC’s sensitivity to model error and drastically reduces MPC solve times. A novel form of MPC is developed based on an evolutionary optimization
algorithm that allows the optimization to be parallelized on a computer’s graphics processing unit
(GPU). We show that this evolutionary MPC (EMPC) can greatly decrease MPC solve times for
high DoF systems without large performance losses, especially given a large GPU. We combine
the ideas of machine learned DNN models of robot dynamics, with parameterized and parallelized
MPC to obtain a nonlinear version of EMPC which can be run at higher rates and find better solutions than many state-of-the-art optimal control methods. Finally we demonstrate an adaptive form
of MPC that can compensate for model error or changes in the system to be controlled. This adaptive form of MPC is shown to inherit MPC’s robustness to completely unmodeled disturbances and
adaptive control’s ability to decrease trajectory tracking errors over time.

Keywords: model predictive control, graphics processing unit, high degree of freedom
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Large-scale soft robots hold promise as platforms that could be safe to work in human and
delicate environments and that can accomplish tasks for which rigid robots are ill-suited. Some
tasks for which large-scale soft robots are especially well-suited include whole-arm wiping tasks,
reaching through unmodeled cluttered environments, and any task where incidental unmodeled
contact is likely or even desirable. Whereas rigid robots depend on high-rate force/torque limiting
algorithms in software, soft robots have built-in compliance which aids in force limiting. Other
advantages of soft robots are related to the ease of transport of such systems. An inflatable robot,
such as some of the platforms used in this work, can be deflated to be transported as a small,
lightweight package that can then be re-inflated at its destination with almost no assembly required.
This is convenient in applications such as space exploration or search and rescue where volume
and weight restrictions are stringent.
This dissertation will focus on the modeling and control of soft robots, but specifically
on the use of model predictive control (MPC). MPC is a form of optimal control which was first
implemented for control of chemical processes with slow dynamics, but which has become more
popular in robotics with the advent of fast optimization solvers. MPC is known to produce approximately optimal behaviors given a perfect or near-perfect model (even in the case of state and input
constraints) and yet has been shown to be fairly robust to modeling errors and disturbances. While
this dissertation will focus on the application of MPC to the control of large-scale soft robots, the
contributions of this dissertation to MPC are general enough to apply to the control of many other
dynamic systems.

1.1

Hardware Descriptions
The hardware used for this dissertation is comprised mostly of large-scale soft robots. King

Louie (Figure 1.1) is a human-size inflatable robot whose links and body are completely formed

1

Figure 1.1: Five-foot-tall humanoid soft robot called King Louie

of fabric and compressed air. It has two arms, each with four joints, and one hip joint. Kaa (Figure
1.2) is also made completely of fabric and air. It is about six feet long and contains six rotary
joints which are roughly sketched below the robot in Figure 1.2. The orange grub (Figure 1.3) is a
pneumatically actuated joint which has four independent pressure chambers and can rotate in two
degrees of freedom (rotation about two axes within the plane of the base). The orange arm (Figure
1.4) is a modular arm comprised of three continuum joints which are essentially the same as the
grub. The two orange robots are different from the Kaa and King Louie in that their links are made
of hard plastics and aluminum and the joints are also made of hard plastic.
Each of these robots is actuated using opposing compressed air chambers. A pressure
differential in two opposing chambers causes a net torque at the joint which causes motion in the
2

Figure 1.2: Six-foot-long soft robot called Kaa

Figure 1.3: Single-joint robot called the grub. For reference, the orange portion of the joint is 25
cm long.

3

Figure 1.4: Five foot long continuum joint robot called The Orange Arm

direction of the lower pressure chamber. Increasing the pressure in both chambers increases the
stiffness of the joint in that direction. In the cases of King Louie and Kaa, each joint contains only
two opposing chambers which can be filled with up to about 25 psi. The joints in Figures 1.3 and
1.4 each contain four independently controlled pressures which can be varied between 0 and 85 psi.
At the lowest level of control for each of these robots is a PID pressure controller which commands
voltages to spool valves to achieve commanded pressures. For this dissertation we consider these
commanded pressures to be the inputs to the robot.
Also in this dissertation is a rigid robot from Rethink Robotics called Baxter (Figure 1.5).
This robot is comprised of rigid links of metal and plastic, but is equipped with series elastic actuators (SEAs) which allow for torque sensing and control. We often use this robot in combination
with a low-gain position controller which commands torques to the robot. This has the effect of
making Baxter behave like an underdamped soft robot, however we maintain the benefits of direct joint-angle sensing and a reasonably accurate dynamic model. The more accurate models and
sensors allow us to focus on our experimental methods and algorithms without also introducing
experimental models and sensing.
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Figure 1.5: Baxter robot used for this research which has series elastic actuators enabling passive
and active compliance

1.2

Contributions and Dissertation Outline
While the compliance and underdamped nature of soft robots makes them ideal for appli-

cations in delicate and human environments, those same properties make them difficult to control
precisely and without oscillation. Simple model-free controllers can be derived to move these
robots slowly without oscillations, however this greatly reduces their efficiency in terms of task
completion time. The main focus for much of this dissertation therefore will focus on development
of model-based control methods (specifically MPC) which will enable relatively quick movements
while minimizing oscillations.
It is helpful to consider this large research problem as being divided into two main parts.
The first part is to obtain an accurate model of the soft robot or any other difficult-to-model system. The kinematic modeling of soft robots remains difficult because the usual assumptions of rigid
links and pin joints break down. Even given an accurate kinematic model, hysteresis, nonlinear
spring and damping, and pressure dynamics complicate the equations of motion. While complex
models based on fluid mechanics and finite element analysis can be developed to formulate high
accuracy models, these are not tractable for control and would still require complex system identi-
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fication methods. Therefore we must require of our models that they remain reasonably accurate,
while also being able to evaluate them at rates suitable for real-time control.
The second part of the larger research problem is to develop an MPC controller that can
utilize the developed model for real-time control. At the core of MPC is a numerical trajectory
optimization that must be solved every time through the control loop. While this is straightforward
for systems with small state and input spaces, large-scale soft robots generally have twice as many
inputs as their rigid-robot counterparts and must include pressures as states in addition to joint
positions and velocities. While a common approach to scale MPC to these larger systems is to
decrease its finite-look-ahead horizon length, this eventually negates any benefit of using a dynamic
model in the first place. Therefore we must require of our MPC methods that they be able to solve
the optimization problem for high-DoF systems and long horizons at sufficiently fast rates for
real-time control.
In answer to the problems defined above, the contributions of this dissertation include:
1. A method for identification of optimal kinematic model parameters of large-scale soft robots
2. A novel dynamic model of continuum-joint soft robots based on Lagrangian mechanics and
the assumption of constant curvature
3. A method for learning discrete-time dynamic models of soft-robot dynamics, as well as the
application of these models to MPC
4. An input parameterization method that greatly reduces MPC solve times for long-horizon
problems
5. A variant of MPC based on an evolutionary algorithm that greatly reduces MPC solve times
for large state and input spaces (EMPC)
6. A real-time nonlinear MPC scheme based on the aforementioned input parameterization,
evolutionary optimization, and learned dynamic models
7. An adaptive MPC scheme that compensates for model errors and disturbances
The following seven chapters of this dissertation each correspond to a contribution outlined
above. Every chapter is a self-contained reference that contains the motivation for the work, any
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related works, a description of the methods or algorithms developed, any experiments and results,
as well as conclusions and suggestions for future work. Although each chapter is taken mostly from
published conference and journal articles, extra material has been added to provide clarification
where necessary. For clarity and continuity, each chapter contains a related works section that
includes the research most relevant to the material included within the chapter.
Appendix C provides a useful background in optimal and adaptive control that may be useful in understanding the rest of this dissertation. The specific algorithms covered in this appendix
are the linear quadratic regulator (LQR), iterative LQR (iLQR), differential dynamic programming
(DDP), and model reference adaptive control (MRAC).
Appendices A and B contain conference articles that did not fit into the format of this dissertation, but represent original work. Appendix A is a preliminary published study of Evolutionary
MPC that led to the more in-depth analysis detailed in Chapter 5. Appendix B is a conference
paper that outlines a multi-robot path planner based on Monte Carlo tree search and compares it
to state-of-the-art algorithms for a coverage task. The lessons from this work in high-dimensional
planning and control also informed the decision to carry out the research in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2.

2.1

SOFT ROBOT MODELING AND ESTIMATION

Introduction
Many practical problems still need to be addressed before soft robots can become useful

in the applications for which they are designed, however perhaps the first and most basic problem
is that of kinematic modeling. Specifically, there is a need for practical and robust methods of
kinematic modeling and joint-angle estimation to enable accurate positioning and eventually trajectory tracking at the end effector. While several of the methods that are explained in this chapter
were developed for traditional robotics, we show a novel application of them that enables effective
control of large-scale soft robots.
The results presented in this chapter represent one part of a large effort from several students whose goal was to find reasonably accurate kinematic and dynamic models for soft robots
and then to use those models for control. While the other students’ work cannot be found in this
chapter, the contents of this chapter, along with the other students’ work can be found in [1]. The
specific contributions in this chapter include:
• A method for estimating joint configuration for soft actuators using relative orientation measurements
• A method to determine a useful (albeit approximate) kinematic model for a soft-robot arm
In this chapter, we address multiple aspects of the difficult problem of soft-robot configuration estimation and control. Section ?? describes related work in the fields of soft robot kinematic modeling and joint angle estimation. Section 2.3 briefly outlines the hardware used for this
work, as well as describes the frames used for kinematic modeling. In Section 2.4, we explain
our methods for estimating approximate joint angles using relative orientations for links and show
proof-of-concept demonstrations with a large soft robot in a real-world environment. In Section
2.5, we describe our method for kinematic calibration and show that the method results in 2-3 cm
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of error for end effector estimation by performing this calibration for a soft-robot arm that is 1.1 m
long. We also demonstrate that any kind of kinematic calibration will likely degrade with time or
system use, requiring additional calibration over time. Our calibration method differs from more
traditional methods due to its recursive dependence of the joint-angle estimation method described
in Section 2.4.

2.2
2.2.1

Related Work
Soft-Robot Joint-Angle Estimation
Rigid robots have well-defined joint axes about which rotation occurs. Encoders or other

rotational sensors can therefore be placed to measure the rotation of these joints. However, for
fabric-based and other soft robots, there are no well-defined joint axes, and buckling at the joints
may happen about any axis depending on configuration and load. Additionally, the task of attaching
a sensor to a soft robot in a precise and repeatable way is nontrivial.
Sensors used in configuration estimation of soft robots and humans include fiber-optic sensors [2], flexible angular sensors [3], conductive fiber sensors [4], inductance sensors [5], and
flex-bend sensors [6]. A comprehensive review of low-cost sensors used in the similar domain of
human-configuration estimation can be found in [7]. In our application, we used either a motion
capture system (MOCAP), inertial measurement units (IMUs), or HTC Vive virtual reality trackers
to obtain the orientation of each link and then used that information to estimate the joint angles of
the robot as outlined in Section 2.4.1. The HTC Vive system includes two main base stations that
are placed at opposite ends of the workspace and used for tracking with timed infrared pulses at
60 pulses per second. Trackers attached to our robots, weighing a few hundred grams, sense the
infrared pulses and combine this with data from their on-board IMUs to localize and estimate pose.
Figure 2.1 shows some of these trackers attached to one of our soft robots.
The authors of [8] compared the effectiveness of IMUs and MOCAP systems to estimate
the joint angles when performing human gait studies. Also, the authors of [9] use IMUs on a human
and robot arm to estimate the angles. Their use of the IMUs focuses on integrating the dynamics
from the IMU data. We use the IMUs (and other measurement systems) to find the orientations
of the respective links and use those orientations to estimate joint angles as described in Section
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2.4. Although much of the math has been used in inverse-kinematic algorithms, to our knowledge,
the methods described in Section 2.4 have not been used to estimate robot joint configurations as
described in this chapter.

2.2.2

Soft-Robot Kinematics
Kinematics of robots with flexibility in the links and joints is the topic of a large body

of research. One research focus in this area has been the modeling of lightweight or long links
that move quickly, causing appreciable bending and torsion in the links. In [10], an extra matrix
term is appended to each transformation between links that expresses the resistance to bending,
compression, and torsion as well as the forces and moments in every direction. There has also
been significant work in the kinematic modeling of flexible continuum robots. These types of
robots are most often modeled as having sections of constant curvature [11], [12], [13]. In [14],
the authors develop two kinematic models for a soft robot using cables for actuation.
While the kinematic models obtained by continuum and curvature models may be necessary in cases where the deformation of the soft robot joint is not about a single stationary axis, we
modeled our soft robots using traditional rotary joints and rigid links. Although the deformation
of fabric-based soft-robot links is non-negligible, it is difficult to predict because of the buckling
behavior of the fabric. Preliminary tests also showed that the specific joint structure and actuation
method used in our soft robots were modeled just as well by pin joints as by continuous curvature joints in terms of kinematic error. The selection of the rigid link and rotary pin joint model
also allows us to take advantage of the tools and dynamic models already available for rigid serial
manipulators. These tools, although not specific to soft robots, still describe dynamic and kinematic behavior to a reasonable degree of accuracy. Even though our application used a rotary-joint
kinematic parameterization, the methods presented in this chapter could be extended to any other
kinematic model that can be described by relative homogeneous transformation matrices regardless
of the parameterization.
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2.3

Hardware Description
In this chapter, we use two soft-robot platforms called Kaa (see Fig. 2.1) and King Louie

(see Fig. 2.2) that were developed and built by Pneubotics [15]. These platforms are fabric-based
pneumatic systems that use antagonistic actuators and are described in [16–18]. King Louie has
two four-DoF arms, each arm measuring 1.1 m in length, and a single DoF hip joint. Kaa is a 1.5
m long 6 DoF serial manipulator. The kinematic modeling of these robots requires the placement
of frames at the joints of these robots as shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The figures depict the
approximate placement and orientations of these frames in relation to the physical robot.

Figure 2.1: This is the 6-DoF soft robot Kaa with HTC Vive trackers attached. The frames are
assigned at each joint in the zero configuration with red, green, and blue (RGB) axes corresponding
to the XY Z axes respectively.

2.4

Joint Configuration Estimation
In this section, we develop a general method for rotational-joint configuration estimation

using rigid-robot kinematic models and orientation sensors. We show examples of analytical jointangle estimation for two different kinematic parameterizations and sensor configurations. We
implement this method on a Baxter robot and perform experiments to compare our estimation
method to ground-truth measurements from joint encoders. Finally, we explain the application of
our method to two different soft-robot platforms. We show throughout the rest of this chapter that
the application of this joint configuration estimation enables task-space control of soft robots.
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Figure 2.2: King Louie with the sensors’ frames shown that were used for joint-angle estimation
with RGB axes corresponding to the XY Z axes respectively.

2.4.1

Method
Given frames at each link, the rotation from the ith link to the (i + j)th link is a function of

the kinematic model parameters and the joint configurations between the links. Note that if j = 1
then we are describing a rotation between two links with one joint between them. If j = 2 then
there are two joints between them, and so on. Thus, by measuring the relative rotation between
the ith and (i + j)th links from orientation sensors, the joint configurations can be found using
either analytic or numerical IK methods. While IK is a well-studied problem, the contribution in
this section is a method to apply IK to the problem of real-time joint configuration estimation. It
is important to note that the limitations of nominal IK methods apply to the estimation methods
described. Specifically we note that if any of the j joint axes between links are parallel or near
parallel, or if j > 3, then there may exist multiple solutions to the IK problem, only one of which
represents the actual configuration of the robot.
Fig. 2.3 helps to visualize the rotations assigned for joint-configuration estimation. We
denote the kinematic model frame for link i as Li and the kth sensor frame as Sk . From sensor
data, we obtain the rotation from the sensor’s world frame to the Sk frame located on link i. This
is expressed as the rotation matrix RWorld
. This rotation is depicted in green in Fig. 2.3. The
Sk
rotation between frame Sk and the frame Li is a fixed rotation since both frames are on the same
link. This rotation (RSLki ) is either known from the construction of the robot or can be approximated
12

Figure 2.3: A visualization of the rotations used to calculate the joint configuration. The red
rotation is the rotation of interest. The black rotations are known rotations from the approximate
geometry of the robot. The green rotations are those available from sensors. The blue rotations are
calculated from known rotations and sensor data.

by a kinematic calibration. It is shown in black in Fig. 2.3. Combining these rotations yields:
RWorld
= RWorld
RSLki
Li
Sk

(2.1)

(shown in blue in Fig. 2.3). Similarly, we can find the rotation from the world frame to the link
i + j frame. Combining these rotations, we can obtain the rotation from the link i frame to the link
i + j frame, RLLii+ j :
RLLii+ j = (RWorld
)T RWorld
Li
Li+ j

(2.2)

(shown in red in Fig. 2.3). Since the form of this rotation is known from the kinematic model, it is
possible to solve for the joint configuration variables using inverse-kinematic methods.
Below are two examples of solving for joint configurations analytically using two different
kinematic parameterizations. The first details the solution in the case of one joint between sensors
and the Denavit-Hartenburg (DH) parameterization. The second case describes the solution for
the case of two joints between sensors and a different kinematic parameterization. For the case of
three joints between sensors we use numerical instead of analytical IK methods.
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Case 1: One joint between sensors - DH Parameterization
If a DH parametrization is used for the kinematic model, then the rotation between frames
is defined as a function of two fixed rotation angles (α and θ ) and the joint angle (q). The DH
parameterization provides the following equations for entries of RLLii+1 where this matrix is defined
as in Eq. 2.3:


RLLii+1



a b c




= d e f 


g h i

(2.3)

a = cos(θ + q)

(2.4)

b = − sin(θ + q) cos(α)

(2.5)

c = sin(θ + q) sin(α)

(2.6)

d = sin(θ + q)

(2.7)

e = cos(θ + q) cos(α)

(2.8)

f = − cos(θ + q) sin(α)

(2.9)

There are several ways that q can be calculated from the relations found in equations 2.4 - 2.9. For
example:
−1

q = tan

 
d
−θ
a

(2.10)

Indices b and e as well as c and f could be used similarly.

Case 2: Two joints between sensors - Alternate Parameterization
Let the two unknown joint variables between sensors be q1 and q2 ( j = 2). It is possible to solve for these joint variables analytically if the parameterized rotation matrix satisfies the
following criteria:
• at least one term of RLLii+ j is expressed as a function of only one of the joint variables (q1 , q2 )
• at least one term of RLLii+ j is expressed as a function of the other joint variable OR both joint
variables (q1 , q2 )
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• two terms of RLLii+ j have one term that can cancel when one entry is divided by another.
The parameterization chosen for this example requires that all frames are in the same orientation when all joint variables are zero and that the Z axes are oriented down the link. RLLii+ j is
defined by the axis the particular joint rotates about. A visual example of this parameterization can
be seen on the soft robot Kaa in Fig. 2.1.
For example, to estimate the first two joints angles of Kaa RLLii+ j = Ry Rx where:

and so
RLLii+ j



1 0
0




Rx = 0 c1 s1 


0 −s1 c1

(2.11)



c 0 −s2
 2



Ry =  0 1 0 


s2 0 c2

(2.12)



c2 s2 s1 −s2 c1




=0
c1
s1 


s2 −c2 s1 c2 c1

(2.13)

where s1 and c1 are sin(q1 ) and cos(q1 ) respectively. Because Eq. 2.13 satisfies the criteria described above, it is possible to solve for q1 and q2 :
s1
c1
s2
q2 = tan−1
c2
q1 = tan−1

(2.14)
(2.15)

If the criteria cannot be met for two joint variables between sensors or if there are three
joint variables between sensors, an analytic solution may not be available. The problem of solving
for joint variables given a rotation is an IK problem, so a numerical IK solver can be used for these
cases.
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2.4.2

Experiments
To validate our joint configuration estimation method, we implemented the method on a

rigid Baxter robot that has joint encoders and for which we have kinematic model parameters specified by the manufacturer. We compared our joint-angle estimation to joint encoder measurements
to establish the accuracy and reliability of our method.
For the first experiment we placed Vive sensors on Baxter’s base and first link to estimate
the first joint angle through some simple motions. Joint-angle estimation was done analytically
using the method described in section 2.4.1. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) for our joint
configuration estimation, moving the joint through its entire workspace was 0.62◦ RMSE error
with a standard deviation of 0.61◦ .
The second experiment was to place Vive sensors on Baxter’s base and third link to estimate
the first three joint angles while performing some simple motions. Joint-angle estimation was done
numerically using a fast IK library called TRAC-IK [19]. The RMSE of all three joints (moved
through their entire ranges of motion) was 0.87◦ with a standard deviation of 0.87◦ . Results from
this experiment can be seen in Fig. 2.4.
While this experiment was performed with Vive sensors, it validates the joint configuration
estimation method and could be implemented using any orientation sensor. The accuracy of the
joint estimation would be affected by the accuracy of the orientation data of the given sensor.

2.5

Kinematic Calibration
The joint-angle estimation method described in section 2.4.1 requires a kinematic model of

the robot. Because most soft robots do not have well-defined joint axes or link lengths, we must
perform a kinematic calibration to find suitable values for the parameters of a particular kinematic
model. In the case of our inflatable robots, this calibration is useful in the case of slight changes in
robot geometry due to deflation and re-inflation. As with all robots, small errors in the kinematic
modeling of the proximal joints can lead to larger errors in pose estimation of the more distal links.
The novel part of this kinematic calibration is that changing the kinematic model changes the
joint-angle estimation as well. This leads to an optimization that is recursive in nature as discussed
below.
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Figure 2.4: Joint estimates from encoders and from the method described in this chapter using
HTC Vive for Baxter’s first three joints on his right arm (q1 , q2 , and q3 ).

2.5.1

Method
Kinematic calibration for robotic manipulators is a well explored field as can be seen in

the Springer Handbook of Robotics [10]. Kinematic calibration methods can be classified as either open-loop, closed-loop, or screw-axis measurement methods [20] where both closed-loop and
screw-axis methods require knowledge of joint angles to complete the calibration. Because of
the lack of ground-truth joint-angle sensing in our soft robots, we opted to perform an open-loop
calibration using a MOCAP system to measure the pose of the end effector relative to the robot
base.
The kinematic calibration begins by moving the end effector to several points in the
workspace (we used approximately 50 points) and recording the link orientations and end effector poses. After this data was collected, we used a sequential least squares optimization (scipy
SLSQP) to minimize the RMSE for the end effector pose by changing the kinematic model parameters. We bounded the optimization to ±30 degrees and ±10 cm relative to our initial guesses for
angular and length parameters respectively. It is important to note here that by changing kinematic
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parameters, both the forward kinematics calculations and the joint-angle estimation are affected.
This consideration is what differentiates this kinematic calibration from those done in traditional
rigid robotics.
Our objective function used the sensor data collected over the workspace, the kinematic
model parameters, and the joint-angle estimation algorithm outlined in section 2.4.1 to calculate
joint angles for each data point. Using these joint angles and the kinematic model parameters, the
end effector pose was calculated. Error at the end effector was divided into two parts that were
weighted separately: position error and orientation error.
Position error of the end effector was defined as the Euclidean distance between the measured position and position estimated from the forward kinematics. The orientation error of the
end effector was defined as
Orientation Error = kq̃measured
f orward kinematics − q̃identity k

(2.16)

where q̃measured
f orward kinematics is the rotation represented as a quaternion from the measured orientation to the orientation estimated using forward kinematics and q̃identity is the identity quaternion.
The weighting factors applied to position and orientation error were 15 and 1 respectively. This
was done because the Euclidean distance was expressed in meters, while the difference of a norm
of two quaternions is always a number between 0 and 2. These weights were chosen to scale the
optimization space more evenly, but they could also be used to place higher relative importance on
either one or the other if desired for a given application.

2.5.2

Experiments
We performed several experiments to test the validity of our kinematic calibration and joint

estimation methods as well as to quantify the end effector pose error over the whole workspace
of the right arm of King Louie. Specifically, experiments were done to show the effects of sensor
accuracy (IMUs vs MOCAP), re-inflation, and kinematic calibration on end effector pose error in
different parts of the workspace. Experiments were done on King Louie using a DH parameterization.
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MOCAP
IMU

NominalDH

OptimizedDH

PercentImproved

0.1957 m
0.2648 m

0.0278 m
0.0984 m

85.79%
62.84%

Table 2.1: Mean end effector error for MOCAP and IMUs before and after optimization of DH
parameters

Figure 2.5: Heatmaps of end effector position error for optimized DH parameters for MOCAP (on
left) and IMUs (on right).

MOCAP vs IMUs
Two of the sensors we used for joint estimation were MOCAP and IMUs. We quantified
the difference in forward-kinematic error using these two sensors that represent the most accurate
and least accurate sensors respectively with which we have worked. Data was collected over the
entire workspace using both of these sensors. Experiments were run for each sensor using both
the DH parameters measured by hand measurement and those obtained by running our kinematic
calibration. Due to the nature of our soft robots, no CAD models exist, and hand measurements
were obtained by inflating the robot, putting the arm roughly in the zero configuration, and measuring the distance between the approximate mid-points of each joint with a tape measure (assuming
orthogonal joints). The results for the average end effector pose error using the optimized DH
parameters can be seen in Table 2.1. Heatmaps based on the end effector error by location in the
workspace for the optimized DH parameters can be seen in Fig. 2.5. Results are shown for both
MOCAP and IMU based estimation.
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Table 2.1 shows that the kinematic calibration optimization for DH parameters significantly
lowered the mean error in both the case of MOCAP (from 0.1957 m to 0.0278 m) and IMUs
(from 0.2648 m to 0.0984 m). This was an 85.79 % improvement for MOCAP and a 62.84 %
improvement for IMUs. This result enables King Louie to perform far more accurate task space
control.
The heatmaps in Figure 2.5 clearly show that the forward-kinematics error while using MOCAP to estimate link orientations is lower than that while using IMUs. This is expected because
MOCAP provides more accurate orientation data that leads to better joint-angle estimates and
therefore better forward kinematics. Despite having a larger mean error over the whole workspace,
the IMUs have the advantage over MOCAP of being able to work without the need of multiple
calibrated cameras. The results presented in this section demonstrate that it is possible to do joint
estimation of soft robots using IMUs. This powerful result means that soft robots will be able to
operate without the expensive measurement equipment that may only be available in a laboratory.
Another interesting note is that during quick movements, such as ones from the front to
the rear of the workspace, the IMU error is much larger than during slower movements. While
the MOCAP system we used can measure orientation at each instant, the filter used on the IMUs
to obtain orientation data [21] has some lag associated with it. This can account for some of the
large errors in the IMU estimation case, but it is not inherent to all IMUs or orientation estimation
approaches with IMUs.

Re-inflation
Forward-kinematics error was found to increase with deflation and re-inflation of the robot
because of the changes in how components such as bladders and air hoses settled after re-inflation.
We tested by optimizing geometric parameters for the robot over its entire workspace, deflated the
robot, and re-inflated it. Forward-kinematics error before and after the deflation and re-inflation
cycle using the same kinematic parameters can be seen in Fig. 2.6.
As can be seen in the figure, the process of deflating and re-inflating the robot clearly
changes the geometric parameters, and in this case, increased the mean and standard deviation
of the error. Optimizing the geometric parameters after re-inflation decreased the mean error and
standard deviation but not to the values obtained before re-inflation. This suggests that there are
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Figure 2.6: Histograms of forward-kinematics error over the whole workspace before re-inflation
(red), after re-inflation (blue), and after re-optimization (green)

certain configurations of internal bladders, hoses, and other components. that result in a better fit
to a rigid body and rotary-link model than other configurations.

Calibration over different parts of the workspace
Due to our platform’s non-rigid nature and the likelihood that sensors or joints will change
slightly over time, as seen in Section 2.5.2, it is important to have a fast method for kinematic calibration to find geometric parameters of the robot. As explained in Section 2.5, this calibration includes moving the arm to several points in the workspace and then minimizing forward-kinematics
end effector pose error at those points. To quantify the effect of arm positions for the calibration
on forward-kinematics error, we optimized parameters with positions from different parts of the
workspace.
The effects of performing kinematic calibrations in different parts of the workspace can
be seen in Fig. 2.7(a), 2.7(b), 2.7(c), and 2.7(d). Note that “front” and “back” refer to the areas
of the workspace on the anterior and posterior portions of the humanoid robot respectively. Each
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.7: Forward-kinematics error over the whole workspace using MOCAP for joint-angle
estimation and ground-truth position and orientation of the end effector. The geometric parameters
used for forward kinematics were obtained from a kinematic calibration over (a) the front of the
workspace, (b) the rear of the workspace, (c) the whole workspace, and (d) both the front and rear
of the workspace.

figure represents the forward-kinematics error over the whole workspace using a specific set of
geometric parameters. For Fig. 2.7(a), we used parameters from a calibration performed in the
front of the workspace; for Fig. 2.7(b), we used parameters from a calibration performed in the
rear of the workspace; for Fig. 2.7(c), we used parameters from a calibration performed over the
whole workspace; and for Fig. 2.7(d), we used parameters from a calibration in the front of the
workspace when the end effector was in the front and used parameters from a calibration in the
rear of the workspace when the end effector was in the rear. As one may suspect, the calibrations
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Front

Rear

Whole

Mean 0.0347 m 0.0382 m 0.0278 m
Median 0.0312 m 0.0387 m 0.0258 m

Front and Rear
0.0315 m
0.0289 m

Table 2.2: Mean and median end effector error for various kinematic calibrations

done over the front and rear lowered the error in the region over which they were calibrated, but
at the expense of the other region. The lowest mean error over the whole workspace was with the
whole workspace calibration. While the figures shown were compiled with data from MOCAP, the
trends are consistent with those found in the IMU data.
The mean and median errors for each test can also be seen in Table 2.2. The calibration over
the whole workspace performed the best with a mean error of 0.0278 m. This actually performed
better than the combination of the calibration over the front and the rear of the workspace that had
a mean error of 0.0315 m.
The results from these experiments with kinematic calibrations suggest that to have a calibration that is valid over an entire workspace, sample points for the calibration must be taken over
the entire workspace. This also shows that reasonable results can be obtained from relatively few
(50) points throughout the workspace. This is useful if calibrations are needed frequently as in the
case of inflatable robots.

2.6

Conclusion and Future Work
Although we have shown progress in end effector control for a multi-degree of freedom soft

robot, it is clear that there are still open questions. Future work should include the development of
additional sensors that may replace or augment the methods presented here. In addition, although
the current kinematic parameterization described in this chapter was effective, it was obviously
not accurate in some cases and configurations of the arm. A large payload in the arm would further exacerbate the errors that were already observed (see examples of disturbance loading [22]
or pick and place error due to unknown loads [23]). The fact that soft-robot kinematics can be
load dependent is a persistent problem. However, this could be addressed by using existing and
simplified kinematic models and then combining that approach with machine learning to compensate for the nonlinear and difficult to model discrepancies. It has also been shown in past work
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that given robots with antagonistic soft joints it is possible to vary joint stiffness to mitigate some
deflection [22] and that it is possible to use adaptive control to improve performance for unknown
payloads [23].
The work presented in this chapter on soft-robot joint estimation and kinematic calibration
allows improved kinematic control for platforms whose forward kinematics may be uncertain or
may change regularly. Although we expect that there are other sensors, estimation algorithms,
and kinematic representations that may continue to improve performance for soft robots, we have
shown methods that make large-scale soft-robot manipulation feasible. More importantly, we expect that specific themes from our approach (such as relative link orientation sensing, and needing
to re-learn or adapt kinematic parameters over time) will be especially useful to further improve
performance of soft robots.
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1

CONTINUUM-JOINT DYNAMIC MODELLING

Introduction
Continuum-joint soft robots have specifically been modeled after examples in nature that

excel at manipulation tasks in cluttered environments (anteaters, octopi, elephants, etc.). One
major obstacle to the use of continuum-joint soft robots however is the accuracy of their control.
Because soft robot continuum-joints are not necessarily constrained to rotate about a single welldefined axis, even the kinematic modeling of these robots is relatively difficult when compared to
rigid robots. Furthermore, the rigid-body dynamics that govern the motion of traditional robots are
complicated in continuum-joint soft robots because the mass is not concentrated in rigid links, but
rather in the deformable joints.
In Chapter 2, methods were outlined for the accurate kinematic modeling and estimation of
our fabric-based robots, however these kinematic models were based on assumptions of rigid links
and pin joints. While these assumptions are reasonable for the fabric-based robots King Louie
and Kaa, they do not hold well at all for robots with long continuum-joints such as the orange
arm. For the kinematic modeling of continuum-joints in this chapter we will use the kinematic
representation outlined in depth in [24] that models the joints as arcs of constant curvature.
In this chapter we present a novel method for accurate dynamic modeling of continuumjoint robots that can be evaluated fast enough for real-time Model Predictive Control (MPC).
This novel dynamics model is in fact a small extension of well-established dynamics models of
continuum-joint robots based on piecewise constant curvature (PCC) approximations, and the relatively new choice of configuration variables outlined in [24].
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3.2

Related Work
There is a significant body of work relative to accurately modeling the kinematics and dy-

namics of soft robots. In [25], [26] the continuum-joint is modeled using Cosserat-beam theory.
In [27] and [28] methods based on recursive Newton-Euler approaches are taken, while in [29]
and [30] dynamic equations are derived using Lagrangian mechanics. In [31] and [32] lumpedparameter models are derived by dividing the continuum-joint into a number of finite-length sections. The trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity in these methods can be seen
by varying the number of the finite sections. The authors of [33] provide a more comprehensive
review of dynamic models for soft and continuum-joint robots. Notably, there has also been work
to show that learned models can represent soft-robot dynamics as in [34].
In [35] and [36] the authors derive the dynamic equations of a continuum arm by integrating over infinitesimal discs and using the method of Lagrange. No assumptions of constant
curvature are made. These works are similar to the modeling efforts presented in this paper, the
main differences being our choice of generalized coordinates and our assumption of constant curvature. These two differences allow us to derive closed-form analytical expressions for the terms
in our equations of motion such as the mass and Coriolis matrices.
In [37] and [38] the authors derive simpler models based on the PCC assumption. However they neglect generalized forces caused by rotational inertias. They also model the mass of
each PCC section as being concentrated at a point that is fixed in some coordinate frame. Because
the mass and inertia of the joints used in this work are non-negligible, we model the mass as distributed uniformly throughout infinitesimal discs and the center of mass of each joint is calculated
analytically assuming uniform density. This approach yields closed-form equations of motion for
the continuum-joint while more accurately representing the dynamics by including the effects of
rotational inertia.

3.3

Development of Continuum-joint Dynamic Model
The model derived in this chapter assumes a robot composed of continuum-joints such as

the one seen in Figure 3.1. These joints are made of four separate pressure controlled chambers
surrounding a relatively in-extensible spine, allowing each joint to bend about two axes. We choose
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Figure 3.1: A continuum-joint of the type for which we derive a dynamic model in this chapter.

to model the kinematics of a continuum-joint using arcs of constant curvature. Each arc, which
traces out the path in space occupied by the inextensible spine, can be described using three variables as described in [24]. These variables are the length of the in-extensible spine (h) and the two
components of the vector that describe the rotation from the bottom to the top of the arc (u and
v). These values are labeled in Figure 3.1. We assume that the spine is perfectly in-extensible so h
becomes a constant kinematic parameter.
First we note some useful kinematic relationships. The variables u and v can be thought of
as the nonzero portions of the axis-angle representation of the rotation between the bottom and top
discs of the joint and therefore
φ=

p
u2 + v2

(3.1)

where φ is the magnitude of the axis-angle vector [u, v, 0]T . Note that because the frame tangent to
the arc rotates as the length along the curve l is increased, we know that φ , u, and v are not constant
along the entire arc. However we note that the vector ρ from the base of the joint to the center of
curvature is the same for all points along the arc. At any point l along the arc this value can be
calculated as





v

l 
 
ρ = 2 −u .
φ  
0
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(3.2)

Because the magnitude of this vector ||ρ|| is the radius of curvature, we may also relate φ and l
using the arc-length formula
φ=

l
||ρ||

(3.3)

We now wish to derive a means by which we can calculate u and v at any point l along the
arc given only l, h, and u and v at the end of the arc. Given a point that lies at a distance l along
the arc, we may say using Equation 3.2



vl

ρl = ρh



vh


(3.4)



h 
l 




=
−ul 
−uh  .
2
2




φl
φh
0
0
Replacing φ terms using Equation 3.3 we obtain
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v
 h||ρ||2  h 
l||ρ||2 




−ul  =
−uh 
2
2
l
h 



0
0
 
 
v
v
 l  l  h
 
 
ul  = uh  .
  h 
0
0

(3.5)

Differentiating with respect to time yields the relationship
 
 
v̇l
v̇
  l  h
 
 
u̇l  = u̇h  .
  h 
0
0

(3.6)

In other words, the generalized coordinates u and v and their time derivatives vary linearly along the
length of the arc. This becomes a useful property of this kinematic representation when deriving
equations of motion.
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Using the method of Lagrange, the equations of motion for a system of rigid bodies take
the form
M q̈ +Cq̇ + g = τ

(3.7)

where M is the mass matrix, C is the Coriolis matrix, g is a vector of gravity torques, q is a vector
of the generalized coordinates, and τ is a vector of the generalized torques including friction terms.
These matrices are derived using partial derivatives of kinetic and potential energy terms. Since
partial derivatives are easily taken using a symbolic mathematics toolbox such as Sympy [39],
the problem of dynamic modeling is reduced to the selection of generalized coordinates and the
representation of kinetic and potential energy.
To accurately express kinetic and potential energy we choose to model the continuumjoint, as many have done before, with an infinite set of infinitesimally small discs. However the
assumption of constant curvature, the choice of generalized coordinates, and current tools in symbolic math libraries allow us to produce analytical expressions for M, C, and g, whereas previous
methods have not yielded these closed-form expressions.
We can define the kinetic energy of an infinitesimally thin disc at a length l along the arc as
1
1
Tl = (µdl) ṗTl ṗl + ωlT Iωl
2
2


µdlr2
 4



0
0

1
1
2


µdlr
= (µdl) ṗTl ṗl + ωlT  0
 ωl
0
4
2
2


µdlr2
0
0
2


2
2
1
1 µdlr 2
µdlr 2
µdlr2 2
T
= (µdl) ṗl ṗl +
ωl,x +
ωl,y +
ωl,z
2
2
4
4
2


µ T
1 2
1 2
2 1 2
=
ṗ ṗl + r
ω + ω + ω
dl
2 l
4 l,x 4 l,y 2 l,z

(3.8)

where µ is the linear density of the disc, dl is some infinitesimal length, ṗl is the velocity of the
center of the disc, ωl is the angular velocity of the disc expressed in the disc frame, and I is the
inertia of the infinitesimally thin disc expressed in the disc frame.
The linear and angular velocity of each disc ( ṗl and ωl ) can be found using a configuration
dependent Jacobian J (meaning it is a function of joint configuration variables ul and vl ), which is
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defined such that
 
 
u̇
ṗ
 l  = J(ul , vl , l)  l 
v˙l
ωl
  
 
ṗ
J (u , v , l) u̇
 l  =  ṗl l l   l 
ωl
Jωl (ul , vl , l) v˙l
 
  
J (u , v , l) u˙
ṗ
 l  =  ṗl l l   h  l .
ω
Jω (u , v , l) v˙ h
l

l

l

l

(3.9)

h

A definition of this Jacobian for the choice of u and v as generalized coordinates can be found
in [24].
Using this relationship, we see that we can simplify the expression for kinetic energy (Equation 3.8) by scaling portions of the Jacobian. The new inertia-weighted Jacobian is defined as


Jweighted

√


µJ ṗl,x



√

 µJ ṗl,y 


√

 µJ ṗl,z 

=
 √µr

 2 Jωl,x 
√

 µr

 2 Jωl,y 
√

µr
√ Jω
l,z
2

(3.10)

allowing us to rewrite Equation 3.8 for the kinetic energy of a disc as
1
Tl = q̇T Jweighted (ul , vl , l)T Jweighted (ul , vl , l)q̇dl.
2

(3.11)

By treating a continuum-joint as a series of infinitesimal discs and integrating the kinetic
energy of each disc along the length of the arc we can write the total kinetic energy of a joint as
1
T = q̇T
2

Z
0

h


Jweighted (ul , vl , l) Jweighted (ul , vl , l)dl q̇
T

(3.12)

We note here that the Jacobian can be expressed analytically at every point along the joint as
a function of l and the configuration variables ul and vl (which are hl uh and hl vh respectively) thanks
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to Equation 3.5. Given this analytical expression for Jweighted we can integrate this expression with
T
respect to l over the definite bounds 0 to h to get an analytical expression for Jweighted
Jweighted ,

which we recognize as the joint space inertia matrix or mass matrix M.
T
We use the symbolic mathematics library Sympy [39] to calculate Jweighted
Jweighted , and

and to integrate this expression analytically between the definite bounds 0 and h to obtain M. Once
M has been obtained symbolically, it is then relatively straightforward to take partial derivatives to
obtain an expression for the Coriolis matrix C from Equation 3.7 using the method outlined in [40].
To find the gravity torques (g) we must first find the joint center of mass. By inspection we
can see that a joint’s center of mass must project down onto the vector ρ which is from the center
of curvature to the base of the joint, however the vector to the center of mass must also contain
some component in the z direction (orthogonal to the plane of the bottom plate of the joint). We
find the components of the CoM vector by again dividing the joint into a series of infinitesimal
discs of height dl.
Using the definition of the center of mass assuming the joint has uniform density along its
length, the portion of the CoM vector along the z axis is given by
Rh

zdV
z̄ = R0h
0 dV

(3.13)

Using the trigonometric relationship seen in Figure 3.2, namely


l
φ
z(l) = ||ρ|| sin
h


(3.14)

as well as the volume formula for an infinitesimally thin disc
dV = πr2 dl,
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(3.15)

Figure 3.2: A sketch of the frame and a kinematic variables used in the dynamics derivation

we can now integrate to find z̄:
Rh

z̄ =

0

||ρ|| sin( hl φ )πr2 dl
Rh
0

z̄ =
z̄ =
z̄ =

πr2 dl

Rh

sin( hl φ )dl
πr2 h

h
− ||ρ|| φh cos( hl φ ) 0
πr2 ||ρ||

0

(3.16)

h
−||ρ||
(cos(φ ) − 1).
φ

Recognizing that ||ρ|| = φh ,
z̄ =

h
(1 − cos(φ )).
φ2
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(3.17)

To find the component of the CoM vector that lies in the plane of u and v we follow a similar
procedure. We will use x to represent the portion of the CoM vector that lies along ρ. Using the
trigonometric relationship seen in Figure 3.2, namely
l
x(l) = ||ρ||(1 − cos( φ )),
h

(3.18)

we can now integrate to find x̄:
Rh

x̄ =

0

||ρ||(1 − cos( hl φ ))πr2 dl
Rh
0

x̄ =
x̄ =

πr2 ||ρ||

πr2 dl

Rh

l
0 (1 − cos( h φ ))dl
πr2 h


h
||ρ|| l − φh sin( hl φ ) 0

(3.19)

h
||ρ||
x̄ =
(φ − sin(φ )).
φ

Recognizing that ||ρ|| = φh ,
x̄ =

h
(φ − sin(φ )).
φ2

(3.20)

Using the derived equations for z̄, x̄, and the normalized version of ρ we obtain the vector
from the base of the joint to the center of mass:


CoM =



(φ − sin(φ )) φv


h 

−u
(φ − sin(φ )) φ  .
2
φ 


(3.21)

(1 − cos(φ ))

The potential energy of the joint due to gravity is simply the dot product of this vector,
expressed in the inertial frame, with the gravity vector expressed in the same frame:
V = CoM · Grav.

(3.22)

Having calculated the potential energy due to gravity, the gravity torques are calculated
simply by taking the negative partial derivative of V with respect to q:
g=

∂V
.
∂q
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(3.23)

The method above has yielded analytical expressions for M, C, and g with the generalized
coordinates u and v. Although complex, these closed-form expressions can be exported from
sympy into C code, which can be evaluated within microseconds, allowing for real-time modelbased control of these continuum-joints.
In the absence of applied pressures, the joints used for this paper tend to drive themselves
toward an equilibrium position at roughly u = v = 0 with slight overshoot and brief oscillation.
This spring force could have been modeled as a part of the potential energy, however we choose
to model the spring and damper separate from the traditional Lagrangian equations of motion. We
choose to approximate the spring and damper forces to first order as a linear spring term Kspring q
and a linear damping term Kd q̇. Including these terms, the final model used is

M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ − Kd q̇ − Kspring q

(3.24)

Even given a dynamic model of the correct form, the nature of soft robots is still such that
certain parameters of that model may be difficult to estimate. Well-established system-identification
techniques exist based on the linearity of the equations of motion in certain parameters. In traditional rigid robots it can be shown that the equations of motion are linear in the link masses, inertias
and link dimensions. By deriving an analytical model for the continuum-joints we are able to show
that our new equations of motion are linear in different parameters — namely the mass of the joint,
the square of the joint radius, and the square of the joint height.
Again, this is accomplished with the help of a symbolic math toolbox (sympy). Defining
f = M(q)q̈re f +C(q, q̇)q̇re f + g(q) + Kd q̇ + Kspring q, the regressor used for the continuum-joint soft
robot in this work is of the form:

Y (q, q̇, q̇re f , q̈re f ) =

3.4

h

∂f
∂m

∂f
∂ h2

∂f
∂ r2

∂f
∂q

∂f
∂ q̇

i

.

(3.25)

Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we have derived a novel formulation of the dynamics of continuum-joint

robots and have showed that it is also linear with respect to a few kinematic and dynamic parameters. The model derived is of a closed form and can be calculated quickly with autogenerated C
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code. These qualities make the model appealing for use in model-based control algorithms such as
MPC.
One major limitation of the work presented in this chapter is that it has only been shown
for the case of one continuum-joint. The model derived in this chapter should be able to be applied to robots with multiple continuum-joints connected by rigid links such as the orange arm.
The model could even be extended to continuum-joint robots that have no rigid links, such as an
elephant tusk or octopus arm. These could be modeled as several serially connected sections of
constant curvature. While these extensions seem to be straightforward, they remain as future work.
Important future work will also include the evaluation of the accuracy of the model in describing
the dynamics of physical continuum-joints.
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CHAPTER 4.
TIME MODELS

4.1

MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL USING LEARNED DISCRETE-

Introduction
Even given the tools outlined in the previous chapters, soft robots are hard to model accu-

rately for model-based control because of pressure dynamics, hysteresis, joint and link elasticity,
and buckling. Although model-based control can generally result in control that is superior to
methods that do not rely on models, it is often difficult to justify the effort required to perform
system identification or model development for complex systems. A common result for largedegree-of-freedom systems is that we identify models that describe the system dynamics poorly
and result in control that is barely (if at all) on par with basic model-free feedback control methods
such as PID control.

Figure 4.1: Series of joint configurations showing how this six degree of freedom pneumatic continuum robot can move.

In past work with our soft robots, [41], it has been shown that for a single degree of freedom soft robot, we could learn a model for model-based control that performed on par with a
linear model that we derived from first principles and traditional system identification techniques.
However, in the case of the orange arm (seen in Fig. 4.1), we have all of the same problems that
exist with the previous one degree of freedom platform (e.g. nonlinear gas dynamics, hysteresis in
joint behavior, state dependent stiffness and torque output, etc.), in addition to having to deal with
linearizing and discretizing a 24 dimensional nonlinear set of ordinary differential equations to
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describe the rigid body dynamics of a three-link, six-DoF pneumatic robot. As a first step towards
learning models for soft robot control with a large number of degrees of freedom, we show that we
can learn a discretized, nonlinear model of the full robot from a nonlinear simulation, which allows
us to achieve better control performance than the linearized model that is based on first principles.
Although we are not advocating ignoring all physical intuition, we demonstrate in this chapter that
it is possible to use recent advances in machine learning to rapidly develop an empirical model that
can handle some of the nonlinearities and complexities listed above for this system, and that can
be used for control.
To model the unknown dynamics of our soft robot, we turn to the tools of deep learning.
Deep learning is one of the most compelling advances in machine learning in recent memory. It has
swept over both industry and academia, crushing benchmarks and generating impressive progress
across fields as diverse as speech recognition [42–45], parsing of natural scenes [46, 47], machine
translation [48–50], robotics [51–54], machine vision [55–58], and even the game of Go [59].
A system like the pneumatic orange arm, with severe hysteresis and unknown state interactions, is difficult to model even with explicit nonlinear dynamics. These difficult-to-model
dynamics are a perfect candidate for universal function approximation with deep neural networks,
or DNNs. The only requirements for the approach proposed in this chapter are that we must define
the state variables and inputs based on our physical intuition about the problem. Additionally, we
must be able to record data at each time step for current states and randomized control inputs. Then
we can train a deep neural net to approximate the nonlinear, discretized dynamics and linearize that
model at each time step for control.
Our specific contributions include the following:
• Development of a nonlinear neural network (NN) architecture for dynamic modeling of a six
DoF pneumatic robot with soft actuators based on data from a full nonlinear model.
• Development of a model predictive controller that uses partial derivatives of the NN at every
time step to remain tractable for low-level, high-bandwidth joint position control.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows, we first describe related work in Section
4.2. Section 4.3 describes the modeling of the robot and Section 4.4 describes the development
of the model predictive controller applied to the robot. Our results are presented in Section 4.5
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and we discuss the results in Section 4.6. Concluding remarks and suggestions for future work are
contained in Section 4.7.

4.2

Related Work
Past research that is related to the work we present in this chapter can be divided into two

main areas. The first is using neural networks either as a model for model-based control or as a
controller itself. The second area is research on other parametric models that are used to produce
optimal control policies. After discussing these areas, we also briefly address related work on
controlling soft robots. More background on research using model predictive control in robotics
can be found in [60, 61]. However, it is important to note that model predictive control solves
a finite-horizon optimal-control problem at each time step subject to the model dynamics as an
equality constraint along with any other defined constraints on the states and inputs.

4.2.1

Learned Models for Model-based Control
Although traditional robotics modeling has focused on system identification of traditional

physics-based models (see [62,63]), the last twenty years has seen a significant increase in the number of empirical models and methods that have been developed (see [64]). One common approach
is to use Gaussian processes (GP) to model the dynamic system and this seems to have first been
done in the chemical processing industry (see [65] for example). Currently in robotics, GP has
been used to develop a policy search algorithm for a robot arm with imprecise actuators and cheap
sensors [66], or for more general-purpose control policy development [67]. Other researchers have
used Gaussian mixture models such as in [68]. We make no direct comparison to these other modeling methods in this chapter, but expect that this would be a worthwhile comparison in future
work.
Although there exists a large number of other learning methods that we could have used or
compared against (e.g. Gaussian processes, or support vector machines), we have chosen DNNs
for their unique properties that make them an ideal choice for this application. Specifically, both
GPs and SVMs require fixed-size data sets, but our vision is to extend this work to on-line scenarios
where system identification happens concurrently with control. In addition, an important aspect of
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using DNNs is differentiability. Part of the appeal of using DNNs is the fact that many off-the-shelf
frameworks for deep learning (Tensorflow, MXNet, pytorch) all support automatic differentiation.
This makes it easy to compute the gradients of the learned dynamic model with respect to control
inputs, which is needed for MPC. In contrast, we are not aware of any existing GP/SVM packages
that have similar capabilities.

4.2.2

Neural Nets
The approach of using neural networks appears to have come from the chemical processing

industry (similar to model predictive control) and work that is most relevant to our approach for
robotics was found in [69–71] and is still an active area of research [72].
Early work using neural networks for modeling robots was done in [73], but it was not used
for control. In [74] they use neural networks to learn disturbance models online while controlling,
while in [75] and [76] radial basis functions are used to learn friction effects modeled in an adaptive
control scheme. These adaptive control ideas could be particularly applicable to our platform in
future work as the air bladders in our soft robot tend to wear or shift over time, which then changes
the dynamic model. In [77] they use a recursive neural net to represent the higher order error terms
that result from a Taylor series linearization. While in [78] they use a minimax optimization and
learn a neural net model for part of their unknown dynamics. In both cases, the only results shown
are in simulation.
More recent work has focused on learning controllers or models for high-level tasks. In [79]
for example, they use a recurrent neural net to learn features of specific classes of fruits and other
foods to more efficiently slice food. The formulation is application specific but uses the neural
network gradients similarly to our approach. For the work in [80], they used a DNN to learn a MPC
control policy for UAVs. Levine and Abbeel do policy search using locally linear dynamics models
to learn neural network controllers for different robot tasks (e.g. swimming, insertion) in [81].
Finally, Fu et al. in [82] use neural networks to generate and adapt models online that can be used
for model-based reinforcement learning to learn a control policy that makes use of iterative LQR.
Although the output is a low-level torque for each joint, this approach does not generalize to more
basic capabilities such as force or position control. Low-level control is our current interest given
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the inherent nonlinearity and complexity of our platform even without interacting with complicated
environments.
In general, using neural nets for system identification is a well-known method ( [83]), but
the novel idea in this chapter is that we apply the method to control soft robot platforms by combining neural nets with MPC for low-level control. There is an inherent trade-off for controllers when
using these types of black box modeling. The trade-off is that we can either develop controllers
that can be used for multiple tasks when the tasks can be decomposed into specific and explicit
force or position requirements or we can develop controllers for tasks where even the desired force
and position profiles are uncertain with respect to the robot hardware. In the second case, learning
the task rather than (or in addition to) the robot dynamics is necessary but is a next step to the work
we present here for low-level control of soft robots.

4.2.3

Soft Robot Control
A significant portion of soft robot research described in the survey [84] was focused on

design methodologies instead of closed-loop control performance and so most robots were controlled with open-loop strategies such as in [85, 86]. Research that is most related to ours in terms
of trying to control a robot to a specific configuration includes the use of inflatable links with cable
tendons ( [87, 88]), fluid drive elastomer ( [89–91]), or rotary elastic chamber actuators such as
in [92, 93]. However, in addition to other differences with past soft robot control work that we outline more specifically in [60], as far as we know they have not developed control for these robots
based on learned empirical models like those that we present in this chapter. This is true except
for work in [34] where they learn dynamic models similar to what we present. However, they use
those models in an open-loop control scheme which may be problematic in the case of model error,
change over time, or any kind of disturbance. A recent survey that explains the state of the field
for soft and continuum robot control can be found in [94].
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4.3
4.3.1

Development of Dynamic Models
First Principles Dynamics Model
A model of the time evolution of system states was derived from first principles based

on material properties, lengths, and masses provided by the manufacturer of the robot. Because
commanded pressures were not achieved instantaneously, it was deemed necessary to model the
dynamics of pressures and the high rate pressure controller. The entire state of our system is
therefore x = [p, q̇, q]T where p is the vector of the pressures in the 12 chambers (four per joint),
q̇ is the vector of 6 joint velocities ([u̇1 , v̇1 , u̇2 , v̇2 , u̇3 , v̇3 ]), and q is the vector of six joint positions
([u1 , v1 , u2 , v2 , u3 , v3 ]). The inputs to our system are u = [pre f ] where pre f is a column vector of
commanded pressures sent to a high rate PID pressure controller.
The pressure dynamics were modeled as first order according to the differential equation

ṗ = α(pre f − p)

(4.1)

where α is a diagonal matrix of constant coefficients which represent the speed of filling or venting
a chamber.
The dynamics of the links were modeled using the equation

M(q)q̈ +C(q̇, q)q̇ = Kd q̇ + Kspring q + τgrav + K prs p

(4.2)

where M(q) is the joint space inertia matrix, C(q̇, q) is the joint space Coriolis matrix, Kspring and
Kd are spring and viscous damping terms which are significant in our elastic continuum joints,
τgrav is a vector of the torques caused by gravity, K prs is a matrix which maps the pressures in the
chambers to torques at the joints. Although the joints change shape, for this work we assume that
they have constant inertia (that of a uniform density cylinder). This inaccuracy could be remedied
using the dynamic model derived in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. While this model could benefit
greatly from further system identification, we report results using this model and leave model
improvement for future work.
Placing all of the state variables and derivatives into state space form we can write
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ẋ = Ax + Bu + w

(4.3)

where


−α

0

0







A = M −1 K prs M −1 (Kd −C) M −1 Kspring 


0
1
0
 
α
 
 
B = 0
 
0


(4.4)

(4.5)



0




w = τgrav 


0

(4.6)

By writing the model in this way, we are assuming that the state dependent matrices in A
change slowly over the time horizon in the controller (similar to our models in past work [95] for
rigid robots with compliance at the joints). The discretization of the continuous time state space
matrices is done using the matrix exponential, which gives

xk+1 = Ad xk + Bd u + wd .

(4.7)

Ad = eA∆t

(4.8)

Bd = A−1 (Ad − I)B

(4.9)

wd = w∆t

(4.10)

where
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4.3.2

Deep Neural Net Architecture and Model

Figure 4.2: DNN architecture implemented to predict future velocities.

A deep neural net (DNN) of the form shown in Fig. 4.2 was trained as a discrete-time
dynamic model for the velocity states of our system. Because we have fairly accurate and simple
representations for pressure and position, we represent those using first principles methods. The
entire model consisted of about 3.4 million nodes in an architecture similar to the Unet architecture
used for image processing [96], except our architecture uses fully connected layers with ReLU
activations instead of convolutions. The model used for this work was trained for less than one
hour on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU. The DNN can be described as finding the change in velocity
between time steps k and k + 1 taking as inputs the entire state and inputs at time k. Assuming
our system is a first order Markov system, this approach should be reasonable. The DNN can be
represented as a function of the form

q̇k+1 = f (xk , uk ).

(4.11)

As a method of collecting a large amount of data very quickly and without wear or danger
to the actual robot, we used the nonlinear first principles model outlined above (before discretization and linearization) to train the DNN. Nonlinear simulation was accomplished by integrating
the state-space equations at a discretization of 0.001s. To train the DNN to predict q̇k+1 at a dis43

cretization of 0.05s, the nonlinear simulation was carried out for 50 integration steps. Because pk ,
qk , and pre f all have definite bounds, these were sampled uniformly within their bounds. However,
q˙k is not bounded, so samples were drawn from a mean zero normal distribution. In an attempt to
scale the input space equally, p and pre f were scaled and offset to be mean zero values between -1
and 1. Using units of radians q was bounded by ± 2π
3 .
It should be noted that a method to learn new features while maintaining old ones could be
used to improve this model [97], however our control results demonstrated acceptable performance
without this step. An example of open loop prediction of joint positions using the DNN compared
to the first principles model and measured data can be seen in Fig. 4.3. The error statistics for both
position and velocity are reported in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Simulations using the same initial states and 30 second input trajectory are rolled out
using the DNN model and the first principles model. For most of the trajectory, these lines are
indistinguishable.

Using a nonlinear optimization, this nonlinear model could be used for MPC, however to
ensure that we solve at fast enough rates for real-time control we choose to linearize this DNN
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Nonlinear DNN Prediction Error
Max
Mean
Std. Dev.
Velocity Error (rad/s) 1.0721 -.000003 .0237
Position Error (rad) .3736 -.0012
.0223
Table 4.1: Error statistics for a 30 second rollout of arm dynamics. Error is reported as the difference between the nonlinear DNN model prediction and the nonlinear simulation used to train the
arm.

model using the Taylor series expansion. The Taylor expansion of our DNN model (Eq. 4.11)
linearized about x0 , u0 is

q̇k+1 =

∂f
∂ xk

∂f
∂ uk

(xk − x0 ) +
x0 ,u0

(uk − u0 ) + f (x0 , u0 )

(4.12)

x0 ,u0

where the partial derivatives are of the DNN’s outputs with respect to its inputs. While
these partial derivatives of the entire nonlinear DNN may be too long and complex to write by
hand, they are easily obtained using the automatic differentiation library already included as part
of the the DNN training library.
Because the DNN only predicts the velocities at the next time step (q̇k+1 ), we must supply a
discrete model for pressures (pk+1 ) and positions (qk+1 ). For positions we use a simple numerical
integration using the trapezoidal rule:

qk+1 = qk +

∆t
(q̇k + q̇k+1 )
2

(4.13)

while for pressures we use the simple discretization of Eqn. 4.1

pk+1 = α∆t(pre f ) + (I − α∆t)pk

(4.14)

The discrete-time state space equation for this system is given by

xk+1 = Ad (xk − xk ) + Bd (uk − uk ) + wd
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(4.15)

where


(I − α∆t)

 ∂f
Ad =  ∂ p
k

∂ f ∆t
∂ pk 2

0

0



∂f
∂ q̇k

( ∂∂q̇f + I) ∆t2
k

α∆t


 ∂f 
Bd =  ∂ p 
 re f ,k 
0

(4.16)

p0

(4.17)







wd =  f (x0 , u0 ) 


∆t
2 q̇0 + q0

4.4


∂f

∂ qk

∂ f ∆t
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I
∂ qk 2









(4.18)

Model Predictive Control Development
The linear discrete-time state space models (Eqns. 4.7 and 4.15) are used as constraints in

an MPC controller that is run at 20 Hz. A flow chart for the control process can be seen in Fig. 4.4.
The outputs from the model predictive controller are reference pressures that are sent to a low level
PID pressure controller running at 1000 Hz.

Figure 4.4: Control loop diagram showing the MPC controller sending commands to a low level
PID pressure controller
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Feedback for the MPC controller is given by a state estimator supplied by the robot manufacturer. This state estimator uses IMUs and pressure sensors mounted on the arm to estimate p,
q̇, and q. This data is updated at a rate of 1000 Hz.
The solver that we used for MPC was generated using CVXGEN (see [98] for more details
about the optimization and constraint handling), a web-based tool for developing convex optimization solvers, with a horizon of 4 time steps. Note that faster solve times likely could have been
acheived through use of a newer convex solver created by the same authors of CVXGEN. This new
solver is called OSQP [99]. The cost function minimized across the horizon T is
T

minimize ∑ kqgoal − qk k2Q + kpre f ,k − pre f ,k−1 k2R

(4.19)

k=1

subject to the system model as constraints, as defined in Eqns. 4.7 and 4.15 (the first principles and
DNN dynamic models respectively), as well as the following additional constraints:

qmin ≤ qk ≤ qmax ∀ k

(4.20)

pmin ≤ pre f ,k ≤ pmax ∀ k

(4.21)

where Q and R are scalar weights manually tuned for performance, qmin and qmax are the joint
limits, and pmin and pmax are minimum and maximum pressures. It is important to note that the
weights in the cost function for MPC are what will determine the performance of the control to a
large degree in terms of traditional metrics like rise time, steady state error, and overshoot. Also
note that the weighting matrix R penalizes change in pressure from one step to another. This term
discourages fast motions and eliminates the need for velocity constraints.
We used the exact same weights and constraints for all controller comparisons. We instead
varied only the model (either based on first principles or the DNN learned model) and whether
or not an integrator was used. When an integrator was used, the following equation was used to
handle steady state error with integral action:

qgoal,k+1 = qgoal,k + ki (qgoal,k − qk )
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(4.22)

When the integrator was used, it was only ever active when the combined error in joint
angles versus their commanded angles was less than 0.4 radians to help with overshoot. Although
step inputs are notorious for exciting overshoot and oscillation in underdamped systems, as opposed to trajectories smoothed with sinusoids or polynomials, we wanted to test the performance
of our models and controllers and therefore we sent direct step inputs to each joint. In the future,
these same commands could be smoothed to likely achieve better performance. However, the same
could be argued if our models continue to improve and our model predictive controllers are able to
make use of methods to predict further into the future (see more discussion in Section 4.6).

4.5

Results
In each trial for our experiments, the same set of commanded joint angles (u and v for each

joint) were sent to the controller with 20 second intervals between commands. The commanded
angles are found in Table 4.2 and were selected to force the arm to move through most of its
workspace. Step commands are not traditionally used in robotics due to the fact that they can
induce unwanted dynamics or oscillation, even in traditional rigid robots. However, in this case, we
want to test our controller’s ability to use the model to mitigate unwanted behavior, similar to some
of our past work (see [100,101]). The results for the same model predictive controller using the two
different linearized models (first-principles and DNN), and with and without integral action, are
found in Figure 4.5. A video showing the robot moving through the same joint configurations as
those found in Table 4.2 and shown in Fig. 4.1 can be seen at https://youtu.be/ddA0g0yKjOc.
The controller used in the video is the DNN MPC controller with no integral action. The video
also shows the compliance of the soft actuators when perturbed by an external disturbance.
In addition, the median steady state error, rise time, and overshoot for each joint and each
controller is included in Table 4.3. We also included an average across all the joints for each
controller and the controller that performed the best is shown in bold. Where C1 refers to the
first principles MPC without integral control, C2 refers to the first principles MPC with integral
control, C3 refers to the DNN MPC without integral control, and C4 refers to DNN MPC with
integral control. In all cases, the controller that performed the best was one of the neural network
model predictive controllers (C3 and C4, without or with integral control).
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u1
v1
u2
v2
u3
v3

Joint Angle Commands
Initial Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
0.0
0.5
0.707 -0.354
0.0
0.25 0.707 0.354
-0.4 -0.707 0.707
0.0
-0.4
0.2
-0.2
0.0
0.0 0.707 -0.5
0.2
0.0 0.354 0.707 0.354

Final
0.0
0.0
-0.4
-0.4
0.0
0.0

Table 4.2: This set of joint angle commands move the continuum robot arm throughout the
workspace and are used to evaluate performance.

Although it may be desirable to track sinusoids or other trajectories for different applications, step inputs are the most difficult input for underdamped systems. In this case, if the soft,
underdamped robot gives good control performance without having to slew the control input, we
have evidence that the learned model is effective.

4.6

Discussion
One of the most interesting results is that both of the models make full use of the multi-input

system by driving pressures in opposing chambers in opposite directions to get a joint to move more
quickly. This is something that we expect to see in the first principles when we explicitly model
torque as a function of the two actuation pressures. However, in the DNN model, the behavior of
the system was learned automatically by the DNN and exploited by the model predictive controller.
Both approaches have strengths and weaknesses with respect to ease of implementation.
Given decent model parameters, a first principles model can be derived and verified with real data.
This allows you to see the predictive power of your model and to reason about where errors are
being introduced (e.g., underestimating mass causes velocities to be higher). While training a DNN
model on data is theoretically much simpler and requires less system and theoretical knowledge,
in practice it can be difficult to obtain large quantities of high quality data with which to train,
especially on real robots. Moreover, if the DNN model does not predict well, it is difficult to
discern if the problem is with the architecture, the training method, the data, or simply the quantity
of the data.
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Once both methods are implemented, it is again theoretically much simpler to update the
DNN model given new data. This could be useful for slow system changes due to phenomenon
such as material creep or possibly even for quick system changes such as when an object is grasped
in a robotic end effector. The equivalent process with a first principles model is adaptive control,
which is still an active area of research [102]. Whether one of these is simpler in practice remains
for exploration in future work.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.3, the DNN MPC was able to control to positions
with lower rise time, overshoot, and steady-state error, than the first principles MPC. This is interesting especially because the DNN was trained exclusively on data produced by the nonlinear first
principles model. We expect that this performance increase is in part due to how the DNN model
is linearized (using the Taylor series expansion) as opposed to how the first principles model is
linearized (maintaining A and B constant). This is supported in the findings of [100]. However,
this ends up being one of the benefits of the learned model. It handles, the discretization and
linearization in a more straight forward way than when dealing with the nonlinear first principles
model, while still giving comparable or better performance.
Steady State Error (rad)
C1
C2
C3
C4
u1
0.029 0.032 0.030 0.030
v1
0.046 0.046 0.020 0.020
u2
0.157 0.112 0.079 0.019
v2
0.124 0.074 0.047 0.012
u3
0.048 0.006 0.024 0.010
v3
0.086 0.033 0.038 0.019
Total Average 0.0816 0.051 0.040 0.018

(10-90%) Rise Time (s)
C1 C2 C3
C4
5.04 4.38 2.38 2.19
10.2 7.22 3.60 3.41
3.77 3.83 2.21 2.11
11.5 9.94 7.00 5.68
6.61 4.19 1.77 1.82
7.61 4.84 0.71 0.55
7.46 5.74 2.94 2.63

% Overshoot
C1 C2 C3 C4
5.50 6.29 4.48 4.91
36.4 35.8 32.1 34.9
17.5 14.7 13.9 11.5
18.7 22.8 6.11 10.4
12.1 12.8 11.2 8.22
29.8 28.1 33.0 31.3
20.0 20.1 16.8 16.9

Table 4.3: The average steady state error, 90% rise time, and percent overshoot are all reported for
each joint and controller. In cases where 90% of steady state was not reached, a full 20 seconds
was counted for that step. In cases where there was not overshoot, it was counted as 0% for that
step.
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Figure 4.5: Each plot shows a comparison of different time responses for a single joint in a single
direction of actuation (where each joint has a degree of freedom in the u and v directions. For
each joint, the time response for four different conditions is shown - 1)MPC with a deep neural net
(DNN) model, 2)MPC with a DNN model and an integrator, 3)MPC with a first principles (FP)
model, 4)MPC with a first principles (FP) model and integrator.

4.7

Conclusion and Future Work
It should be noted that in the DNN model, only velocities were predicted using the DNN,

while pressures and positions were found using first principles models and discretization techniques. This was done because it proved to be much more difficult to train a DNN capable of
predicting the entire state vector, as opposed to just velocities. While predicting the entire state
was successfully accomplished in [41], this was for a one degree of freedom system. We suspect
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that to extend this directly to many degrees of freedom, the DNN model would need to be much
larger and be trained on much more data, or the DNN architecture would need to be changed to
constrain the model to be more physically realistic. Since larger models require more data and
would require more time to calculate gradients for control, smaller DNNs can be more useful in
practice. We pose to the community as an open problem the correct architecture for discrete-time
model prediction of dynamic states, since this will have a great impact on model and controller
performance as well as training time and the amount of data required. Another open question is
how to most safely and effectively collect data for learning the dynamics of a system such as a real
robot, without damaging the robot.
Additionally, it is important to keep in mind that in this chapter we are using a simple firstorder Markov, feed-forward NN which cannot capture hysteresis. However, in future work, our
same approach could be applied with more advanced DNN versions that can model hysteresis and
other similar physical phenomenon. For example, it is possible to use kth order Markov inputs, or
train DNNs with state (eg, LSTMs or GRUs) to remember inflection points.
We have shown that using a DNN with no initial knowledge about a complicated nonlinear
dynamical system except for assumed state variables and inputs, we can develop a high-performing
model-based controller. Additionally, we have shown that the method which was first presented
in [41] is extensible to a more complex and large-degree-of-freedom robot with soft actuators.
In preliminary testing, the model predictive controller using a learned model performed better in
terms of both overshoot and steady-state error than a model predictive controller using a simplified
linearized model based on first principles. Despite this success, we also note that it will be important in future work to extend our methods in two main ways. First we expect that constraining
or parameterizing the model appropriately to cause a learned model to predict better after being
trained on real data (as opposed to a nonlinear simulation) will be essential to further improving
performance. Additionally, to further improve dynamic response (such as rise time, overshoot, and
settling time) we expect that using more tractable MPC methods with longer horizons and higher
control rates (such as the method in Chapter 5 and [103] which makes use of a GPU) will allow us
to better control underdamped, difficult to model, soft robot actuators.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

PARAMETERIZATION AND PARALLELIZATION FOR MPC

Introduction
As applications for robotics and automation increase, so will the need for robot platforms

which are able to perform well in not just one, but a variety of tasks. This versatility usually comes
at the cost of simplicity - leading to more versatile, yet complex robots with many degrees of freedom (DoF). Often the design of these complex robots mimics the design of biological systems such
as humanoid robots [104], [105]. These high-DoF robots are technically capable of performing the
complex dynamic behaviors such as those we see in nature, however their control is difficult due
to the many system states and inputs which are coupled in nonlinear ways.
Optimal-control ideas have proven useful in modeling high-DoF biological systems and in
reproducing life-like motion with robots [106], however the computational complexity of many
optimal-control algorithms often prohibits their real-time use on systems with many DoF. Because
of this, there is a significant amount of active research in how to solve optimal-control problems
associated with high-DoF control quickly enough to perform real-time control.
In this chapter we propose a method of control trajectory parameterization which can be
used to extend the tractability of model predictive control (MPC, a form of optimal-control) to
systems with more DoF or to lengthen the look-ahead horizon of MPC. We demonstrate that the
proposed method drastically decreases MPC solve times while having little effect on performance
and potentially improving robustness. We detail and compare two methods used for solving the
modified MPC problem. We call these methods parameterized convex solver MPC and evolutionary MPC (EMPC). While parameterized convex solver MPC uses a fast convex solver like many
implementations of traditional MPC, EMPC uses the parallel computation available in graphics
processing units (GPUs) to solve the optimization.
Specifically the contributions of this chapter are:
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• Presentation of experimental results demonstrating the effects of control trajectory parameterization on MPC performance and robustness for robot control.
• The development of a parameterized version of MPC that can be solved using a fast convex
solver
• The development of a flexible parallelized and parameterized version of MPC based on an
evolutionary optimization algorithm that we call evolutionary MPC (EMPC).
• Comparisons of EMPC, parameterized convex MPC, and traditional MPC both in simulation
and on real robot hardware.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 highlights related work
done in the fields of high-DoF control and MPC parameterization and parallelization. Section 5.3
explains how control trajectories are parameterized for use with MPC, as well as the effects of this
parameterization on MPC performance and robustness. Section 5.4 explains two implementations
of parameterized MPC that can be solved using a convex solver as well as experiments designed to
test the solve times of each. Section 5.5 explains the implementation of a parameterized and GPU
parallelized variant of MPC (EMPC). Section 5.6 contains simulation and hardware experiments
that highlight the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed methods as well as comparisons to
traditional MPC methods. Section 5.7 summarizes our findings and proposes future work.

5.2
5.2.1

Related Work
Optimal Control of High DoF Systems
A well studied and intuitive method of performing optimal-control for a high-DoF robot is

to take a hierarchical approach. Using the operational space formulation [107], one may prioritize
tasks to be completed and ensure that lower priority tasks are only executed in the null space of
higher priority task control. In [108] as well as [109] this is used to control a humanoid robot,
while in [110] it is used as part of a locomotion scheme for a quadruped. In [111] a similar control
hierarchy is achieved through quadratic programming that also allows for control of a humanoid.
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Another way to perform optimal-control in a hierarchical fashion is the approach taken
in [112] where a high-level optimization is done to find footsteps for the humanoid robot Atlas, a lower level optimization is done to plan joint trajectories given simplified dynamics [113],
and an even lower level LQR controller is used to track those joint trajectories. This stacking of
optimizations allows simplifications that make each layer tractable while still finding optimal or
near-optimal solutions for the full high-DoF problem.
Alternatively, methods such as iLQR/DDP [106] [114] work by forward simulating nonlinear dynamics given an input trajectory, and then using derivative information about the cost and
the dynamics to calculate an improvement to the trajectory. These methods have been shown to
work on high-DoF systems with nonlinear dynamics (such as humanoid robots) [115], however
there is still a high computational cost associated with forward simulating nonlinear dynamics and
calculating derivatives. The need to calculate these dynamics and derivatives quickly has even
driven the development of software specially designed to do this at speeds that allow for MPC
(MUJOCO) [116].
The literature on walking robots is rich with examples of high-DoF controllers, many based
on optimal-control ideas. In [117] Virtual Model Control is presented as a method of simplifying
the high-DoF system into a lower DoF system through feedback. The lower DoF system can
then be controlled using standard optimal-control techniques. Building on the Zero Moment Point
(ZMP) preview control approach to walking [118], several approaches use MPC as a method to
control the ZMP toward some desired trajectory or point [119], [120]. In the Springer Handbook
of Robotics [121] they claim that the motion generation schemes that power most of the great
humanoids use MPC in one form or another.
Advances in direct optimization methods for MPC have come from advances in convex
optimization solvers such as OSQP [99] and CVXGEN [98], as well as researchers exploiting
known structures in optimal-control problems [122]. Fast QP solvers have grown to handle larger
and larger problems and have also decreased the time taken to find solutions, allowing us to perform
MPC for larger and more complex systems at higher rates or with longer horizons. Fast direct
solvers usually assume linear dynamics, however there are solvers that allow nonlinear dynamics,
but at the cost of more computation time. There has even been research done to allow direct solvers
to handle contact dynamics [123].
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There are also methods to decrease the problem size and complexity to allow convex solvers
not only to solve at real-time speeds, but to avoid infeasible problems that will fail to solve at
all [124]. In [102] a modeling method is developed that decouples portions of the system, allowing
each portion to be controlled independently using separate MPC controllers. In [125] and [126] a
similar idea is used, assuming that each input acts independently and therefore can be optimized
separately. These controllers exhibit better disturbance rejection because they do something good
soon, rather than something better later.
Some high-DoF robots have been successfully controlled using different forms of Reinforcement Learning to mimic the behavior of optimal-controllers. Guided policy search [127] for
example, trains a Neural Network using examples from a nonlinear trajectory optimization (DDP).
Because the training does not need to happen in real-time, this allows guided policy search to learn
to approximate a nonlinear optimal-controller. Although the optimal-controller may not be able to
solve at real-time rates, the execution times for machine learned models are typically fast, allowing
for fast nonlinear control. This method has been used for humanoid walking, complex contact-rich
tasks [128], and even learning visuomotor policies [129], which are all high-DoF tasks.
The pattern that we see in the literature is that to solve the MPC problem at fast enough
rates for real-time control, some simplifying assumptions or approximations must be made. In this
work we present a novel assumption that allows for MPC solutions at higher rates and with longer
horizons. The unique assumption made in this work is that a time-varying control trajectory may
be represented as a linear function of relatively few equally spaced points. We believe that this
novel approach may be combined with others in the literature to decrease solve times or extend
MPC to more high-DoF systems. We present two methods in this work that use this assumption
to solve the MPC problem at high rates. The effects of this assumption on MPC performance and
robustness are discussed in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.6.

5.2.2

Parallelized and Parameterized MPC
Recently, parameterization methods have begun to gain attention as a way to reduce the

complexity of MPC. In [130] both inputs and states are parameterized, taking advantage of known
properties. In [131] orthogonal basis polynomials are explored as a form of parameterization for
MPC, while in [132] B splines are used to represent states and inputs in an MPC optimization.
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Dynamic movement primitives (DMPs) represent motions or behaviors using stable nonlinear attractor functions [133] instead of time-based trajectories. This idea has been used to model
the complex motions seen in humans [134] and to compile libraries of “skills” that can be used to
generate movements in robots [135]. A major advantage of DMPs is that they represent closed
loop behaviors that are more robust to disturbances. This makes them well-suited to real world
tasks in unstructured environments such as furniture assembly [136].
In [137] continuous time trajectories are modeled as Gaussian processes. This allows the
entire trajectories to be represented using a small number of states and enables fast interpolation
needed for fast planning. This is similar to the idea of parameterization found in [138] where the
idea of a probabilistic motion primitive is introduced.
One popular MPC method involves solving the iLQR trajectory optimization problem
rapidly and using the input and/or feedback policy from the first time step in an MPC scheme.
Recently, work has been done to parallelize the computations needed for iLQR. iLQR can be
thought of as a single-shooting method for solving the initial value problem defined by the dynamics constraint, followed by a backwards policy update using Riccati recursions. In [139] the
authors use a multiple-shooting method to forward simulate sections of the dynamic trajectory in
parallel, followed by a backwards policy and state trajectory update. This allows for faster solution
times and is more robust to poor initial guesses. This has been shown to successfully control a
quadruped [140].
In early work in parallelized MPC, the authors of [141] and [142] used sampling-based
optimization methods on a GPU to find trajectories for parafoils and projectiles that were robust
to wind disturbances. More recently, the authors of [143] and [144] used a parallelized policy
improvement method seeded with a learned policy to run MPC on a GPU at real-time rates. Our
EMPC method is most similar to this method, however our method of parameterizing the input
space makes EMPC tractable without the need for a prior policy to improve upon. The reduction
in the search space afforded by the control trajectory parameterization means that a global search
is possible using a heuristic global optimization method (the evolutionary algorithm). This is in
contrast to gradient-based or policy improvement methods, which start at an initial point in the
search space and descend to a local minima.
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5.3

Effects of Control Trajectory Parameterization on MPC
In this section we perform experiments to determine the effects of control trajectory pa-

rameterization on the performance and the robustness of MPC. Because we are decreasing the
search space by approximating the problem with a slightly simpler problem, we do not anticipate
performance gains, however we would like to quantify the difference in solution quality using our
parameterized approximation. We also must ensure that by approximating the problem we have
made our MPC controller any less stable.

5.3.1

Brief Review of Model Predictive Control
Given a linear or linearized system, we can describe the system dynamics in state variable

form as

ẋ = Ax + Bu + w

(5.1)

where x is the vector of states, u is the vector of system inputs, and w is a vector of constant
disturbances. If there are n states and m inputs, then the matrices A and B are nxn and nxm
respectively, while w is an nx1 vector.
Using any discretization method (Euler, semi-implicit Euler, matrix exponential, etc.) we
can create a discretized state space model:

xk+1 = Ad xk + Bd uk + wd .

(5.2)

The above equation can be used to forward simulate the states of the system, given initial
conditions and inputs. In traditional MPC these discretized dynamic equations will become the
constraints of the optimization. In an MPC solver looking forward over a horizon of T time steps,
the optimization may be formulated as:
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T



T
T
J = ∑ (xgoal − xk ) Q(xgoal − xk ) + (ugoal − uk ) R(ugoal − uk )
k=0

s.t.
xk+1 = Ad xk + Bd uk + wd

∀ k = 0, ..., T − 1

xmin ≤ xk ≤ xmax

∀ k = 0, ..., T

umin ≤ uk ≤ umax

∀ k = 0, ..., T − 1

(5.3)

where J is the objective function value, xgoal and ugoal are the goal states and inputs respectively,
and xmin , xmax , umin , umax , are the state and input bounds. For all of the experiments in this work
ugoal is defined as the zero vector, meaning the cost is quadratic on the input and weighted by the
matrix R.
MPC solves the above optimization for the entire horizon of length T , however only the
first input (u0 ) is applied to the system. After applying this input, the optimization is solved again
using new state and model information. This process is repeated with MPC only ever applying the
first input, but solving over an entire horizon of value T .
Measures of control performance such as rise time, settling time, and percent overshoot
can be affected by altering the weighting matrices Q and R, as well as the horizon length T .
These quantitative performance measures however are not explicitly incorporated into the objective
function and therefore solutions which are technically optimal may have higher rise times, settling
times, and overshoot. In order to make fair comparisons between MPC solutions, when evaluating
the performance of MPC for the rest of this chapter, we choose to use the same objective function
defined when solving the MPC problem, but instead evaluated using the actual inputs and resulting
states on the real system over a defined amount of time. The actual cost evaluated over H time
steps may be stated as
H

Actual Cost = ∑ J(xi , ui )
i=0
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(5.4)

where xi and ui represent the values of the state and input at time step i and J(·, ·) represents the
objective function. Throughout the rest of this chapter we will refer to the cost calculated using
actual states and inputs applied to the system as “actual cost.”

5.3.2

Method of MPC Parameterization
Traditionally, the optimization defined in Equation 5.3 is solved by finding separate values

of uk for each discrete time step k. This amounts to an optimization over T m variables, or an optimization in a T m dimensional space. This optimization becomes difficult to solve fast enough for
real-time control over long horizons (large T ) or for systems with many inputs (large m). Reducing
the dimension of this search space is the goal of control trajectory parameterization.
By parameterization of a control trajectory, we mean a method to represent the inputs of
a time varying control trajectory using fewer than T m parameters. This is similar to the idea of
curve fitting, where many discrete data points are represented by a smaller set of numbers such as
coefficients of a polynomial expression, or the Fourier transform which represents a signal using a
small set of coefficients of trigonometric functions.
Instead of choosing to represent control trajectories using coefficients of polynomial or
trigonometric functions, we choose to represent them using piece-wise linear functions that cross
through equally spaced knot points as seen in Figure 5.1. This parameterization is fairly intuitive,
allows for simple bounding of the control trajectory, and also preserves the convexity of the optimization problem. We do not intend to claim that this method of parameterizing MPC is the
best form of parameterizing the input trajectory. However, experimental results in Section 5.3.4
demonstrate that comparable performance to un-parameterized MPC can be achieved by using a
sufficient number of knot points.
In the case of a convex cost function with affine constraints, it is possible to show that there
exists one optimum that is both the local and global optimum [145]. This means that linear MPC,
when implemented with a perfect model on a linear system with a sufficiently long horizon, will
execute the optimal-control at each time step and will achieve the optimal actual cost. While it
is possible for parameterized MPC to also achieve the optimal actual cost, it can never achieve
a lower actual cost. Again, this is only true for linear MPC executed on a linear system with a
sufficiently long horizon.
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Figure 5.1: An example of a control trajectory over T time steps parameterized by three knot
points.

5.3.3

Parameterized MPC Performance - Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of MPC using a parameterized control trajectory, we

conduct experiments on three simulated systems of varying complexity: a pendulum unaffected
by gravity (linear), a pendulum in the presence of gravity (nonlinear), and a Puma 560 robot
(nonlinear).

Pendulum
The continuous time dynamics of an inverted pendulum are
ml 2 q̈ + bq̇ + mgl sin(q) = τmotor

(5.5)

where m is the mass at the end of the link, l is the length of a massless link, b is a viscous damping
coefficient, and g is the acceleration of gravity. For experiments without gravity we let g = 0.
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Puma 560
We assume the robot is comprised of rigid links and pin joints, so that the dynamic equations take the canonical form
M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + bq̇ + τgrav = τ

(5.6)

where q is the vector of generalized coordinates, M(q) is a configuration dependent inertia matrix,
C(q, q̇) represents torques produced by centrifugal and Coriolis forces, b is a viscous damping
coefficient, τgrav are the torques applied by gravity on the robot and τ are applied torques from the
motors.
In order to isolate the effect of parameterization on the MPC problem, initial experiments
were performed in simulation using MATLAB’s fmincon function to perform the optimization for
MPC. MPC is used to control the simulated system for one second from an initial position at rest,
to a goal position at rest. To avoid any bias from a particular part of the robot’s workspace, we ran
several trials with initial and goal positions sampled from a random uniform distribution and we
report statistics over all trials.
The metric that we use to evalute the effect of parameterization on MPC performance is the
actual cost calculated by evaluating the cost function over the one second simulation using actual
states and inputs. However because trials are run for different initial and different goal states,
we would expect a large amount of variation in costs even using the same MPC controller. To
eliminate this variation due to different initial and goal positions, we normalize the actual cost of
each trial by dividing it by the actual cost achieved by traditional MPC with a half second horizon
(a 50 time step horizon which is relatively long). We would expect this ratio to be greater than one
for most cases because traditional MPC with a long (half second) horizon should find an optimal
or near-optimal solution compared to our parameterized version. A ratio of less than one indicates
that the performance is better than traditional MPC with a long horizon. For reference, the actual
cost ratio described above, evaluated over H time steps can be expressed as

Actual Cost Ratio =

∑H
i=0 J(xparam,i , uparam,i )
∑H
i=0 J(xtrad,i , utrad,i )
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(5.7)

where xparam,i and uparam,i represent the values of the state and input at time step i using a parameterized MPC, while xtrad,i and utrad,i represent the values of the state and input at time step i using
traditional MPC. For our experiments we use a time step of .01, so H = 100 to evaluate over one
second.
For each of the robots, we use the setup described above and vary the number of parameters
(knot points) used in parameterized MPC with a set horizon (50 time steps) to control the robot
from the initial position to the goal position. We simulate running MPC at a rate of 100 Hz with a
model that has been discretized at a time step of .01 s.
Using our piecewise linear parameterization we can use anywhere between one and T m
parameters where m is the number of inputs. In fact if we use T m parameters, then the problem
and solution are identical to those in traditional MPC. When using T m parameters, the distance
between points is exactly the same as the discretization time step and each knot point becomes the
input applied over the discrete time interval, just as in traditional MPC. By varying the number of
parameters between one and T m, we are able to clearly see the effect that using fewer parameters
has on MPC performance. These results are shown in Figure 5.2.
For comparison, we also ran experiments varying the horizon length for traditional MPC.
This provides a useful context for reasoning about performance because horizon length is commonly used as a tuning parameter. Horizon length can also be shortened until the MPC problem
can be solved fast enough for real-time control, often at the expense of performance. The results
of the experiments varying horizon length are found in Figure 5.3.

5.3.4

Parameterized MPC Performance - Experimental Results
The results of the first experiment can be seen in the box plot in Figure 5.2. All box plots

in this work follow the following convention: the box contains data between the first and third
quartile, the median is represented by a marker within the box, and whiskers contain all data not
considered outliers (more than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the box).
The effect on cost of decreasing the number of parameters is slight until the number of
parameters reaches a threshold between three and four points. This suggests that the important
features of the optimal-control trajectory are able to be represented fairly well with four or more
points using our simple parameterization. The cost is of course the highest for the parameterization
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with one point. This corresponds to the optimization picking one input that will be applied over
the entire prediction horizon.
It can be seen that the actual cost ratio never goes below one for the linear pendulum case.
This is the expected result because the long-horizon traditional MPC has a perfect model that is
valid over the entire prediction horizon and so has found the actual optimal-control solution. As
we increase the number of parameters it can be seen that parameterized MPC quickly converges to
the same solution.
The median cost ratio for the nonlinear pendulum is seen to be lower than that of the linear
pendulum for the lower-order parameterizations and the cost ratio is also seen to dip below one
occasionally. Traditional linear MPC is not expected to find the absolute optimal solution for a
nonlinear system because the linearized model that is used for optimization is only valid for a
small region surrounding the linearization point. The fact that the cost ratio is generally lower for
the nonlinear pendulum than the linear pendulum does not necessarily indicate that parameterized
MPC does better with nonlinear systems, but rather that it is more comparable to traditional MPC
for nonlinear systems. This is likely because traditional linear MPC does not perform as well for
nonlinear systems as it does for linear systems. This effect is further demonstrated with the results
on the Puma 560 robot, which has more severe nonlinearities.
The results found by varying the horizon length as seen in the box plot in Figure 5.3 are
not surprising. As expected, a shorter horizon length encourages more greedy behavior, which
leads to a less optimal solution. The purpose of this experiment however, is to provide a context
when reasoning about MPC performance. When we compare the scale of Figures 5.2 and 5.3
we observe that the effect of decreasing horizon is far more dramatic than that of decreasing the
number of parameter knot points.
This is an important result that should influence the design of MPC controllers. It indicates
that instead of shortening the horizon length of traditional MPC until solve times allow for realtime control, we should often instead parameterize the control space to reduce solve times. The
effect of parameterizing the control space is often smaller than the effect of decreasing horizon
length, especially if the horizon length is not long to start with.
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Figure 5.2: Ratio of actual cost using parameterized MPC with a given number of parameters to
traditional MPC for different robot platforms. The dotted black line is at 1.

5.3.5

Parameterized MPC Robustness - Experimental Setup
While specific MPC methods have been developed aimed at improving robustness [146]

[147], traditional MPC itself has been shown to be robust to modeling error and disturbances.
The experiments carried out in this section seek to determine the effect of parameterization on the
inherent robustness of MPC.
In order to experimentally test the robustness of the controllers to modeling error we intentionally introduce error into the model used for MPC. We then use MPC with an incorrect model
to control the simulated system for which we know the model perfectly. Error is introduced in
the form of an “error multiplier” that is multiplied by certain model parameters. When the error
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Figure 5.3: Ratio of actual cost using traditional MPC with a given horizon to traditional MPC
with a horizon of 50 for different robot platforms. The dotted black line is at 1.

multiplier is equal to one there is no modeling error, while values less than or greater than one
correspond to underestimates or overestimates of model parameters respectively. For experiments
using the inverted pendulum, the error multiplier was applied to both the mass and length of the
pendulum. For experiments using the Puma robot, the error multiplier was applied to the entire
inertia matrix.
We first quantify the effect of modeling error on MPC performance using the “actual cost”
metric defined in Equation 5.4. In order to compare the sensitivity of several controllers to modeling error, we normalize the actual cost incurred by each controller by dividing by the actual cost
incurred by a controller without modeling error. The normalized cost can be stated as
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Normalized Cost =

Actual costwith error
.
Actual costwithout error

(5.8)

This metric shows the sensitivity of MPC performance to modeling error, however we
are also interested in finding the sensitivity of MPC stability to modeling error. In general, it is
difficult to prove the stability of an MPC controller without the use of a local stabilizing controller
and terminal constraints as well as costs [148], [149]. These proofs also often operate under the
assumption of accurate modeling, which is not the case in these experiments. It is generally the
case however that conservative controllers tend to be more stable than aggressive controllers. We
choose to quantify the conservativeness of a controller by measuring the rise time and percent
overshoot attained using that controller. Aggressive controllers produce small rise times and large
percent overshoot, while conservative controllers produce larger rise times and smaller percent
overshoot.

5.3.6

Parameterized MPC Robustness - Experimental Results
Comparisons of parameterized MPC to traditional MPC performance sensitivity can be

seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The results from Figure 5.4 reveal that the sensitivity of MPC performance using parameterized MPC with more than two parameters is similar to that of traditional
MPC. While parameterized MPC performance using two knot points is less sensitive to overestimating inertial parameters, it is more sensitive to underestimating them. As more knot points
are used in parameterized MPC, the sensitivity approaches that of traditional MPC. This is the
expected result because the parameterized MPC is more closely approximating traditional MPC.
We do not believe that these results conclusively show that either parameterized or traditional MPC
performance is less sensitive to modeling error than the other. In other words, parameterizing MPC
does not significantly increase or decrease the sensitivity of MPC performance to modeling error.
Figure 5.5 serves to confirm that the results found in Figure 5.4 hold for a more complex
system (the Puma robot). It also exposes an interesting trend in MPC sensitivity that is true for
both parameterized and traditional MPC. While MPC performance degrades quickly for the case
of underestimated inertia, it degrades relatively slowly in the case of overestimated inertia. This
information should inform the modeling of dynamic systems for use with MPC. Specifically, mass
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Figure 5.4: How traditional MPC compares to parameterized MPC when an error multiplier is applied for an inverted pendulum in a gravity field. Due to exponential increase with error multiplier
values of .5 and .6, these values are omitted from this figure to emphasize how a system is affected
closer to an error multiplier of 1.

and length estimates should err on the side of overestimating inertia when used for MPC because
underestimating inertia for robotic systems has a strong negative impact on MPC performance.
The results of quantifying percent overshoot and rise time in the inverted pendulum experiments can be seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In both tables it can be seen that when inertia is
overestimated (error multiplier greater than one), the MPC controllers act more conservatively and
reduce or eliminate overshoot while increasing rise times. Underestimating the inertia (error multiplier less than one) has the opposite effect, leading to greater overshoot and shorter rise times for
the case of traditional MPC and parameterized MPC with eight knot points. This result agrees with
the results seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.4. Interestingly, parameterized MPC using two or four knot
points does not strictly decrease rise time when underestimating inertia.
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Figure 5.5: How traditional MPC compares to parameterized MPC when an error multiplier is
applied for the Puma 560 robot.

There is a clear trend that indicates that by parameterizing with fewer knot points, rise
time is increased and percent overshoot is decreased. This trend seems consistent for all modeling
errors included in these experiments. In other words, using fewer knot points in parameterized
MPC results in more conservative control. This result makes sense intuitively because within a
prediction horizon, a parameterized MPC controller cannot change inputs instantaneously. Within
the prediction horizon inputs must change linearly and can only change direction at knot points.
This makes aggressive bang-bang maneuvers impossible within the MPC prediction horizon. Thus
by parameterizing the control trajectory of MPC we have enforced a certain amount of conservativeness.
Because conservative controllers are generally more stable than aggressive controllers when
modeling error or disturbances are introduced, the inherent conservative nature of parameterized
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Error Multiplier

Percent Overshoot for Parameterized Systems
2 Knot Points
4 Knot Points
8 Knot Points

Traditional MPC

.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

37.7
26.5
18.6
12.1
6.88
3.05
.772
.0252
0
0
0

43.5
31.1
22
14.6
8.64
4.17
1.3
.0919
0
0
0

40.2
29.3
19.8
12.3
6.78
2.96
.732
.0171
0
0
0

40.3
29.3
20.8
13.8
8.13
3.89
1.18
.0729
0
0
0

Table 5.1: Data on the percent overshoot for an inverted pendulum, comparing traditional MPC
simulation to different parameterized MPC simulations.

MPC favors stability over aggressiveness. This also helps to explain the results found in Section
5.3.4 where parameterized MPC was found to perform slightly worse than traditional MPC in most
cases, especially with few knot points. The decrease in performance can at least partially be attributed to the fact that the parameterized MPC controller was more conservative and therefore
incurred higher cost.
As a partial summary, in Section 5.3.4 it is shown that the performance difference between
parameterized and traditional MPC is relatively small for a sufficient number of knot points. Results from Section 5.3.6 demonstrate that this difference in performance is at least partially because
parameterized MPC favors more conservative control. These results together suggest that the performance of parameterized MPC can be close to that of traditional MPC and, especially when
a model is not known well, will favor more conservative control actions leading to more stable
control.

5.4

Parameterized Convex Solver MPC
While MPC has been used in many domains such as the chemical process industry [150],

the focus of this work is on the application of MPC to robotics. In order to use MPC in real-time
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Error Multiplier

Rise Time for Parameterized Systems
2 Knot Points
4 Knot Points
8 Knot Points

Traditional MPC

.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

.85
.65
.56
.54
.54
.59
.67
.78
.89
.96
1.02

.28
.29
.3
.31
.34
.38
.44
.54
.66
.76
.84

.41
.36
.35
.36
.38
.43
.5
.6
.71
.81
.88

.3
.3
.31
.32
.35
.39
.45
.55
.67
.77
.85

Table 5.2: Data on the rise time for an inverted pendulum, comparing traditional MPC simulation
to different parameterized MPC simulations.

for robots, it is necessary to solve the optimization problem quickly. For this reason, fast convex
solvers have become the method of choice for use with MPC in robotics.
Whereas in the previous section we used fmincon to solve the MPC problem, in this section we detail a method for implementing a parameterized version of MPC for use with a convex
solver. In addition to outlining the method of implementation, we also provide experimental results
demonstrating the effects of this parameterization on MPC solve times. Because the parameterization is the same as in Section 5.3.2, the effects on performance and robustness remain the same as
in Sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.6.
Formulating the MPC problem to fit within a convex solver framework is somewhat restrictive, since the optimization must be convex with only linear equality or inequality constraints.
However, there are still a couple of ways to formulate the problem. Most convex solvers admit
problems of the form

minimize zT Pz + 2qT z
(5.9)
s.t. lb <= Az <= ub.
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The objective function we wish to minimize is stated in Equation 5.3. We present two
equivalent formulations of the optimization problem. In order to differentiate the methods, we
refer to them based on the size of the optimization matrices P and q which result. The two methods
will be referred to in this work as the large matrix formulation and the small matrix formulation.

5.4.1

Large Matrix Formulation
Perhaps the most common way to formulate the optimization for MPC is to choose z =

[x0T , x1T , ..., xTT , uT0 , uT1 , ..., uTT −1 , 1]T which allows us to rewrite Equation 5.3 as


Q
0 0
 big



J = (z − zgoal )T  0 Rbig 0 (z − zgoal )


0
0 0

(5.10)

where Qbig = IT n ⊗ Q, Rbig = IT m ⊗ R, and ⊗ represents the Kronecker product of two matrices.
The zeros in the above matrix are included because of the value 1 included in the z vector. This
value is necessary to include the constant disturbance term w as will be shown hereafter. Choosing
P as the block matrix in the above equation, we can further simplify this as

J = (z − zgoal )T P(z − zgoal )
=z

T

(5.11)

Pz − 2zTgoal Pz + zTgoal Pzgoal .

We now recognize that the last term in this expression is a constant offset and has no effect
on the solution of the optimization. Eliminating the constant term we may write

J = zT Pz − 2zTgoal Pz

(5.12)

= zT Pz + 2qT z
where qT = −zTgoal P to fit our objective function into the form of Equation 5.9.
In order to enforce the dynamics constraints that are necessary for MPC by solving an
optimization of the form in Equation 5.9, we must define a matrix A, as well as lower bounds lb
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and upper bounds ub on z. Note that when lb = ub, the constraint becomes an equality constraint.
Given the discrete linear states space matrices Ad , Bd , wd and the initial state x0 , a common way to
incorporate the constraints given in Equation 5.3 into the form of Equation 5.9 is to choose

−I


 Ad


A=


0

0
and

...

0

−I
.. ..
.
.

0

0

0
..
.

Bd

. . . Ad −I

0

...
..

.

0
0
..
.

. . . Bd

...

0





wd 

.. 
. 


wd 

1



−x
 0


 0 

lb = ub = 
 .. 
 . 


1

(5.13)

(5.14)

Constraints on the inputs may be enforced by appending these constraints the bottom of the A,
lb, and ub matrices. Assuming the only other constraints are bounds on inputs, this optimization
formulation exactly represents the minimization outlined in Equation 5.3 with an optimization
over n(T + 1) + T m + 1 variables with n(T + 1) + 1 constraints. Because the resulting P, q, and
A matrices are large, sparse matrices, we refer to this formulation of the optimization as the large
matrix formulation of MPC.

5.4.2

Small Matrix Formulation
Another common way to formulate the optimization for MPC involves writing the vector

of states over the time horizon as a function of only the inputs and initial condition. Because we
have assumed linear dynamics, the vector of states over the time horizon can be written as
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x
Ad x0 + Bd u0 + wd
 1 

  

 x2   Ad x1 + Bd u1 + wd 
 =

 ..  

..
. 

.
  

xT
Ad xT −1 + Bd uT −1 + wd


Ad x0 + Bd u0 + wd



 2
Ad x0 + Ad Bd u0 + Ad wd + Bd u1 + wd 

=


..


.


 i
T −1
T
Ad x0 + ∑i=0 Ad (Bd uT −1−i + wd )



Bd
0
0 ...
u0






 Ad Bd
Bd
0 . . .   u1 




=
  .. 
..

 . 
.



T −1
T −2
Ad Bd Ad Bd . . . Bd
uT −1


Ad x0 + wd


 2

 Ad x0 + Ad wd + wd 

+


..


.


−1 i
ATd x0 + ∑Ti=0
Ad wd
= Sz + v

(5.15)

(5.16)

where z = [uT0 , uT1 , ..., uTT −1 ]T .
By rewriting the states at each time step as a linear function of the inputs, we can now
rewrite the cost function as
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J =(Sz + v − xgoal )T Qbig (Sz + v − xgoal )
+ (z − ugoal )T Rbig (z − ugoal )
=zT (ST Qbig S + Rbig )z
T

T

(5.17)

T

+ 2z (S Qbig v − S Qbig xgoal − Rbig ugoal )
+ 2vT Qbig v − 2vT Qbig xgoal + xgoal Qbig xgoal
− uTgoal Rbig ugoal
Realizing again that the last four terms which do not contain the optimization design variable z are a constant offset and do not affect the optimization result, we can simplify further to

J =zT (ST Qbig S + Rbig )z
+ 2zT (ST Qbig v − ST Qbig xgoal − Rbig ugoal )

(5.18)

=zT Pz + 2zT q
where P = ST Qbig S + Rbig and q = (ST Qbig v − ST Qbig xgoal − Rbig ugoal ). Note that in this formulation, the dynamics constraints are implicitly enforced in the cost function and it is in the form of
Equation 5.9 needed for use with a convex solver.
Assuming the only other constraints are bounds on inputs, this optimization formulation
exactly represents the minimization outlined in Equation 5.3 with an optimization over T m variables with T m constraints. Because the resulting P, q, and A matrices are smaller than in the
other formulation presented, we refer to this formulation of the optimization as the small matrix
formulation of MPC.

5.4.3

Parameterization
Because the parameterization introduced in Section 5.3.2 is linear, it can also be incorpo-

rated into the convex optimization methods described above.
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Given p knot points and a horizon of T time steps, and assuming that one point is placed at
the beginning and one at the end of the trajectory, we can define the distance between knot points
in units of time steps (∆T ) as

∆T =

T −1
.
p−1

(5.19)

At any time step k, the input u can be written as a linear combination of at most two knot
points Uidx1 and Uidx2 :

u = (1 − c)Uidx1 + (c)Uidx2 .

(5.20)

where
idx1 = f loor(

k
)
∆T

idx2 = idx1 + 1
c=

(5.21)

k − (idx1)∆T
.
∆T

The dynamics can then be written as

xk+1 = Ad xk + (1 − c)Bd Uidx1 + (c)Bd Uidx2 + wd .

(5.22)

In order to parameterize both the large matrix formulation or the small matrix formulation of MPC,
we include the knot points (U) in the vector of design variables (z) instead of the inputs at each time
step (u). Other matrices in the optimization must also be modified. Although the modifications to
these matrices are not complex, a general form for any horizon and number of parameters quickly
becomes difficult to understand. Instead, we provide simple examples for the specific case of a
horizon of T = 5 time steps using p = 3 knot points.
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5.4.4

Parameterized Large Matrix Formulation
For the large matrix formulation of MPC, in addition to the vector of design variables (z),

the constraint matrix A must be modified. Instead of a matrix of the form described in Equation
5.13, for the case of T = 5 and p = 3 we obtain the matrix

A=

−I 0 0 0 0 0


 Ad −I 0 0 0 0


 0 Ad −I 0 0 0


 0 0 Ad −I 0 0


 0 0 0 Ad −I 0

0 0 0 0 Ad −I

0

0

0

Bd

0

0

1
2 Bd

1
2 Bd

0

0

Bd

0

0

1
2 Bd

1
2 Bd

0

0

Bd

0





wd 


wd 
.

wd 


wd 

wd

(5.23)

The only change to this matrix is in the portion containing the matrix Bd and involves the
linear combination of at most two knot points for each input.
Assuming the only constraints are bounds on inputs, the parameterized large matrix formulation of MPC requires optimization over n(T + 1) + mp + 1 variables with n(T + 1) + mp + 1
constraints. This represents a reduction in the number of optimization design variables and constraints by m(T + 1 − p).

5.4.5

Parameterized Small Matrix Formulation
For the small matrix formulation, in addition to the vector of design variables (z), the matrix

S in Equation 5.16 must be modified which in turn affects the matrix P. Note that the matrix v in
Equation 5.16 does not change at all. For the parameterized S matrix in the case of T = 5 and
p = 3 we obtain
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S=


0

Bd

0







1
1
 (Ad + 2 I)Bd

0
2 Bd


 2 1

1
(Ad + 2 Ad )Bd

( 2 Ad + I)Bd
0


 3 1 2

1
(Ad + 2 Ad )Bd ( 21 A2d + Ad + 12 I)Bd

2 Bd


1 3
1 3
1
1
4
2
(Ad + 2 Ad )Bd ( 2 Ad + Ad + 2 Ad )Bd ( 2 Ad + I)Bd

(5.24)

where I denotes the identity matrix.
A simple way to calculate this matrix is to start from the top and work downwards. Each
progressive row is simply the previous row pre-multiplied by Ad , then summed with Bd in the
correct proportions in each column.
The parameterized small matrix formulation of MPC requires optimization over mp variables with mp constraints. The difference in the number of design variables and constraints in this
case is also m(T + 1 − p). Although this reduction in the number of variables and constraints is
identical to the reduction for the large matrix formulation, because the small matrix formulation
started with fewer variables and constraints it represents a proportionally larger reduction in the
optimization size.

5.4.6

Solve Times of Parameterized Convex Solver MPC - Experimental Setup
Because we are interested in how our methods scale to high-DoF robots, we choose to

perform experiments with simulated robots with between one and thirteen links. We refer to these
robots as n link robots. Each link is assumed to be the same mass (1 kg) and length (.25 m) and
each robot’s workspace is assumed to be in the plane perpendicular to the gravity vector. The
dynamic equations take the canonical form
M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + bq̇ = τ
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(5.25)

where q is the vector of generalized coordinates, M(q) is a configuration dependent inertia matrix,
C(q, q̇) represents torques produced by centrifugal and Coriolis forces, b is a viscous damping
coefficient (.01), and τ are applied torques from the motors.
The main advantages of MPC are that it easily incorporates constraints and performs an
optimization over a future time horizon, leading to less “greedy” behavior. In order to test our
methods in the most useful scenarios we therefore chose a damping coefficient b such that the
robots are all underdamped and enforce a torque constraint of two Nm at each joint. This poses a
more interesting and challenging problem than that of an over-damped robot or one with infinite
available torque.
Experiments are performed to quantify the effects of different MPC formulations, as well
as parameterization, on MPC solve times. We use a state-of-the-art convex solver (OSQP) [99] to
perform the optimization. We record both the run time reported by the solver and the total MPC
solve time, which includes the time needed to calculate the matrices P, q, A, lb, and ub. We report
these solve times as the optimization solve time and MPC solve time respectively. Because the
performance of parameterized methods was already explored in Section 5.3.3, we do not attempt
to quantify performance in these experiments.
The first experiment is performed by choosing random initial and goal states for a robot,
calculating the dynamics matrices for the robot based on initial conditions, and then using each
MPC solver to solve for the next input to apply. Because we are only interested in solve times,
the input is never actually applied to any system, but the process of sampling random initial and
goal conditions is repeated 100 times. This process is carried out for robots with one to thirteen
links. A horizon of 50 time steps is used for every solve, and the parameterized methods used five
parameters. Median optimization solve times and MPC solve times for each MPC formulation and
each number of links can be seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.8 respectively.
The second experiment carried out is exactly the same as the first, but with a horizon of
100 instead of 50. The parameterized methods still use five parameters. Median optimization solve
times and MPC solve times for each MPC formulation and horizon are reported in Figures 5.7 and
5.9 respectively.
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5.4.7

Solve Times of Parameterized Convex Solver MPC - Experimental Results

Figure 5.6: Median optimization solve times over hundreds of trials for a horizon of 50 time steps.

Looking first at just the optimization solve times in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 we note the expected
result that the solve times for robots with more links are higher than those with fewer links. As
can be seen in both figures, the small matrix formulation of MPC solves quickly for small problem
sizes, but seems to scale poorly to larger problem sizes. Perhaps surprisingly, even though the
number of variables and constraints is larger for the large matrix formulation, it solves faster than
the small matrix formulation for large problems.
This counter-intuitive result may be explained by the optimization method used. Many fast
convex solvers depend on a factorization of the P, A, and q matrices from Equation 5.9 to solve
a system of linear equations. Efficient solution methods exist for performing these linear system
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Figure 5.7: Median optimization solve times over hundreds of trials for a horizon of 100 time steps.

solves for large, sparse matrices. By decreasing the search space in the small matrix formulation
we have exchanged large sparse matrices for small dense matrices.
A similar phenomenon is observed with the parameterization of the large matrix formulation of MPC. We see that for small problem sizes, parameterization of the large matrix formulation
has little effect on the solve time. In fact if anything, shrinking the search space of the large matrix
formulation seems to have the effect of increasing the solve time. Again, we believe this is related
to the linear system solution of a sparse matrix that we make more dense through parameterization.
The parameterized small matrix formulation of MPC consistently has the lowest optimization solve times of any MPC formulation. Although the matrices used in the parameterized small
matrix formulation are dense, they are also small. Although it is difficult to tell because of the
scale of the plots, the parameterized small matrix MPC optimization solve times in Figures 5.6 and
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Figure 5.8: Median MPC solve times over hundreds of trials for a horizon of 50 time steps.

5.7 are near identical, despite the length of the horizon doubling. When we remember that for the
small matrix formulation, the optimization problem size is not a function of horizon length, but
only number of parameters, this result makes sense. If the number of parameters is held constant,
the horizon can be made arbitrarily large with no effect whatsoever on solve time. The same is not
true however, for the time taken to calculate the matrices P and q.
By looking at Figures 5.8 and 5.9 we can see the total MPC solve times. These solve times
include the optimization solve time plus the time taken to calculate the matrices P, Q, A, lb, and ub.
We recognize that these results may vary based on specific methods and code implementations for
calculating these matrices, however we submit that the trends presented represent trends dictated
by the size and complexity of the matrices. For the large matrix formulations, most of this extra
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Figure 5.9: Median MPC solve times over hundreds of trials for a horizon of 100 time steps.

time is taken to form the large constraint matrix A which contains the dynamics constraints. For
the small matrix formulations, there is greater time spent calculating the matrices P and q.
For both the horizon of 50 and the horizon of 100, we can see that the overall effect of
parameterization was a reduction in the MPC solve time. This is true even for the large matrix
formulation, where the optimization solve time is not decreased by parameterization. This is likely
because the matrices used in the parameterized version are much smaller and take less time to form
before optimization.
Apart from the trend that parameterization decreases MPC solve time for either formulation
of MPC, we can see that parameterization has a greater effect on the MPC solve time of the small
matrix formulation, especially for long horizons and complex systems. We see that for robots with
many links, the small matrix formulation has the longest MPC solve times, while the parameter-
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ized version has the shortest MPC solve times. We also note that the parameterized small matrix
formulation seems the least sensitive to the number of links. This is evidence that this method
scales better to high-DoF systems than the others.
These results combined with those found in Section 5.3.4, strongly suggest that when performing MPC for high-DoF systems, instead of decreasing horizon length to satisfy demands on
solve time, we should instead reformulate and parameterize the input trajectory to decrease solve
times. We have established that this method leads to faster solve times with little to no loss in
performance. In fact, these results suggest that most traditional MPC controllers can be run at a
higher rate through parameterization.
While the results found for this section are found using one specific solver, we expect that
similar results would be found with other fast solvers that utilize factorization of sparse matrices
for finding the solutions to a system of linear equations.

5.5

Evolutionary MPC
Up to this point we have discussed the parameterization of MPC, its effects on MPC per-

formance and robustness, and how to implement parameterized MPC for use with a convex solver.
We have established that MPC solve times can be decreased drastically by using the small matrix
formulation with parameterization.
We now turn our attention to another method of implementing parameterized MPC that is
parallelizable, scalable, and can admit much more flexible cost and dynamics constraints. Because
this method utilizes an evolutionary algorithm to perform optimization, we refer to this method
as evolutionary MPC (EMPC) and we implement it on a GPU. This is similar to the work in
[103] where preliminary work with EMPC applied it to a seven DoF compliant robot arm. The
current work builds on [103] by relaxing heuristic assumptions about the knot points, using a
linear parameterization, and simplifying the evolutionary algorithm.
GPUs are designed to launch thousands of threads that all perform the same function on
different data. In the CUDA programming interface these threads are assigned unique indices and
are organized in structures called blocks as seen in Figure 5.10. This hierarchy is important to
understand because only threads within the same block can be made to run synchronously and
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may share common memory. These considerations are important when efficiently simulating and
evaluating costs in parallel on a GPU.

Figure 5.10: Graphical explanation of CUDA programming hierarchy as implemented in this chapter. One simulation is launched in each block and numSims blocks are launched simultaneously.
After all blocks have finished, each block/simulation has calculated a cost associated with an input
trajectory.

At a high level, EMPC utilizes the parallel computing capability of GPUs by evaluating the
fitness of hundreds or thousands of input trajectories simultaneously. The best of these trajectories
are then mated and mutated to produce a new generation of trajectories that should theoretically
be better than the last. As in typical MPC, only the first input of the best trajectory is applied to
the actual system. Unlike typical MPC however, EMPC does not wait for any convergence criteria
before applying the next input to the system. Instead, the best input is applied to the system after
each generation. Despite applying what are almost certainly sub-optimal inputs, because EMPC
is continuously improving its solution as it progresses towards the goal, EMPC performs similarly
to MPC using a state of the art convex solver, while allowing for shorter solve times and longer
horizons (see Section 5.6.1).
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Because evolutionary algorithms are gradient-free and non-local optimizations, the type of
parameterization used is flexible. For the sake of generality, for this section we will let U represent
the parameters that define all system inputs over a trajectory, and U(i) represent the parameters that
represent the ith input over the trajectory. We will let get u f rom U(U(i),t) represent the function
that maps from a set of parameters and a time to the actual input applied to the system at that time.
The EMPC algorithm is highly parallelizable, especially because of the assumption of linear dynamics. In order to more fully exploit the inherent parallelism of the problem using the
CUDA programming interface for GPUs, we organize our calculations as seen in Figure 5.10.
Each simulation is carried out within one block and each thread within that block is assigned one
system state. The threads with threadIdx < m are assigned one input each as well. This assumes
that the number of states is equal to or greater than the number of inputs.
The computations for one thread are outlined in Algorithm 2 lines 3-17 for reference, and
are discussed in more detail below. At the beginning of each generation, in the case of a cold start,
the parameters U are selected from a random uniform distribution. In the case of a warm start,
these parameters are produced by mating two sets of randomly chosen “parent” parameters. This
mating is accomplished by looping through each parameter in the trajectory and giving the child
50% probability of inheriting each parameter from each parent. This process of crossover allows
the best trajectories to be combined with the hope of finding new trajectories that are the best parts
of both parents.
In order to encourage exploration and avoid the tendency of populations to stagnate in local
optima, we introduce changes in the input population with mutations. After mating is finished, each
input has a 50% probability of being mutated. If mutated, additive noise sampled from a meanzero normal distribution with standard deviation σnoise is added to the parameters. The selection of
σnoise is a important parameter in the optimization. If σnoise is too small then the optimization is not
truly searching the entire optimization space, whereas if it is too large then mutations tend to take
otherwise good solutions far from their minima. In practice we have found that it is helpful to make
σnoise proportional to the norm of the distance to the goal. Future research should look into which
norm (∞-norm, 1-norm, etc.) should be used and how distance to the goal should be measured (in
joint space, cartesian space, on a manifold, etc.). For this work we make σnoise proportional to the
2-norm of the distance to the goal in joint space.
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The number of parents (numParents), the number of simulations numSims, and the exploration noise σnoise are tune-able parameters of the algorithm. If threadIdx >= m, then the thread
waits for the first m threads to reach line 11 of Algorithm 1 before continuing.
Algorithm 1 Evolutionary Model Predictive Control
1: for each Simulation (Parallel block) do
2:
for i = 0 to n (Parallel thread) do
3:
if Cold Start then
4:
U(i) ∼ U (umin (i), umax (i))
5:
else if Warm Start then
6:
P1 ∼ U (0, numParents)
7:
P2 ∼ U (0, numParents)
8:
Noise ∼ N (0, σnoise )
9:
U(i) = mate(UP1 (i), UP2 (i)) + Noise
10:
end if
11:
for t = 0 to T do
12:
u(i) = get u f rom U(U(i),t)
13:
Synchronize x and u across block
14:
x(i) = A(i, :) · x + B(i, :) · u + w
15:
Ji + = stage cost(x(i), u(i), xgoal , ugoal )
16:
end for
17:
Ji + = terminal cost(x(i), u(i), xgoal , ugoal )
18:
end for
19:
J = ∑ni=0 Ji
20: end for
21: U0 , U1 , ..., UnumParents = U’s with lowest J’s
22: for i = 0 to m do
23:
u∗ (i) = get u f rom U(Ubest parent (i), 0)
24: end for

5.5.1

Simulation and Cost Calculation
The simulation of an input trajectory over a horizon is done sequentially using Equation

7.2. Because of the coupling between states, the calculation of each element of xi+1 depends on the
entire vector of states xi as well as the entire vector of inputs ui . Because threads in the same block
can access the same shared memory and can be made to synchronize at certain points, each thread
can calculate its own state in the vector xi+1 using the states and inputs saved in shared memory.
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Then after all states have performed this calculation, the states and inputs in shared memory can
be updated again.
Some of EMPC’s greatest strengths come from this approach to simulation. Although the
state space dynamics are linear, because we calculate each state and input at each timestep, we can
include some nonlinear effects such as hysteresis, contact, and impacts. These types of dynamic
effects can simply be placed in if/else statements during simulation. Another benefit of this type
of simulation is that while convex solvers may find a problem infeasible and return no solution at
all, EMPC can be made to always return the best possible solution, and the constraints describing
the dynamics of the system are satisfied implicitly as part of the simulation.
At each time step in this forward simulation, each thread can evaluate the stage cost associated with its state as well as a terminal cost at the final time step. The total cost is updated at
each time step, then is summed with the rest of the costs from the other threads and is saved to
device memory as the simulation cost. Because we are performing a gradient-free optimization,
this allows almost unlimited flexibility in the type of cost function used. Cost functions need not be
convex or even continuous, so they may contain if/else statements, piecewise functions, and other
functions.
Once all simulations are finished, we are left with numSims U arrays, each with an associated cost. Parent selection simply consists of taking the numParents U arrays with lowest
associated costs and preserving them for the next generation. In order to find u∗ (the optimal u)
for use with MPC, we take the U array with lowest associated cost, and find the u(i) defined by
get u f rom U(Ubest parent (i),t = 0) for each input i. This corresponds to the inputs applied at the
first time step given the U array from the lowest cost simulation.

5.6
5.6.1

Comparing Evolutionary, Parameterized Convex Solver, and Traditional MPC
Simulation Experiments - Setup
In this section experiments are performed to compare the solve times and performance of

EMPC to traditional and parameterized gradient-based MPC. We are especially interested in how
these different solution methods scale to high-DoF problems. We again use OSQP as the gradient-
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based solver in MPC. We perform experiments for this section using the same simulated N link
robots described in Section 5.4.6.
To test the performance of each MPC controller, we simulate using the controllers to perform control at 100 Hz for ten seconds. Performance is measured using the same “actual cost”
metric as in Section 5.3.3, where “actual cost” is calculated by evaluating the cost function used
in MPC over the ten second simulation. The same exact cost function and weightings are used for
both MPC methods and control is simulated to be done at 100 Hz, even when solve times exceed
.01s. This simply means that while some controllers that take more time to solve could not be run
at 100 Hz, we pretend that they can. A more rigorous comparison of solve times is made later in
this chapter. The parameterized versions of MPC are using only three knot points. The horizon
used for MPC is 100 time steps with each step representing .01s. Each MPC method is used to
control from an initial position at rest, to a goal position at rest. To avoid any bias from a particular
part of the robot’s workspace, we again ran several trials with initial and goal positions sampled
from a uniform random distribution and report statistics over all trials.
Solve times are recorded for each MPC solve in every trial. The optimization solve time
recorded for MPC utilizing OSQP corresponds to the “run time” reported by the OSQP solver.
This includes time taken to update the sparse matrices within the solver and solve the optimization. Likewise, the optimization solve time recorded for EMPC includes the time taken to copy
needed data to the GPU, perform one or more iterations of the genetic algorithm, and copy needed
information back from the GPU. Time taken to calculate the dynamics matrices was not included
in either solve time. The OSQP MPC solver also required that the dynamics matrices be formatted
into large constraint and cost matrices that are then fed into the solver, while for EMPC this step
is not necessary. The time taken to construct these matrices plus the optimization solve time is
reported as the MPC solve time.
In order to examine the scalability of both traditional MPC and EMPC, we perform experiments on robots with one to thirteen links. We report both performance and solve time statistics
as a means of measuring scalability. Because EMPC is parallelized for use on a GPU, we also ran
experiments on two different GPUs (an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti and an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX Titan X). This comparison is interesting because the Titan X contains many more parallelized
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processing cores than the 750 Ti (3072 vs 640). These experiments help demonstrate what effects
GPU improvement may have on parallelized MPC methods.
We also perform experiments using a variant of EMPC that performs three iterations of the
evolutionary algorithm before returning a value for use with MPC. This should allow the evolutionary algorithm to find a better solution at the cost of longer solve times.An example of the joint
angle response of a six-link robot for these trials is demonstrated in Figure 5.11.

5.6.2

Simulation Experiments - Results

Figure 5.11: Sample joint angle response for a six-link planar robot controlled by three different
model predictive controllers. Note that the parameterized methods (blue and green) are more
conservative and produce less overshoot.
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A direct comparison of performance between parameterized convex MPC and EMPC, using traditional MPC as a baseline, can be seen in Figure 5.12. We report the ratio of actual cost
using each controller to the actual cost using traditional MPC. A ratio of one (the dashed line)
corresponds to the same level of performance as traditional MPC. Consistent with the findings in
Section 5.3.4, the performance of MPC with parameterization is generally not as good as that of
traditional MPC for simple systems. The increased cost for any robot except the one link however is generally pretty small, accruing less than 20% more cost when using the convex solver.
For higher DoF systems however, the convex parameterized MPC accrues lower costs than traditional MPC. This is likely because of the conservative nature of parameterized MPC as outlined in
Section 5.3.6. A clear example of the conservative nature of the parameterized MPC approach is
shown in Figure 5.11 for a six-link robot. It can be seen that the un-parameterized MPC method
has a faster rise time, but more overshoot.
The performance of EMPC is slightly worse than that of the convex solver, but again, the
difference is not large. It is interesting to note that by performing more iterations or “generations”
for the evolutionary algorithm, the EMPC cost begins to approach that of the parameterized convex
solver. This essentially represents the classical trade-off between speed and quality of solution.
Figure 5.13 represents the relationship between the number of robot links and the optimization solve times for all of the MPC controllers. We see the same trend in solve times for the
gradient-based solvers as in Figures 5.7 and 5.6, however the median solve times in these experiments are much lower. That is because in these experiments the solvers are allowed to warm start
themselves with a previous solution, which was often near the optimum once the robot reached a
steady state equilibrium. The fact that each of our simulations lasts ten seconds means that a great
deal of the solve times recorded are from this steady state regime.
For low DoF systems, EMPC optimization solve times are greater than both gradient-based
solvers. However we see in Figure 5.13 that one iteration EMPC using either of the GPUs we
presented has faster optimization solve times than traditional MPC for ten or more links. By
increasing the number of iterations in EMPC by a factor of three we seem to have also increased
the solve time by about the same factor.
It is also interesting to note the improvement in solve time by changing only the GPU. It
seems that by using the larger GPU, the solve time is decreased by about three ms, but this three
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ms decrease does not seem affected by the number of links. It is not unreasonable to assume
that by using a more powerful GPU (such as the Titan V) solve times would be further reduced.
Reductions in speed could also be achieved by using multiple GPUs. This scalability to high-DoF
problems through parallel computation is one of the main benefits of the EMPC approach.
Figure 5.14 shows the MPC solve times for each MPC controller for a varying number
of robot links. Again, consistent with the results in Section 5.3.4, we find that traditional MPC
scales poorly with increasing robot complexity. We also confirm the result that the parameterized
gradient-based MPC increases the tractability of MPC. The most impressive feature of these results
however is how EMPC scales with increasing DoF of the robot. Because EMPC does not require
the formation of large matrices for definition of the cost function or constraints, the MPC solve
time is identical to that of the optimization solve time. This demonstrates the fact that the EMPC
method scales gracefully to higher DoF systems.
We see from these results an expected trade-off between tractability and the quality of the
solution. Both methods presented in this work are more tractable than traditional MPC and provide
high quality solutions. For high-DoF systems, one iteration EMPC has the fastest solution time by
far, however it also has incurs the highest cost. By increasing the number of “generations” within
an EMPC solve the cost can be decreased, but with slightly higher solve times. Parameterized
convex solver MPC provides the lowest cost solutions (even lower than traditional MPC for the
high-DoF cases), but has a higher solve time for high-DoF cases.
Because of the tractability and performance trade-off that exists between parameterized
convex solver MPC and EMPC, it is difficult to say that one will be more tractable or provide
better performance than the other in all cases. However Figure 5.14 of MPC solve times and
Figure 5.12 of performance provide convincing evidence that control trajectory parameterization
can make MPC far more tractable with little effect on performance. This is an important result that
may enable MPC for many robotic systems for which it was not previously possible.

5.6.3

Hardware Experiments - Setup
In order to demonstrate that both EMPC and parameterized gradient-based MPC are viable

approaches to performing high-DoF MPC for real systems, we implement them both on hardware.
Specifically, we implement both for position control of one seven DoF arm of the Baxter robot seen
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Figure 5.12: Ratio of actual cost using EMPC and a parameterized gradient-based solver to traditional MPC. The dashed line at one denotes performance equal to traditional MPC, below one is
better, and above is worse.

in Figure 5.15. A PD controller on position was run at 500 Hz and tuned with low gains (K p , Kd ) to
produce an under-damped system that is more safe to operate near humans or delicate equipment,
but harder to control for smooth motion. The inputs selected by MPC are set points in joint space
(qdes ) for the PD controller which then applies torques directly to the robot at 500 Hz.
We model the kinematics and dynamics of the robot using parameters provided by the
manufacturer for lengths and masses. The robot automatically applies torques to oppose those of
gravity, so we choose to model the robot as if there are no gravity torques. The full dynamics of
the arm are

M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) = K p (qdes − q) − Kd q̇
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(5.26)

Figure 5.13: Comparison of optimization solve times for increasingly complex robots

where q is the vector of joint angles, M(q) and C(q, q̇) are the inertia matrix and Coriolis and
centrifugal terms respectively. K p and Kd are the PD control gains and qdes is a vector of inputs to
the system.
In the hardware experiment we send several step commands that involve moving all of
the joints at once. The goal of using MPC for a system such as this is to use model information
to move all of the joints quickly and simultaneosly while reducing the overshoot and oscillation
that are characteristic of under-damped systems. Each MPC controller is using a cost function
of the form found in Equation 5.3, however the relative weightings on state and input error are
tuned individually for each controller. Each controller used a horizon of 100 time steps and a
discretization of .01 seconds, leading to a look-ahead time of one second.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of MPC solve times for increasingly complex robots

MPC was run on one computer equipped with an intel E5-1603 CPU and Nvidia Titan X
GPU while impedance control was run on a separate computer on the same local network.

5.6.4

Hardware Experiments - Results
As can be seen in Figure 5.16, both MPC controllers are able to control the robot to the

commanded joint positions with little to no overshoot or oscillation. In order to demonstrate the
natural underdamped-ness of the system, the step response is also included in Figure 5.16. While
overshoot and oscillation can also be mitigated using command smoothing techniques, MPC allows
for faster rise times than these methods afford.
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Figure 5.15: Seven DoF Baxter robot used for the hardware experiments

The performance of the three control methods is quantified using the integral time absolute
error (ITAE). This is defined as
Z t1

IT EA =
t0

(τ − t0 )|qcmd − q(t)|dτ.

(5.27)

This integral must be performed for each joint and each step input, resulting in 21 values for our
experiment with seven joints and three step inputs. For easier comparison, we report the mean
and median of these these 21 values for each trajectory in Table ??. As can be seen in the table,
Parameterized OSQPMPC and EMPC reduce the median ITAE by 31% and 42% respectively.
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The accuracy of the model leads to impressive MPC dynamic performance, however there
is slight steady state error. This is due to the fact that the gravity compensation is not perfect.
This could be decreased with an integrator or by using higher gains for the low level PD controller, however increasing the PD gains would lead to a stiffer system that is less safe in human
environments.
Controller
Mean ITAE Median ITAE
Step Input
1.61
1.30
Parameterized OSQPMPC
1.29
.90
EMPC
1.17
.75
Table 5.3: Integral time absolute error statistics of joint trajectories for hardware experiment

While both controllers were able to successfully control this robot, they were not able to
run at the same rate. Figure 5.17 shows a histogram of MPC solve times for both EMPC and
the parameterized gradient-based MPC. As can be seen from the figure, EMPC is able to solve
consistently faster than the gradient-based method and also has far less variation in solve time.
These hardware results demonstrate that by parallelizing the MPC problem, and offloading much
of the computation to the GPU, MPC solve times can be greatly reduced without great loss of
actual performance. This also means that the EMPC solver likely could have been run with a
longer horizon if desired while still solving faster than the parameterized gradient-based method.
We should also note that this comparison does not include a traditional formulation of MPC
because traditional MPC could not solve fast enough for real-time control given a horizon of 100
time steps. While EMPC enabled fast MPC solves compared to parameterized gradient-based
MPC, the fact that the gradient-based MPC is able to run in real-time at all (at 100 Hz) is only due
to the parameterization of the input trajectory that we present in this chapter.

5.7

Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we have shown for the presented form of input parameterization in the appli-

cation of robot manipulators that input parameterization:
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Figure 5.16: Joint angle response for the seven joints of the robot during the hardware experiment.

• Produces more conservative trajectories, slightly favoring robustness over aggressive behavior
• Can be implemented using traditional convex solvers for fast solve times
• Enables easily parallelized global optimization methods by drastically decreasing the optimization search space for high-DoF long-horizon MPC problems
While we have shown these results only for robot manipulators, we expect that the methods presented in this chapter may be generalized to other robotic systems.
The input-parameterized convex solver MPC presented in this chapter was shown to drastically decrease solve times for high-DoF systems while maintaining long horizons. Many MPC
controllers for robotics applications currently use this type of convex solver. We expect that most,
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Figure 5.17: Hardware experiment solve times for the parameterized gradient-based MPC and
EMPC

if not all, may benefit from the input parameterization presented in this chapter. The MPC controllers could either be made to run at higher rates using the same horizon length, or at the same
rate using a longer horizon.
We have developed a parallelized form of MPC (EMPC) that can be run using a GPU and
have shown that the solutions found using this method are also similar to that of traditional MPC.
EMPC is shown to have faster solve times than both traditional MPC and the parameterized convex
solver MPC for high-DoF systems. Furthermore, experiments performed in this work demonstrate
that EMPC solve times can be decreased by using a higher performance GPU. This indicates that
with the development of better GPUs (i.e. more cores, higher clock rates, etc.), parallelized MPC
methods could be run at faster rates, with longer horizons, or could find higher quality solutions.
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Another advantage of the EMPC approach that was not explored in detail in this work is
the ability to change the cost function or dynamics into a form not previously admitted by MPC
solvers. Because the optimization is gradient-free, it is possible to include sharp discontinuities in
the cost if desired. Because system states are simulated over the horizon, the cost function could
even be a direct function of rise time, settling time and overshoot. Furthermore, the assumption
of linear dynamics could be relaxed and nonlinear models could be simulated on the GPU [151].
Although this would lead to many local minima instead of one global minimum, it would more
accurately represent a real system and because EMPC employs a global gradient-free optimization,
an approximate global minimum could be found.
A current weakness of the EMPC approach, and any sampling-based optimization used
for MPC, is that it would be difficult to prove stability using this controller. In practice we find
that because we are able to sample such a large number of trajectories, we are able to find good
trajectories fairly quickly. Also, by making the exploration noise (σnoise ) a function of distance
to a goal state, we find that once near the goal, EMPC keeps the system near the goal. It seems
that, if desired, statistical likelihood of stability using a sampling-based MPC could be calculated,
however a guarantee seems impossible.
In this work we have only explored one form of parameterization (piecewise linear functions). This parameterization is linear and so was able to be fit into the form required by gradientbased solvers, however many different parameterizations are possible using the EMPC approach.
Future work may include exploring parameterizations such as combinations of learned basis functions or other parameterizations of open-loop trajectories.
If a parameterization is chosen for a feedback gain matrix it may even be possible to use
a parallelized MPC solver such as EMPC to search the space of feedback controllers or policies
directly. This could potentially lead to an MPC solver that returns a feedback controller that can be
run at a high rate to minimize a given cost function over a finite horizon. While this idea is similar
to iLQR or DDP, the EMPC based approach enables the global gradient-free search of a nonlinear
space that may find better solutions than the gradient-based search used in iLQR and DDP.
Future work may also include other parallelizable optimization methods apart from the evolutionary strategy used in this work and implementations to other robotic platforms. The results
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presented in this work provide evidence that through the use of parameterization and parallelization, MPC may be applied to many high-DoF systems for which it was not previously tractable.
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CHAPTER 6.

6.1

NONLINEAR EVOLUTIONARY MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

Introduction
In this chapter we combine the idea of learned discrete-time dynamic models from Chapter

4 and the ideas of parameterized and parallelized MPC from Chapter 5. Taking the strengths from
all of these approaches we develop a new method, nonlinear evolutionary MPC (NEMPC), which
enables the use of long time horizons and complex nonlinear models for high DoF systems. For
NEMPC, we approximate the nonlinear dynamic model of the robotic system using a deep neural
network (DNN). Using the learned approximate model, we then use an evolutionary algorithm
to find optimal control inputs for the next time step. While the evolutionary algorithm cannot
guarantee a global optimum, it is easily parallelizable and does perform a global search.
Many implementations of MPC cast the optimal control problem as a Sequential Quadratic
Program (SQP) and then use a fast solver designed to solve an optimization with linear constraints
and convex cost [152, 153], [154], [155]. The speed of these solvers makes real-time implementation of MPC practical for many applications with fast dynamics, including robotics. The restriction
of these implementations of MPC is that the model used for optimization must be linear. While this
assumption is likely fairly accurate for short time horizons, it becomes less accurate over longer
time horizons or with sharp nonlinearities in the dynamics such as when a robot makes contact
with the environment.
Ideally we would like to define a high-level cost function and use MPC to discover the
low-level behaviors needed to minimize it. However this type of MPC would require a long time
horizon. This desire for long-time-horizon MPC has driven the development of several fast nonlinear MPC algorithms [106], [114], [156]. In [115] and [157] a fast dynamics simulation (MuJoCo [116]) is used to perform differential dynamic programming (DDP) at fast enough rates to
be used as part of an MPC scheme for real-time control of a humanoid. We refer to this method as
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DDP MPC. Exciting steps have even been taken to parallelize DDP MPC using multiple shooting
integration [139], [140] and even CPU and GPU parallelization [158].
Parallelized methods for MPC have started to gain more attention recently as evidenced by
the survey paper [159]. Since the optimization at the heart of MPC is the bottleneck, there have
been several methods proposed to parallelize convex [160], [161], [162] and non-convex [163]
optimizations using GPUs to speed up MPC.
In [143] a policy improvement method using GPUs is also shown to solve fast enough for
real time control of a miniature race car. This method is called Model Predictive Path Integral
(MPPI) control. Both MPPI and DDP MPC are based on improvement of an initial control trajectory which must be known a priori to employ local optimization methods. We use DDP MPC
and MPPI as benchmarks for our experiments because they represent state-of-the-art methods and
because our proposed parallelized method most closely resembles MPPI.
Our work is most similar to [164] and [143] in that we sample control input trajectories
in parallel using a GPU. However we employ a global optimization method to search the entire
control space instead of improving a trajectory with a local optimization or policy improvement
method. In this sense our work is similar to [141] and [165] where global sampling-based GPU
methods are used for control of a parafoil and half-car suspension system. However, our use of
DNNs to approximate the system dynamics allows more complex models and faster control rates.
Because the dimension of the control space is so large (especially for long time horizons)
we choose to parameterize the input space using linear piecewise functions. The parameterization
of the input space is another distinguishing element of our method which enables global optimization methods to find good solutions quickly. Our choice of parameterization builds on previous
work using parameterized control trajectories in a linear Evolutionary Model Predictive Control
algorithm [166]. While the preliminary work in [166] uses a cubic spline parameterization, a
linear or linearized model, and is developed with heuristics specific to impedance controlled manipulators, the method presented in this work uses a linear piecewise parameterization, a nonlinear
model, and can be generalized to any dynamic system.
To rapidly sample hundreds or thousands of input trajectories in parallel using the full nonlinear dynamics of the system, the nonlinear model is approximated using a deep neural network
(DNN). DNNs have gained popularity in image classification and regression applications, and have
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more recently become popular tools in robotics for modeling and control (see [79–81, 167, 168]).
While machine learning models are often black boxes, in this work, because we are sampling from
an analytically derived dynamics model we have a practically infinite data set. This allows us to
avoid the problems of overfitting and to clearly define the experience distribution for the DNN.
Another benefit to using DNNs as function approximators is that it allows us to use existing APIs
for optimized training and time efficient evaluation of DNN models on a GPU.
The use of DNNs in this work builds upon the work in [168] wherein a large DNN which is
trained to approximate discrete-time dynamics is linearized for use in a traditional gradient-based
MPC solver. In this work a DNN of the same form, but much smaller, is used to simulate nonlinear
dynamics in an MPC scheme which uses an evolutionary optimization algorithm.
The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• A real-time nonlinear model predictive control algorithm based on a global optimization
method
• Experimental comparisons of nonlinear evolutionary model predictive control (NEMPC)
with dynamic programming (DP), DDP MPC, and MPPI solutions
• Real-time demonstration of NEMPC on a 24 state pneumatically actuated continuum robot
in hardware
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section B.3 explains the models and methods
used for approximating dynamic models with a DNN, as well as the NEMPC algorithm implemented on a GPU. Section B.4 details the experimental setup for the comparison of NEMPC with
three state-of-the-art optimal controllers (DP, DDP MPC, and MPPI), as well as an actual hardware
experiment. Section B.5 discusses the experimental results. Section B.6 summarizes our findings.

6.2
6.2.1

Method
Dynamic Model Approximation using DNNs
To quickly roll out nonlinear simulations of robot dynamics in parallel, the nonlinear dy-

namics are approximated using a DNN. While the dynamic model of a robot can be learned from
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Figure 6.1: The two simulated robots used for this work. An inverted pendulum with single simulated torque source and a three link robot with simulated motors at each joint.

Figure 6.2: The pneumatically actuated continuum robot used for hardware experiments.
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real data, in this work we are simply using DNNs as function approximators, and the functions we
wish to approximate are the discrete-time dynamic equations. We next present the dynamics for
three different systems that we wish to control.

Inverted Pendulum Dynamic Equations
The continuous-time dynamics of an inverted pendulum such as the one depicted in Figure
6.1 are
ml 2 q̈ + bq̇ + mglsin(q) = τmotor

(6.1)

where m is the mass at the end of the link, l is the length of a massless link, b is a viscous damping
coefficient, and g is the acceleration of gravity. We choose as our state x = [q̇, q]T .

Three Link Robot Dynamic Equations
We assume our three link robot is comprised of rigid links and pin joints, so the dynamic
equations take the canonical form
M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + bq̇ + τgrav = τ

(6.2)

where q is the vector of generalized coordinates, M(q) is a configuration dependent inertia matrix,
C(q, q̇) represents torques produced by centrifugal and Coriolis forces, b is a viscous damping
coefficient, τgrav are the torques applied by gravity on the robot and τ are applied torques from the
motors. We choose as our state x = [q̇, q]T .

Pneumatically Actuated Continuum Robot Dynamic Equations
We model the dynamics of the continuum joint robot (seen in Figure 6.2) with equations
similar to those given for the three link robot, but with the addition of pressure dynamics. Again,
in this chapter we assume that the continuum joints have constant inertia (the inertia of a uniform
density cylinder). This inaccurate assumption could be avoided by using the dynamics formulation
in Chapter 3. The full dynamics of the arm are modeled as
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M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) + bq̇ + τgrav − Kspring q = K prs p

(6.3)

ṗ = α(pcmd − p)

(6.4)

where Kspring represents the passive elasticity of the joints centered at the zero configuration, K prs is a linear mapping from pressures at each joint to torques, p is a vector of the 12
pressures (four independent pressures in each joint), pcmd is a vector of the commanded pressures,
and α is a 1st-order fill coefficient representing the speed of the pressure dynamics. We choose as
our state x = [p, q̇, q]T . With six generalized coordinates, their derivatives, and the 12 pressures,
this model contains 24 states and 12 inputs. The specific form of the continuum kinematics and
dynamics are described in more detail in [168] and [169].

Training the DNN
To forward simulate our systems we need a discrete time model which is capable of predicting future states. To obtain this we perform first order Euler integration. At timestep k we
predict the state at time step k + 1 using the equation

xk+1 = xk + ẋk ∆t.

(6.5)

Using the continuous state space equations (Eqns. 6.1-6.3) and Equation 6.5 we have developed a numerical simulation of our robot which is able to integrate the state after some small ∆t
given the current state and inputs. To forward simulate hundreds or thousands of these simulations
quickly and in parallel on the GPU we approximate the discrete time simulation using a DNN of
the form depicted in Figure 6.3.
The architecture used for the DNN in this work is inspired by the Unet architecture developed in [96], however with fully connected instead of convolutional layers. It builds on the work
done in [168], however with fewer and smaller layers. Each blue box in Figure 6.3 represents a
fully connected layer of the form
y = max 0,W x + b
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(6.6)

where x and y are the input and output respectively, W and b are a learned weight and bias respectively, and the element-wise maximum operation is commonly referred to as the rectified linear
unit (ReLU) nonlinear activation function.
The input (or second) dimension of the weighting matrix for the first layer is equal to the
number of states and inputs in the model to be approximated. The output (or first) dimensions of
the first three weighting matrices are labeled in Figure 6.3 as 100, 200, and 400. The final two
layers take as inputs the element-wise sum of the previous layers outputs and the outputs of a more
distantly previous layer with the same dimension.
As can be seen in Figure 6.3, the output of the DNN is only added to the current joint
velocities, so essentially it is only predicting the change in velocity over a fixed time step ∆t.
The position states are not predicted by the DNN, since we already know that the position states
will simply be the integrated velocity as given by Equation 6.5. Moreover, we can perform angle
wrapping on the position states instead of forcing the DNN to learn that sharp nonlinearity. We
found that decreasing the burden on the DNN in this way allowed it to more accurately represent
changes in velocity.
DNNs for both of our simulated robots were implemented and trained using Pytorch [170].
For training, each batch of training data consisted of 1000 randomly selected state-input pairs
which were then fed through our analytically derived discrete time simulation. The loss function
was simply the mean squared error of the DNN prediction of velocity at the next timestep. The
Adam optimizer was used with a learning rate of .0001 and training was concluded after about 30
minutes using an Nvidia GeForce 750 Ti GPU.
The sizes of the DNNs for the inverted pendulum, three link robot, and pneumatically
actuated continuum robot are 200,400 parameters, 201,200 parameters, and 204,200 parameters
respectively. These sizes are similar because the same architecture was used for all three models
while only the dimension of the first and last layers changed to match the number of system states,
inputs, and velocities. While it is surprising that the same size DNN serves to model systems of
such varying size and complexity, because we train on a practically infinite dataset derived from an
analytically derived model, we drastically reduce the danger of overfitting. The size and structure
of DNNs needed to model dynamic systems remains an interesting and open area of research.
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Figure 6.3: DNN architecture used to approximate dynamic models.
6.2.2

Input Trajectory Parameterization
We parameterize our input trajectory as a piecewise linear function connecting knot points

as seen in Figure 6.4. The parameterization for this work consisted of three points: one at the
beginning of the time horizon, one in the middle, and one at the end.
While this is a drastic simplification and severely limits the control trajectory possibilities,
we find that NEMPC is able to find surprisingly complex behaviors. Higher order parameterizations can be used, but in our preliminary experiments we found no significant improvement in
MPC performance by increasing the number of knot points. In fact, if the number of knot points
is increased beyond a certain point, the performance degrades. We believe this is at least partially
due to the optimization being forced to search a higher dimensional space.
For this work, the math required to calculate a control input ui given optimized knot points
U, the time step i, and horizon length T is a simple linear interpolation. However, any parameterization can be used with this method and so we choose to represent the mapping from U to u in
Algorithm 2 as get u f rom U(U, i, T ).
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Figure 6.4: To decrease the search space for our optimization, input trajectories are represented as
knot points linearly connected over the horizon of length T time steps.

6.2.3

Nonlinear Evolutionary Algorithm for Trajectory Optimization
Instead of relying on a local optimization method to improve upon an existing policy or

trajectory, NEMPC uses an evolutionary algorithm to explore the entire space of parameterized
control trajectories. Because the dynamics of robotic systems are often non-convex, the optimization of a control trajectory contains many local minima. Gradient-based optimization methods
such as QP, SQP, or DDP guarantee convergence to a local minimum, but not a global minimum.
Heuristic global optimization methods such as evolutionary optimization provide no guarantees
whatsoever, however they can be made to perform a global search as opposed to a local one. This
is why we refer to our evolutionary algorithm as a global optimization method. The effectiveness
of this approach will be shown in Section B.4.
The evolutionary algorithm implemented for this work contains all of the traditional elements of evolution-based algorithms: mating and crossover, mutation, and selection. It is made
simpler by the fact that we have parameterized the input trajectories in our population, so they can
be represented simply by their knot points which we denote U.
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Algorithm 2 Nonlinear Evolutionary Model Predictive Control Algorithm
1: for every simulation in parallel do
2:
if Cold Start then
3:
Uchild = U (umin , umax )
4:
else if Warm Start then
5:
Randomly select two parents from U parents
6:
Uchild = crossover(U parent1 ,U parent2 )
7:
Uchild = Uchild + N (µ = 0, σnoise )
8:
end if
9:
J=0
10:
for i = 0 to T do
11:
ui = get u f rom U(Uchild , i, T )
12:
xi+1 = DNN(xi , ui )
13:
J = J + cost f unction(xi , ui , i)
14:
end for
15: end for
16: U parents = Uchild ’s with lowest J’s
17: U ∗ = Uchild with lowest J
18: u∗ = get u f rom U(U ∗ , 0, T )
19: Apply u∗ to the robot

Mating and Crossover
In the case of a cold start for the optimization, there is no prior population of knot points,
so it is necessary to create one. This is done by randomly sampling knot points from a uniform
distribution bounded by the minimum and maximum inputs.
In the case of a warm start, at least one generation of knot points already exists where each
individual has been evaluated and assigned a cost. Those individuals with the lowest costs are
designated as parents. Each parent is paired randomly with another parent for crossover. During
crossover, for each system input, the child trajectory inherits the knot points for that input from
either parent with 50% probability.

Mutation
While mating and crossover help to converge trajectories towards minima, mutation is used
to explore more of the control input space. In our implementation, every child is subject to mutation, which is simply Gaussian noise added to the knot points of the input trajectory. The standard
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deviation of this noise σnoise is a tuning parameter. We found experimentally that making the noise
proportional to the distance from the goal seems to work well because as the system approaches its
goal state, the changes to the trajectory should probably be minor adjustments as opposed to major
changes.
Once the mutation phase is complete there is a whole new generation of knot points to be
evaluated using the selection phase.

Selection
Selection is the process in which the fitness of each member of a population of potential
control trajectories is evaluated, and only the most fit members of the population survive to be the
parents of the next generation. Fitness is evaluated using a fitness function, which for our case is
the cost function for our optimal control problem. To perform a more direct comparison with prior
solution methods, we use the typical quadratic cost used in optimal control

T −1 

J=

∑

T

T



x̃i Qx̃i + ũi Rũi + x˜T T Q f x˜T

(6.7)

i=0

where
x̃ = x − xgoal

(6.8)

ũ = u − ugoal
However, one of the strengths of our approach to solving the MPC problem is that we can use any
form of cost function including those where the gradients are discontinuous or undefined. For this
reason, we denote the function used to assign cost in Algorithm 2 as cost f unction(xi , ui , i).
During the selection phase, every control trajectory in the population is simulated on the
GPU from the current state. At each time step in the horizon, the state is forward simulated
using the learned model (represented by DNN(xi , ui ) in Algorithm 2), then any additive cost is
added using cost f unction(xi , ui , i). By forward simulating the dynamics in this way, dynamics
constraints are enforced implicitly. State boundary constraints can be added as a large penalty in
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the cost function inside an if/else statement or can be saturated during dynamic simulation. After
all of the simulations on the GPU have terminated, there is a cost associated with each control
trajectory. The members of the population which are selected to be parents of the next generation
are those which have the lowest cost. At the end of the selection phase we have finished fitness
evaluation, and are left with only the best trajectories and their associated costs.
While most optimizations define a termination criteria based on the number of iterations,
the cost, or cost derivatives, our NEMPC method returns an approximately optimal input u∗ after one iteration. We expect the population to converge to a better solution over time, but this
strategy of “doing something good soon rather than something better later” ( [152]) leads to good
performance as shown in Section B.4.

6.3

Experiments
Three experiments were designed and carried out to test the viability of the NEMPC ap-

proach and to evaluate its ability to find optimal control behaviors without a priori controllers
or default trajectory initialization. To judge the value of the approach, comparisons were made
in simulation to three state-of-the-art optimal control algorithms - Dynamic Programming (DP),
Differential Dynamic Programming MPC (DDP MPC), and Model Predictive Path Integral Control (MPPI). The final experiment on hardware was carried out to demonstrate that this method
scales well to high degree-of-freedom systems and can still run in real-time. A video of all three
experiments can be found here: https://youtu.be/hrqdUXd-xJ4

6.3.1

Simulated Inverted Pendulum
To first determine if NEMPC allows us to find optimal behaviors for a nonlinear system

with input constraints, we chose to test it on a simple case - an inverted pendulum with torque constraints. We compare with DP because DP should converge to the absolute optimal performance,
providing a lower bound on the cost possible for this task.
The task is for the controller to swing the pendulum into an upright position where θ = 0,
starting from the θ = π position. Because the torque is limited to 1 Nm, this is impossible to do
by applying a constant torque in one direction. The simple cost function defined by Equation 6.7
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Figure 6.5: Joint angle history during a swing-up task for the inverted pendulum. Because it
does not have enough available torque to lift the link directly, it swings back and forth to gain
momentum.
is used for both NEMPC and DP with R = 0 and Q weighting only position error with a value of
1. NEMPC was run with a horizon (T ) of 50 time steps for NEMPC.
For the sake of brevity we do not include all of the details about implementing DP for a
continuous system. We simply state that we discretized the state and action spaces and implemented a value iteration algorithm to find the optimal policy. Online, we then used interpolation to
implement this discrete policy for a continuous system. A good reference for value iteration can
be found [171], while details about DP for continuous systems can be found in [172].
The joint angle trajectories from simulating both NEMPC and DP are depicted in Figure
6.5 while the commanded torques are in Figure 6.6. Note that the straight down position can be
represented as an angle of π or −π.
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Figure 6.6: Input torque for a swing-up task for the inverted pendulum.
6.3.2

Simulated Three Link Robot Arm
This experiment is similar to the inverted pendulum task, but with a three link robot instead

of a single pendulum. Again, the task is to swing the arm from its completely stable equilibrium
hanging down to the unstable equilibrium in an upright position with all joints at θ = 0. Again, the
available torque (10 Nm) is not enough to swing the arm straight up using a constant torque.
Because DP does not scale easily and may not even be feasible for some higher degreeof-freedom problems, we compare NEMPC to two nonlinear versions of MPC which serve as
state-of-the-art benchmarks. DDP MPC is an MPC scheme which uses DDP to optimize control
inputs each time step. There are several methods used to incorporate constraints into DDP as
outlined in [114]. We implement constraints using what is referred to in [114] as the clamping
method wherein the inputs are saturated during the forward rollout of dynamics for DDP. We also
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warm start DDP with its prior solution at each time step, the first solve being cold started with zero
torques over the trajectory.
MPPI is a parallelized MPC scheme designed to use the GPU to perform forward rollouts of
nonlinear dynamics. Given an initial trajectory, neighboring trajectories are sampled and assigned
costs calculated during the forward rollout of the system dynamics. The improved trajectory can
be thought of as an inverse cost (or reward) weighted average of the sampled input trajectories.
Our implementation of MPPI follows that of [173]. Similar to DDP MPC we warm start MPPI
with its prior solution at each time step, the first solve being cold started with zero torques over the
trajectory.
The same cost function is used for all three MPC schemes to make a fair comparison of
how well each algorithm minimized cost over the whole trajectory. The cost function used is of
the quadratic form found in Equation 6.7. The cost weightings on the proximal, middle, and distal
joints’ position error are 3, 2, and 1 respectively and for the final timestep these weightings are
increased to 30, 20, and 10. The cost weighting on each input is .0001. The horizon length (T )
used for each MPC solver is 25 time steps and both MPPI and NEMPC used 500 samples per
solve.
The solve time for each method is recorded as the time to solve for the next input to be
applied to the system. These experiments were run with an Intel i7-4770 CPU and an Nvidia
GeForce 750 Ti GPU.
The achieved joint angles from both methods are displayed in Figure 6.7. Again, note that
because there are no joint limits, the arms can swing all the way around so that θ = π is the same
position as θ = −π.

6.3.3

Pneumatically Actuated Continuum Robot Arm
The last experiment was performed in hardware with the goal of demonstrating that NEMPC

can be used in real-time for large degree-of-freedom systems. To demonstrate this, we implemented NEMPC for a 24 state soft continuum robot and controlled it to several joint configurations. NEMPC was run with a horizon (T ) of 40 time steps and a model discretized at .02s, running
at 50 Hz.
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Figure 6.7: Joint angles during a swingup task for the three link robot arm.
While the first two experiments showed that NEMPC is capable of finding high quality
solutions to the MPC problem, even for nonlinear and input constrained problems, they were performed assuming MPC was given a perfect model. For this experiment, our model of the pressure
and continuum joint dynamics are only approximate. Accurate modeling of soft and continuum
joint robots is still an active area of research and is outside the scope of this chapter. See [84], [1]
for an overview of challenges in soft robot modeling and control. We are confident that better
modeling, including learned models from data which fit nicely into our control framework, would
enable better performance of model-based controllers for soft robots.
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Figure 6.8: Joint angles of the pneumatically actuated continuum robot giving step inputs to the
NEMPC controller. Commanded joint angles are shown as well as performance of NEMPC and
NEMPC with an integrator.
To decrease steady state error due to modeling error, we implement a simple integrator on
joint configuration angle. Figure 6.8 shows the joint angle response of using NEMPC both with
and without an integrator.

6.4

Results and Discussion
Figure 6.5 and 6.6 show that for the single link robot, both DP and NEMPC converge to

nearly the same solution. Evaluating the cost function for each simulated trajectory shows the
expected result that DP accrued a lower cost than NEMPC (1663 vs 1694). In fact, DP should
converge to the absolute optimal solution. Because there is no cost on inputs for this experiment,
the optimal behavior is to apply maximum torque in one direction or the other until at the goal.
At about three seconds in Figure 6.6 one can see that interpolation between these extremes leads
to the chattering behavior exhibited by DP. The fact that NEMPC performs so similarly to DP
suggests that NEMPC is not finding the actual optimum, but is close. It is important to recognize
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that both algorithms discovered control behavior which cannot be discovered without taking into
account torque constraints and the nonlinear effect of gravity. The advantage of NEMPC over DP
is that DP requires the calculation of a value function for each goal position, which can take hours
to compute. This problem is exacerbated when increasing the number of degrees of freedom.
Figure 6.7 for the three link robot performing a swing-up task shows that NEMPC, DDP
MPC, and MPPI each find different solutions. While DDP MPC maintains the second and third
joints near the goal position the entire time, NEMPC and MPPI find lower cost solutions by swinging the more distal joints through an entire revolution. It can be seen in Figure 6.7 that NEMPC
finds a more aggressive trajectory than MPPI which involves rotating the second and third links
for faster convergence to the goal. Evaluating the cost function over this simulation reveals that
NEMPC has found the lowest cost solution of the three (See Table ??).
The fact that each solver finds different solutions suggests that there are multiple local
optima. DDP MPC is a local method based on gradient descent and therefore converges to a
minimum near the initial trajectory. MPPI uses a policy improvement strategy which is able to
find a better solution than DDP MPC by searching in areas other than those of immediate gradient
descent. By searching the entire control space NEMPC is able to find a solution of lower cost
than both DDP MPC and MPPI. The nature of the evolutionary algorithm means that NEMPC can
simultaneously improve upon several different local optima with each MPC iteration, returning the
lowest cost solution while still improving upon each. This feature makes NEMPC well suited to
nonlinear MPC where the cost landscape contains many local minima.
Each iteration of DDP, and therefore each MPC solve of DDP MPC, requires a backward
pass through the state-control trajectory calculating dynamics and cost derivatives, then a forward
pass calculating an updated control trajectory and forward simulating the dynamics of the system.
Often, a line search is done which involves several forward and backward passes to find a trajectory
update which improves the trajectory. By way of comparison, for each NEMPC or MPPI solve
there are hundreds of forward passes done, but these are all completed at once in parallel on the
GPU.
Because of the parallel nature of NEMPC and MPPI and their use of the GPU, in our
experiments NEMPC and MPPI are able to solve much more quickly than DDP MPC. We should
note that by using specialized simulation software, multithreading, and other optimizations, DDP
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Cost Mean Solve Time
NEMPC 889
.0295 s
MPPI
1285
.0276 s
DDP MPC 1345
.245 s
Table 6.1: Comparison of costs and solve times for three nonlinear MPC methods

MPC is run at much faster rates in other works [115], [139], [158]. The results presented in this
work represent un-optimized Python implementations of all algorithms. It is expected that all
implementations could benefit from optimization to be run at faster rates. For example, TensorRT
could be used to speed up the DNN evaluation on the GPU for the NEMPC and MPPI methods.
However, the massively parallelized nature of NEMPC and MPPI clearly show a computational
benefit, while allowing for similar if not better performance than DDP MPC in our experiments.
Having established that NEMPC is capable of finding high quality solutions to the nonlinear
MPC problem, the final experiment demonstrated that it can be used in real-time for high degreeof-freedom systems. As seen in Figure 6.8, NEMPC drives the joint angles quickly toward final
positions with little overshoot despite the underdamped nature of the joints. However, due to model
inaccuracy, the final position reached by NEMPC has steady state error which is remedied with a
simple integrator. As previously mentioned, a better model would decrease this steady state error
and improve performance.
Though these results are impressive on their own, with advances in parallel computing
and GPUs, we expect even better performance from this method in the future. Moreover, while
most optimal control methods become less tractable for higher degree-of-freedom systems, the
parallelized nature of NEMPC allows it to scale well.

6.5

Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown the viability of a nonlinear MPC method based on global

optimization techniques with a GPU and learned models. We have shown that it is possible to
discover complex behaviors such as those needed to perform swing-up tasks for torque constrained
robots, using parameterized control input trajectories.
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Our specific implementation has made use of an evolutionary algorithm for optimization
and piecewise linear functions for control input trajectories. While this work shows that those are
viable options, this chapter does not claim that these tools are the best choices. Future research
should include other parallelized global optimization methods such as interval analysis and particle
swarm to more fully understand the strength and weaknesses of these methods and how they could
be applied.
We also chose to implement our control trajectory parameterization as a series of knot
points connected by lines. While the amplitude of the input was always an optimization design
variable, the timing was constrained to be halfway through the horizon and at the end of the horizon. In future work, we intend to make the timing as well as the amplitude a design variable. We
believe that this could lead to more complex behaviors which may be important during nonlinear
events for a robot such as making or breaking contact.
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CHAPTER 7.

7.1

MODEL REFERENCE PREDICTIVE ADAPTIVE CONTROL

Introduction
In this chapter we address the concern that even given significant efforts in obtaining an

accurate dynamic model of soft robots, the models may not be accurate enough for effective or
aggressive model-based control. Although the stability of MPC is robust to modeling error, there
can be steady state error when using MPC. The methods outlined in this chapter are aimed at eliminating that steady state error without the use of an integrator to improve the dynamic performance
of MPC.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 7.2 discusses the state of the art in
soft robot control, as well as the hardware, models and methods specific to this work; Section
7.3 outlines the development of MRPAC as well as its relation to MPC and MRAC; Section 7.4
explains the hypotheses to be tested about MRPAC as well as the experiments; Section 7.5 reports
the results of the experiments performed and discuss their importance; Section 7.6 discusses the
importance of the presented work to the field and provide suggestions for future work.

7.2

Related Work
Control strategies for soft robots vary from open-loop control such as in [85, 86] to Re-

inforcement Learning [174] to MPC [60]. In [175] and [151] the authors demonstrate the performance of MPC on the same joints used for this work. These implementations of MPC used
a learned model of the dynamics based on a less-accurate representation of the continuum joint
dynamics. The model inaccuracy that resulted in less aggressive control in that work prompted the
development of the more accurate model and adaptive control techniques presented in this chapter.
Given a dynamic model of the correct form, the nature of soft robots is still such that certain
parameters of that model may be difficult to estimate. Adaptive MPC combines the strengths
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Figure 7.1: A continuum joint such as the ones that comprise the robots used for this work.

of MPC with adaptive control [176], [177]. The method developed in this paper is a form of
adaptive MPC which borrows ideas from model reference adaptive control (MRAC) for robot
manipulators [178]. Specifically, our work can be considered an extension to the adaptive MPC
presented in [102]. The main extensions are an adaptive law formulated specifically for robot
manipulators and a regressor based on a more accurate continuum joint dynamic model.

7.3

Development of Model Reference Predictive Adaptive Control
In this section we give brief overviews of both MPC and MRAC to clarify notation and

establish a background for the development of MRPAC. For in-depth explanations of MPC and
MRAC we refer the interested reader to [179] and [180] respectively.

Model Predictive Control
Any dynamic system may be represented in state variable form as
ẋ = Ax + Bu + w

(7.1)

where x is the vector of states, u is the vector of system inputs, and w is a vector of offsets or
disturbances. Using any discretization method (Euler, semi-implicit Euler, matrix exponential,
etc.) we can create a discretized state space model:
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xk+1 = Ad xk + Bd uk + wd .

(7.2)

The above equation can be used to forward simulate the states of our system, given initial
conditions and inputs. In MPC these discretized dynamic equations are the constraints of our
optimization while xk and uk are the optimization variables. In an MPC solver predicting over a
horizon of T time steps, a trajectory optimization may be formulated as:

T



T
T
J = ∑ (xgoal − xk ) Q(xgoal − xk ) + (ugoal − uk ) R(ugoal − uk )
k=0

(7.3)

s.t.
xk+1 = Ad xk + Bd uk + wd

∀ k = 0, ..., T − 1

where J is the objective function value, xgoal and ugoal are the goal states and inputs respectively.
Other constraints may easily be added to this formulation to place bounds on inputs or states. By
defining a quadratic cost function and enforcing only linear dynamics constraints we have defined
a convex optimization problem suitable for solution using a fast convex solver. We choose to use
the state of the art solver OSQP [99] for our implementation of MPC. To lengthen the horizon of
MPC and decrease solve times we also use the input parameterization technique outlined in [179].
MPC solves the above trajectory optimization for the entire horizon of length T , however
only the first input (u0 ) is applied to the system. After applying this input, the optimization is
solved again using state information which is updated using sensor feedback. The discrete-time
model can also be updated with a new linearization centered at the new operating point. This
process is repeated with MPC only ever applying the first input, but solving over an entire horizon
of value T . The fact that MPC is forced to re-solve the trajectory optimization problem with the
most current state and model information is what leads to MPC being robust to model error as will
be shown hereafter.
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Model Reference Adaptive Control
MRAC is a form of adaptive control which seeks to drive a system to behave like a reference
system. Because we are interested in controlling continuum joint soft robots we specifically follow
the implementation of MRAC outlined in [178] which is specific to robot manipulators. In this
derivation of MRAC for manipulators the authors take advantage of several special properties of
manipulator dynamics. Firstly, they express the mass matrix, Coriolis matrix, and gravity torques
as being linear in certain manipulator parameters. Stated mathematically:

M q̈ +Cq̇ + g = Y (q̈, q̇, q)a = τ

(7.4)

where Y (q̈, q̇, q) is the np regressor and a is a p1 vector containing the manipulator dynamic parameters which may be unknown or changing over time. In rigid body manipulators it can be shown
that a contains the link masses, inertias, and the positions of centers of mass. Using the soft robot
continuum joint dynamic model in Chapter 3 to derive M, C, and g it can be seen by inspection
that all of these terms are linear in the joint mass m, as well as square of the joint radius r2 and
joint height h2 .
In [178] the authors present a method by which joint accelerations need not be measured or
estimated to calculate the regressor. Instead they exploit several properties of manipulator dynamics to rewrite the regressor as a function of joint positions (q), joint velocities (q̇), reference system
velocities (q̇re f ), and reference system accelerations (q̈re f ):
τ = Y (q, q̇, q̇re f , q̈re f )a.

(7.5)

This is useful in practice because while accurate measurements or estimates of joint accelerations
are hard to obtain, the acceleration of the reference system is a calculated value that we know
perfectly.
When using MRAC, we generally do not know the parameter vector a perfectly (especially
for soft robots), so we desire to estimate it. We will denote our estimate â. The adaptive parameter
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vector â is adapted according to the law:
â˙ = −Γ−1Y (q, q̇, q̇re f , q̈re f )T s

(7.6)

where
s = q̃˙ + Λq̃
q̃˙ = q̇ − q̇re f

(7.7)

q̃ = q − qre f .
The terms q̃ and q̃˙ are the position and velocity tracking errors respectively, and so therefore s is a
weighted tracking error term. Γ can be thought of as the learning rate of the adaptive controller.
The final step in manipulator MRAC as explained in [178] guarantees that not only parameter error, but also position error will be driven to zero. To ensure this, the final control law for
MRAC is defined as:
τ = Y (q, q̇, q̇re f , q̈re f )T â − KD s

(7.8)

Note that because s is a weighted sum of the position and velocity tracking errors, the matrices KD
and Λ can be thought of as a feedback controller on position error. This feedback term, in addition
to the feed-forward term from the adaptive parameters, helps to decrease steady-state position
error.
In the above equations, Γ, Λ, and KD are all tuning parameters used to determine how
quickly the adaptive parameters can change and how quickly position error is driven to zero. In
general, selecting higher values for the tuning parameters causes the adaptive parameters to change
more quickly and the tracking error to decrease more quickly. However, as one may expect, increasing these values too high can lead to instability.
Defining f = M(q)q̈re f + C(q, q̇)q̇re f + g(q) + Kd q̇ + Kspring q as we do in Chapter 3, the
regressor used for the continuum joint soft robot in this work is of the form:

Y (q, q̇, q̇re f , q̈re f ) =

h

∂f
∂m

∂f
∂ h2
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∂f
∂ r2

∂f
∂q

∂f
∂ q̇

i

.

(7.9)

Model Reference Predictive Adaptive Control
MRPAC combines the strengths of both MPC and MRAC to yield a model-based optimal
controller which can adapt its model online, but remains robust to unmodeled disturbances. As
with MPC we begin with a model of the system, however this time we explicitly model the error
as a torque disturbance term:

ẋ = Ax + Bu + w + τdisturbance .

(7.10)

If the error in the model is simply due to incorrect estimates of the manipulator parameters, then we
should be able to represent this disturbance exactly using the same regressor as MRAC, namely:
τdisturbance = −Y (q, q̇, q̇re f , q̈re f )â.

(7.11)

The negative sign is necessary because we adapt the parameters in â according to the MRAC
adaptation law. MRAC’s adaptation law is designed to estimate a torque which, when applied to
the system, will “cancel out” the system’s dynamics. In MRPAC we want to represent the system’s
dynamics instead of the torque needed to cancel them out. These two quantities are opposite in
sign, hence the negative sign shown here.
It is important to note that in MRPAC we are using the regressor and adaptive parameters
to represent the modeling error, while in MRAC they are used to represent the system dynamics in
their entirety. We therefore can not expect â to contain the same values for MRAC and MRPAC.
In fact, if given a perfect model, â should theoretically remain zero for MRPAC. This is because
given a perfect model, MRPAC, like MPC, should track perfectly from the beginning and q̃ and q̃˙
will remain zero. As one can see from the adaptive law in Equation 7.6, as long as these tracking
errors remain zero, the adaptive parameters will not change.
Also, it is important to note that Γ and Λ are the only tuning parameters for the estimation
of â in MRPAC. While in MRAC there is an error term multiplied by KD to ensure that position
error is decreased, in MPC the tracking error is decreased by virtue of the optimization which seeks
to minimize error.
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To make a fair comparison between MRAC and MRPAC we use the same regressor for
both controllers.

7.4

Description of Experiments
Adaptive control techniques are useful in the case where we do not know a complete and

accurate model of the system a priori. After all, if we did have a complete and accurate model
then we could perfectly predict the behavior of the system for model-based control techniques. We
will classify all modeling error into two categories: known unknowns and unknown unknowns.
Known unknowns correspond to terms, physical phenomena, or parameters in the model that we
are accounting for, but whose values are uncertain or unknown. For example inertias, damping
coefficients, and spring coefficients may be known unknowns. Unknown unknowns in the model
correspond to phenomena which occur in the real system, but are not represented in the model for
whatever reason. If we assume all spring and damping elements in the system are linear while they
are in fact nonlinear, then we do not have the ability to represent the nonlinear effect of the spring
and this nonlinear effect is an unknown unknown.

7.4.1

Simulation Experiments
In the simulation portion of the experiments, a simulation is created using the model out-

lined in Chapter 3 and this simulated system is controlled using three different controllers. The
goal of each controller is to drive the system to follow a reference trajectory generated by a reference system. The three controllers implemented are MPC, MRAC, and the MRPAC algorithm
detailed in Section 7.3.
The reference system used for these experiments can be thought of as two uncoupled,
critically-damped mass-spring-damper systems each modeled by the equation:
mẍ + bẋ + k(x − r) = 0.

(7.12)

The masses (of mass m) are driven by the springs to the reference positions (r) and the damping
√
coefficient (b) is always chosen such that the system is critically damped (b = 4mk). The rise
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time of the reference system can be altered by varying the spring constant (k). We choose a rise
time so that the system has settled to steady state within about one second.
As mentioned in the adaptive control literature, model parameter estimation and adaptive
control schemes require sufficient excitation to converge or to adapt. We provide this excitation by
changing the reference positions (r) of the system every 2 seconds. Reference positions are drawn
π
π
from a uniform distribution bounded above and below by − 2√
and 2√
. These bounds are chosen
2
2
√
so that the resulting total bend angle (φ = u2 + v2 ) is never greater than π2 radians.

Case 1: Perfect Regressor (known unknowns)
The first experiment performed is designed to show the performance of all three controllers
in the case where the regressor can fully describe the dynamics of the system (e.g. there are no
unknown unknowns). The hypothesis to be tested is that given a perfect regressor, both MRAC
and MRPAC should be able to compensate for the system’s dynamics perfectly and should drive
the system to follow the reference trajectory exactly. Since MPC alone cannot adapt its model,
we expect that increasing model error (but not adding additional unmodeled terms) will lead to
increasing tracking error.
To test this hypothesis we control the same system using the three controllers outlined in
Section 7.3 (i.e. MPC, MRAC, and MRPAC) and provide MRAC and MRPAC each with the same
regressor. Because MPC and MRPAC require a discretized model, we introduce model error to
see the effect on their performance. The method used for introducing model error is to make the
estimates of h, m, Kspring , Kdamper a scalar multiple of their simulated value. Because MRAC does
not utilize a model apart from the regressor, it is invariant to model error. All adaptive parameters
for MRAC and MRPAC are initialized at zero.
Each controller is simulated for 5 minutes of excitation (new reference commands every 2
seconds) to allow the adaptive parameters to settle. After 5 minutes of excitation the performance
of each controller is evaluated during one additional minute. Because MPC is not adapting at all,
this excitation period makes no difference in its performance. The integral of the position error
during the one minute evaluation is shown in Figure 7.2 as a function of the model error. As an
example, the joint trajectories during the evaluation using a modeling error scalar of 1.5 is seen in
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Figure 7.2: Tracking error sensitivity to model error for all three controllers in simulation.

Figure 7.3. Note that the green line cannot be seen because it is directly beneath the blue and red
lines.

Case 2: Imperfect Regressor (unknown unknowns)
The second experiment performed is designed to show the performance of all three controllers in the case where the regressor cannot fully describe the dynamics of the system. The
hypothesis to be tested is that neither MRAC nor MRPAC should be able to adapt for the system’s
dynamics perfectly given an imperfect regressor, and both should therefore struggle to drive the
system to follow the reference trajectory exactly. However, because MPC has been shown to be
robust to modeling error, both MPC and MRPAC should be more robust to the unmodeled forces
that affect the dynamics.
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Figure 7.3: Joint trajectory tracking using all three controllers in simulation. This is the case of
errors in the model parameters used for MPC and MRPAC. Note that the performance of MRAC
and MRPAC is indistinguishable.

To test this hypothesis, instead of simulating a system in which a spring force drives the
joint towards the zero configuration, we simulate a system in which the spring force drives the
joint towards a nonzero configuration. This is a phenomenon observed in real soft robot hardware
because of slight inconsistencies in the manufacturing of the plastic bellows. This offset spring
force can be thought of as a constant torque which is applied to the joint in one direction. Because
the regressor does not contain any terms which correspond to a constant torque offset, this force
cannot be represented by the regressor and therefore constitutes an unknown unknown. While
we do actually know about this constant offset and likely would include a constant term in the
regressor, we anticipate that there will be forces which we do not know about or whose form is
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unknown for any real soft robot. This simple experiment allows us to see the potential effects of
these completely unmodeled forces.
To see the sensitivity of each controller to this unmodeled force which cannot be represented with the regressor, we vary the spring force equilibrium offset between u = v = .05 rad and
u = v = .25 rad. We do this for each setting of % model error tested in the first experiment, yielding
a surface of tracking error which is a function of both a scaled model error (known unknowns) as
well as an unmodeled constant torque (unknowns unknowns).
Again, after 5 minutes of “excitation” the performance of each controller is evaluated during one additional minute. The integrated position error during the evaluation minute is shown in
Figure 7.4 as a function of the model error. As an example, the joint trajectories during the minute
evaluation using a spring offset of u = v = .25 are seen in Figure 7.5.

7.4.2

Hardware Experiments
To validate both simulations, we implement the same three controllers (MPC, MRAC, and

MRPAC) on the soft continuum joint shown in Figure 7.1 and compare their performance.
The soft continuum joint used for this experiment is actuated by four plastic bellows, each
of which can be controlled independently. A pressure difference in each of the bellows causes a
rotation about one or both of the joint’s axes. The angle about each of these axes (denoted u and
v in Figure 7.1) is the robot’s position and are the variables that we attempt to control. We expect
this hardware platform to illustrate the sensitivity of each controller to both known unknowns and
unknown unknowns.
Both sources of error are present in hardware. Because no system identification was performed previously, the aforementioned model parameters such as h, m, r, Kspring , and Kd are not
known perfectly. Additionally, the continuum joint exhibits unknown nonlinear behavior near the
extremes of its range of motion or in certain directions, where its stiffness or damping vary nonlinearly with respect to u and v. In addition to the nonlinear effects, we observe the effects of various
offset forces in the plastic bellows used to actuate the joint. For example, even with equal pressures
in each of the four bellows, the continuum joint remains slightly bent, indicating the presence of
some constant unmodeled forces. For our simulations (see Section 7.4.1) we represented this as
a constant spring offset, but the actual source of this offset is unknown. To allow the adaptive
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Figure 7.4: Simulated tracking error sensitivity to unmodeled offset forces/torques (unknown unknowns) if the rest of the model is perfect.

control methods to compensate for this constant offset force we add to the regressor an identity
matrix. This identity matrix means that the adaptive parameters which multiply it will be mapped
directly to generalized torques in the dynamic model.
We track the orientation of a frame on top of the joint relative to a frame below the joint
to estimate the state of the joint in real-time. We reuse the same reference trajectory from the
simulation with one minor change: the command changes every five seconds instead of every two.
This was adjusted in an attempt to be conservative with experimental hardware and software while
still validating the performance of each controller.
As in the simulation experiments, we excite the system with the same 150 commands used
in simulation (12.5 minutes) before evaluating each of the controllers for the last 30 commands
(2.5 minutes). The joint trajectories for this evaluation period are shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.5: Simulated joint trajectory tracking of all three controllers with a perfect model besides
an unmodeled offset torque. Note that the performance of MPC and MRPAC is indistinguishable.

Integrated Tracking Error
MPC
25.47
MRAC
27.17
MRPAC
10.23
Table 7.1: Comparison of integrated tracking error of all three controllers during the one minute
evaluation
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Figure 7.6: Joint trajectory tracking of all three controllers in hardware.

7.5
7.5.1

Discussion of Results
Simulation Experiments

Case 1: Perfect Regressor (known unknowns)
The first experiment was designed to see the sensitivity of each controller to known unknowns, or model error where at least the form of the model is known. The results of this experiment can be seen in Figure 7.2. An example of the joint angle trajectories achieved by each
controller is shown in Figure 7.3. As expected, MRAC is unaffected by this kind of model error
because MRAC was initialized with all parameters equal to zero and adapted the parameters to
their values based on the MRAC adaptation law. We see that given a correct form of the model,
MRAC is able to find a good model and track the reference trajectory with little error. When MPC
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is given a perfect model, we see that it performs better than either MRAC or MRPAC, reducing
tracking error to near zero over the entire evaluation period of 60 seconds. However we see that the
MPC controller is the most sensitive to model error, especially when inertial, damping, and spring
effects are underestimated.
The data presented in Figure 7.2 seem to validate the hypothesis that MRAC and MRPAC
can both compensate for model error, given a model with the perfect form. We see that MRPAC is
able to perform almost identically to MRAC in all cases except when inertial, damping, and spring
effects are grossly underestimated. Upon further inspection of the data we found that for this case
the adaptive parameters for MRPAC had not quite settled during the five-minute excitation period
and that given more time, the tracking performance of MRPAC again approached that of MRAC.
This is an interesting and important note — that where MPC performs worst, MRPAC has the most
tracking error to overcome, and therefore may take longer to converge its adaptive parameters to
a steady state. This suggests that the tuning of Γ and Λ as well as the transient response of the
adaptive terms of these controllers are important topics of future research.

Case 2: Imperfect Regressor (unknown unknowns)
The second experiment was designed to see the sensitivity of each controller to unknown
unknowns, or model error where the form of the model is not known. The results of this experiment
can be seen in Figure 7.4. An example of the joint angle trajectories achieved by each controller
is shown in Figure 7.5. As can be seen from the figure, every controller’s performance suffers
because of this additional modeling error, however MRAC is by far the most sensitive. Note
that the x axis of the plot denotes the value of both u and v, and the entire bend angle is equal
√
to φ = u2 + v2 . Keeping this in mind, with a spring offset of about 4◦ (u = v = .05 radians)
MRAC’s tracking performance is worse than MPC with 50% error on estimates of masses, lengths
and spring and damper coefficients. This represents a significant decrease in performance due to
a relatively small, but completely unmodeled, disturbance. This is the main motivation behind the
development of MRPAC. MRPAC can be seen from this figure to inherit from MPC insensitivity to
completely unmodeled disturbances or dynamics, and can be seen from Figure 7.2 to inherit from
MRAC insensitivity to partially modeled disturbances or dynamics.
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We can vary the magnitude of both scalar modeling error as well as the unmodeled spring
offset to develop a surface of tracking error which is a function of both known unknowns and
unknown unknowns. This surface can be seen in Figure 7.7. This is useful information because in
reality we are likely to encounter both types of unknowns instead of just one. From the Figure we
can see that MRPAC consistently has the lowest tracking error of the three controllers, except when
MPC has a perfect model or when the model used for MRPAC grossly underestimates inertial,
damping, and spring effects. As stated earlier, we have observed that the performance of MRPAC
can be improved in the latter case by allowing it to adapt for longer. However these experimental
results outline an important fact, which is that the transient responses of the adaptive terms of
MRAC and MRPAC are not the same for the same Γ and Λ values. The exact differences between
them and the exact reasons remain for future work.

7.5.2

Hardware Experiments
The joint trajectories for the hardware experiments are shown in Figure 7.6 and the integral

of the position tracking error is reported in Table 7.1. It is important to note that, unlike for
the simulation, we cannot separate the perfect regressor and imperfect regressor cases on real
hardware. Because of the nature of the continuum joint, we expect some combination of both
cases to influence the controller performance results.
Generally, we see from the results that MPC struggles to eliminate steady state error. This
matches the behavior simulated in Figure 7.3 and is expected because MPC does not have the ability to compensate for modeling errors which exist in the continuum joint. MRAC and MRPAC,
on the other hand, do have the ability to compensate for modeling errors. Consequently they both
track the reference trajectory much closer than MPC at steady state. This indicates that the hypothesis presented in Section 7.4.1 is demonstratively true at least for this hardware platform. MRAC
and MRPAC certainly compensate for the modeling errors and drive the system to follow the reference trajectory. In hardware however, we see that neither controller is capable of following the
reference trajectory exactly. In other words, we do not see in hardware the same performance as
we see in the simulation results in Figure 7.3, where both trajectories deviate little from the reference. This is because in addition to the modeling error (known unknowns) for which MRAC and
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Figure 7.7: Simulated joint trajectory tracking error as a function of both model parameter error
(known unknowns) and a spring offset error (unknown unknowns)

MRPAC can compensate, there are still system dynamics for which they cannot fully compensate
(unknown unknowns).
The effect of unknown unknowns in simulation is shown in Figure 7.4. Tracking error
increases for all control methods as the magnitude of these modeling errors increase, but they increase dramatically for MRAC, hence its poor performance exhibited in Figure 7.5. Importantly,
this same pattern emerges in our hardware experiments. There are several instances during the
evaluation period where unknown forces cause deviation from the reference trajectory. For examples of this, see the upper plot (u) of Figure 7.6 at 65, 100, and 135 seconds and the bottom plot
(v) at 30, 45, and 95 seconds. All controllers are negatively affected, but MPC and MRPAC are
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more robust than MRAC. In other words, when encountering such disturbances, MRAC is forced
to artificially adapt dynamic parameters in an attempt to eliminate the error. In contrast, MPC and
MRPAC are better able to respond to disturbances because they re-solve the trajectory optimization
over the whole time horizon, not just a single time step. These results support the hypothesis outlined in Section 7.4.1 as well. MRAC and MRPAC do not track the reference trajectory perfectly
because of the unknown disturbances but MPC and MRPAC are quantifiably more robust to the
unknown unknowns.
The results reported in Table 7.1 add a quantitative performance analysis in addition to
the qualitative analysis from Figure 7.6. From the table we can see that MRPAC accumulates
less than half of the tracking error of the other two controllers. It is interesting to note that MPC
and MRAC have similar integrated tracking error, although qualitatively their trajectories look
different. While MPC has a good transient response and large steady state error, MRAC has a poor
transient response and small steady state error. It seems that MRPAC has taken only the strengths
of the two approaches yielding a good transient response and small steady state error.

7.6

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a novel dynamic modeling approach for one joint of a

continuum joint robot. We have shown that while not linear in the same parameters as rigid robots,
joint accelerations using this model can be shown to be linear in other dynamic and kinematic
parameters. This linearity in model parameters can be exploited for system identification, or as we
show later in the paper, for adaptive control. Future work in the area of continuum joint dynamic
modeling may include system identification on hardware, as well as verification that the proposed
model accurately describes the joint’s dynamics. While the presented model is only valid for one
joint, another straightforward extension to this work would be to derive dynamic models using the
same ideas and assumptions (constant curvature assumptions, u and v parameterization) to derive
a dynamic model for a robot with many joints and links.
In this paper we have also shown that MPC is an effective control strategy for maintaining
robustness to unmodeled forces and/or dynamics. Medium to high fidelity models (such as the
one presented in this paper) are promising as a means of reducing these unmodeled disturbances,
but take time and effort to develop with possibly small gains in performance. Even equipped
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with a perfect model, determining soft robot model kinematic and dynamic parameters accurately
is a formidable task and these parameters may also change over time. As such, our presented
control strategy, MRPAC, contributes a novel approach to overcome these challenges by adapting
the dynamic model while still leveraging the benefits of MPC.
Specifically, MRPAC inherits two invaluable traits: the adaptive capabilities of MRAC and
the robustness of MPC. As a result, MRPAC outperforms both MPC and MRAC on a soft continuum joint, where both known unknowns (such as unknown spring and damper coefficients) and
unknown unknowns (such as unmodeled external forces or offsets) exist. MRPAC successfully
compensates for modeling errors to eliminate steady state error while also demonstrating robustness to modeling disturbances.
Future research into MRPAC should include further investigation into how to identify a
minimal regressor which accurately represents a system’s dynamics. Although not discussed in
this work, the time taken by MRAC and MRPAC to converge to steady-state adaptive parameters
was notably different. For MRPAC it depended heavily on the initial model parameters. The exact
differences between the transient response of each control method as well as investigation into the
reasons for these differences is left to future work.
Although the problems of accurate soft robot modeling and control remain interesting and
unsolved problems, we believe that the dynamic model and adaptive control methods presented in
this work represent an important contribution as a new approach to soft robot control.
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CHAPTER 8.

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation we have developed and presented multiple advances to the state of the
art in soft robot modeling and MPC. While the contributions in the field of soft robot modeling
could be applied to other soft robots than those included in this work, they are fairly specific to soft
robots. The contributions in learned dynamics models, MPC parameterization and parallelization,
and adaptive control however are applicable in a much wider field. In this dissertation there has
been a significant focus on serial manipulators, however we expect that input parameterization
and linear and nonlinear MPC using global search optimizations could be useful in the control of
unmanned aerial vehicles, and humanoid or quadruped robots.
In review, the contributions of this dissertation include:
1. A method for identification of optimal kinematic model parameters of large scale soft robots
2. A novel dynamic model of continuum joint soft robots based on Lagrangian mechanics and
the assumption of constant curvature
3. A method for learning discrete-time dynamic models of soft robot dynamics, as well as the
application of these models for MPC
4. An input parameterization method that greatly reduces MPC solve times for long time horizon problems
5. A variant of MPC based on an evolutionary algorithm that greatly reduces MPC solve times
for large state and input spaces (EMPC)
6. A real-time nonlinear MPC scheme based on the aforementioned input parameterization,
evolutionary optimization, and learned dynamic models
7. An adaptive MPC scheme that compensates for model errors and disturbances
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The contributions of this dissertation in the field of soft robot modeling fit within the growing body of research on soft robot kinematic and dynamic modeling. However, the work in this
dissertation has focused specifically on kinematic and dynamic models which can be evaluated
quickly enough for real-time control. Although there has been much research done in the modeling of soft robots prior to this dissertation, this previous research was mostly concerned with
improving model accuracy at the expense of computation time. Despite the difficulties in soft
robot modeling and the tendency of soft robots to change over time, the dynamic models and adaptive MPC methods developed in this dissertation, greatly improve the performance of MPC when
applied to soft robots.
The contributions of this dissertation in the field of high-degree-of-freedom MPC fit into
a much more broad area of research. While there are many approaches to optimal control (LQR,
DDP, MPC, etc.), when applying it to high-degree-of-freedom systems there always exists a tradeoff between the quality of optimal-control solutions and the time taken to find them. This trade-off
seems unavoidable. Any optimal-control method can be seen to sit somewhere along a Pareto
front of faster lower quality solutions and slower higher quality solutions. This work on MPC
parameterization and parallelization, as well as the use of DNN’s in MPC for both linear and
nonlinear MPC, simply shifts the entire front towards faster and higher quality solutions. While
this was shown for a few select systems in this dissertation, we believe this should generalize well
to many systems currently controlled using MPC.
Although we do not claim that the proposed contributions entirely solve the problem of
soft-robot modeling and/or high-degree-of-freedom model predictive control, we are confident that
these contributions comprise part of the solution. Several interesting questions remain for future
work which could also greatly contribute to the solution of these difficult problems.
Interesting future work in the field of high-degree-of-freedom MPC may be related to the
parameterization of input trajectories used for MPC. In this dissertation we have detailed the use
of piecewise linear input trajectories using equally spaced points, however we have not yet experimented with changing this spacing to include more points at the beginning of the trajectory than at
the end, or even letting the optimization choose the spacing. While the work in Appendix A used
cubic spline interpolation, there are a myriad of input trajectory parameterizations which have not
been tested. There also remains the possibility of parameterizing a feedback policy instead of an
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open-loop trajectory. This would allow for potentially high-rate control optimized by a higher level
MPC.
In terms of the parallelization solution method for MPC, it remains to be seen if the evolutionary algorithm method is the most effective for use within MPC. There are several parallelized
optimization strategies which may be combined with MPC such as simulated annealing and particle swarm. With all of these parallelized methods which generate populations of optima instead
of a single solution, we have yet to extract any information besides that of the lowest attained
minimum. One could imagine using information about the population distribution in order to derive information about robustness or to somehow speed up the optimization itself such as with the
covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy.
The machine learning aspects of this dissertation have focused mainly on the approximation
of dynamic models based on data obtained from analytically derived models. Future research
should focus more on obtaining this data safely and efficiently from real hardware, as well as
potentially smaller and more efficient DNN topologies. Recurrent neural networks especially seem
well suited to dynamic modeling of systems with hysteresis, however this has not been tested in
this dissertation. Machine learning could potentially be used directly to generate the control of soft
robots instead of just the dynamic modeling, for example, as a method of selecting good sampling
regions to warm-start a parallelized optimization method.
In Chapter 7 methods for adaptive control were presented which presupposed the selection
of a regressor matrix which completely defined the dynamics of a system. The problem of selecting
this matrix with the aim of decreasing redundant information while still spanning the space of
possible disturbances and model errors is an interesting one which is left for future work. There is
also the problem of tuning and adaptive controller to achieve desired traits in the transient learning
period. This problem has also been left as future work.
Despite all of these elements left for future work, this dissertation does detail methods
which are helpful for the accurate modeling of soft robots. We have also presented methods which
can be used to approximate these (or any) dynamic models using Deep Neural Networks for fast
execution and accurate linearization. Given the linearized or nonlinear models, we have presented
a method of input parameterization and MPC parallelization which allow global optimization of
the inputs for high degree-of-freedom systems at real-time rates. In the case that the model still
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requires refinement in order to accurately represent the controlled system in its environment, we
present adaptive control techniques which may be combined with MPC in order to track desired
trajectories with greater fidelity. Taken together, we have developed an important set of tools that
can be used for the robust control of high-degree-of-freedom soft robots.
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APPENDIX A.

A.1

EVOLUTIONARY MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

Introduction
As humanoid robots become more complex and widely used, there is a need to control

higher degree-of-freedom systems in more robust ways to accommodate a variety of environments
and disturbances. Model predictive control (MPC) has been shown to be robust to modeling errors
and disturbances while controlling compliant and underdamped robots [60]. However, applications
for low-level (or high rate) humanoid control using MPC are currently limited by the computational
speeds associated with long prediction horizons and large numbers of degrees of freedom (DoF).
This work seeks to address the issue of MPC scalability as well as enabling further research in
robust MPC through the parallelization of the optimization required for MPC.
Several works have proposed the use of parallelization to increase the speed of MPC. In
[125] the authors develop simplifying assumptions about the model to decrease the search space
of the optimization. These assumptions decouple the inputs and therefore optimizations for each
input can be solved in parallel as in [126]. Others have proposed using parallelism to increase
the speed of gradient based optimizers used in MPC as in [181] and [182] or splitting up the
optimization into several parts solved in parallel as in [183]. In [141], using a graphics processing
unit (GPU), disturbances are simulated on a set of a few inputs to find the inputs that are the
most robust to these disturbances. In our case, we do not introduce disturbances, but simulate sets
of many control inputs to find the control trajectories that decrease a user-defined cost function.
This is most similar to the work done in [173, 184], where they derive a method that guarantees
optimal control input sampling based on their formulation. However, the real hardware platforms
controlled in these papers have few states and control inputs and they seem to be focused on mid
to high-level controllers running at about 40 Hz. Whereas we are developing low-level controllers
running at greater than 350 Hz. In [173] the approach also required a empirically-based, manually
tuned model and [184] required 30 minutes of expert driving to learn a sufficiently accurate model
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from which to sample. In addition, they assume that noise is only present on the control inputs
which makes sense for off-road racing but not for robot arm control.
Although the formulations in [173,184] are different than the one presented in this paper, it
is too early in the development of GPU-based MPC to determine which is better (or better in certain
situations). A direct comparison, although important, is out of the scope of this paper and is left
for future work. However, we do compare against another gradient-based MPC method instead.
Work has been done to study the effects of simplifying assumptions in the dynamics of humanoid
robot arms [155]. These simplifying assumptions can be used to greatly reduce the complexity and
dimensionality of the optimization problem in MPC making it tractable with the use of gradient
based solvers for high-rate control. We use the results presented in [155] for comparison in Section
A.3.
A sampling based approach to the optimization in MPC for low-level control of humanoid
robots has previously been infeasible because of the computation time needed to sample the entire
input space. This input space can be high dimensional since it is a function of the degrees of
freedom in the input and the length of the time horizon. Our implementation of EMPC has only
been made possible in recent years by the emergence of massively parallel computing architectures
such as GPUs. Additionally, this work outlines several simplifying assumptions about the input
space which effectively shrink it to a reasonable search area. We believe that there is still much
research to be done in making this search more efficient as discussed in Section A.5, but this work
provides evidence that EMPC can be run at real-time rates using existing hardware on humanoid
robot manipulators with fast and underdamped dynamics.
While this work will not explore all of the potential benefits of EMPC, several are readily
seen. Because no gradients are calculated, the cost function used in the optimization need not be
convex or even continuous to allow for solution. This allows great flexibility in constructing costs,
including costs with conditional statements such as “if” or “else.” Moreover, as costs of several
inputs are calculated at once, gathering statistical measures of robustness to input disturbances
would be straightforward and could be included in a larger overall cost aimed at finding robust
control input solutions. Lastly, because power consumption has replaced transistor size as the
limiting factor in computation speed [185], microprocessor manufacturers are increasingly turning
to parallelization for performance increases [186]. As the amount of parallelization in computer
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hardware increases, the size and complexity of EMPC control problems will be able increase along
with it.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A method for implementing real-time EMPC on a GPU is presented.
• Real-time control of a 7 DoF compliant robot using EMPC is simulated.
• Real-time control of a 7 DoF compliant robot using EMPC is performed on real hardware
at speeds of greater than 350 Hz. The performance of this controller is compared with other
model predictive controllers on the same hardware.
In terms of paper organization, we explain the models and methods used to implement
EMPC using a GPU in Section A.2. In Section A.3 we outline the experiments carried out in
simulation and on real hardware, and in Section A.4 we present and discuss the results from these
experiments. Section A.5 outlines future applications and research directions possibly derived
from this work.

A.2

Method
Because EMPC relies heavily on the modeling and simulation of a dynamic system, this

section will first explain how the modeling and simulation was accomplished for this paper. We
then present the EMPC algorithm and explain its implementation on an NVIDIA GPU using the
CUDA programming interface. The nomenclature used in this paper is defined in Figure A.2.

A.2.1

Dynamic Model and Simulation
The dynamic model used in this work is defined by Eqn A.1 which is for a serial manipu-

lator with rigid links and no applied external forces (see [187]):

τ = M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + F(q̇) + G(q)

(A.1)

Neglecting friction and assuming that a low level controller compensates for gravity, (which
is the case for the Baxter robot from Rethink Robotics used in this work) this becomes:
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Figure A.1: Baxter, a compliant humanoid robot used for this work.

τ = M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇

(A.2)

We choose to apply torques given by a low stiffness impedance controller to make this
robot safer in human environments [188] by implementing the torque control τ as follows:

Kp (qcmd − q) − Kd q̇ = M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇

(A.3)

Solving for q̈ to put the equations in state variable form gives:
q̈ = M(q)−1 [Kp (qcmd − q) − Kd q̇ − C(q, q̇)q̇]
We can then group terms as follows:
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(A.4)

M(q)

C(q̇, q)

Coriolis and centrifugal matrix terms

G(q)

Configuration dependent gravity
joint torques
Diagonal joint damping matrix
Joint torques for each joint

∆t

Configuration dependent robot jointspace inertia matrix
Coulomb and viscous joint friction
terms
Diagonal joint stiffness matrix
State variables of joint angle and velocity
Commanded joint angles sent to
the joint impedance controller from
MPC
Discrete time step in seconds

J

Objective function value (cost)

M

Number of control points in input tra- i, j
jectory
Goal positions for the joints
c

F(q̇)
Kp
q, q̇
qcmd

qgoal
K
Pperchild

Kd
τ
α,β

Scalar weightings on velocity and
position error for MPC

T

Number of steps in the MPC prediction horizon
Number of inputs or controllable
DoF
iterators for time step and DoF respectively
Control point for parameterizing an
input trajectory
Total Number of Parents for each
generation
Number of mutations per mating

N

Number of Evolve iterations (2 for P
this work)
Number parents for each child
NMutations

Figure A.2: Nomenclature and variable definitions.



−1
−1
M(q) (−Kd − C(q, q̇)) M(q) (−Kp )

A=
1
0

(A.5)



M(q)−1 Kp

B=
0

(A.6)

and

we can represent this system in state variable form as
 
 
q̈
q̇
  = A   + Bqcmd
q̇
q

(A.7)

where Eqns A.5 and A.6 are nonlinear functions of the state. Eqns A.5 and A.6 were
evaluated using an open source symbolic robotics library [189, 190]. Given initial states and an
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input trajectory (qcmd ), this system of nonlinear differential equations can be integrated to simulate
the robot’s behavior. As a first approximation, the simulations performed in this work are all
accomplished using first order integration as defined in Eqn A.8 where q̈i can be evaluated at each
time step using Eqn A.7:

 

q̈
q̇i+1
 = ∆t  i 

q̇i
qi+1

(A.8)

There are two different types of simulation carried out in this work. The first type is
performed on the GPU, assumes A and B are constant over the horizon, and is simulated with
∆t = .002s. A and B are assumed constant over the horizon because these matrices are actually
state dependent and recalculating them for each individual simulation would be computationally
costly. This is essentially a method of linearization which gives good results near the initial states.
In addition, although this is something that we may modify in future work, this method has proven
effective in past work where MPC was used to control a robot manipulator with compliance at the
joints [95, 191].
The second type of simulation is carried out on the CPU for the nonlinear real-time simulation in section B.4. This simulation uses ∆t = .00001s and updates the A and B matrices at each
step to provide a more accurate representation of the dynamics.

A.2.2

EMPC implementation on a GPU
GPUs are designed to launch thousands of threads which all perform the same function

on different data. In the CUDA programming interface these threads are assigned unique indices
and are organized in structures called blocks as seen in Figure A.3. This hierarchy is important to
understand because only threads within a block can be guaranteed to be run synchronously. These
considerations are important when simulating and evaluating costs in parallel on a GPU.
As will be explained in more detail, EMPC utilizes the parallel computing capability of
GPUs by evaluating the fitness of hundreds or thousands of input trajectories simultaneously. For
our evolutionary algorithm, parent input trajectories are selected as either the best input trajectories
from a previous generation or from a random uniform distribution (in the case of a cold start).
These parent trajectories are then “mated” to produce children which are then simulated on the
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Figure A.3: Graphic explanation of CUDA programming hierarchy as implemented in this paper.
Several Simulations are launched in each block and several blocks are launched simultaneously.

GPU. This process of mating and simulating is repeated either until some convergence criteria are
satisfied or until a set number of steps (K) have been reached. The number of evolution steps K,
number of parents P, number of parents per child Pperchild , and the number of mutations NMutations
are all tunable parameters of the optimization. The EMPC algorithm is represented in Algorithm
3 and is explained in detail in the following sections.

Cold Start Stochastic Trajectory Generation
Before an input trajectory can be simulated on a system, the input trajectory must be created
or defined on the GPU. To decrease the size of the search space without sacrificing horizon length,
a trajectory for each input is parameterized with M evenly spaced control points c joined together
with cubic splines as defined in [192] and depicted in Figure A.4.
This idea is similar to that of the Move Blocking (MB) strategy often used to simplify MPC
problems, which has even been parallelized in [193]. A key difference is that MB constrains inputs
to be constants over portions of the time horizon, while using splines still allows for dynamic inputs
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Algorithm 3 Evolutionary Model Predictive Control
1: if Cold Start then
2:
Given qcmd i−1 and qgoal
3:
Define qcmd using eqns A.9-A.12
4: else if Warm Start then
5:
Define qcmd as Child trajectories from last solve
6: end if
7: for i = 1 to T do
8:
In parallel for each DoF:
9:
q̈i+1 = M(qi )−1 [Kp (qcmd i − qi ) − Kd q̇i − C(qi , q̇i )q̇]i
10:
q̇i+1 = q̈i ∆t
11:
qi+1 = q̇i ∆t
12:
J = J + integral cost
13: end for
14: J = J + terminal cost
15: Select P lowest Js and associated qcmd trajectories
16: Number o f matings = P − Pperchild + 1
17: for i = 0 to Number o f matings − 1 do
18:
for j = 0 to Nmutations − 1 do
19:
Child[i ∗ Nmutations + j] = best DoF trajectories from parents
20:
Mutate Child[i ∗ Nmutations + j]
21:
end for
22: end for
23: Repeat Steps 1-22 K times
24: Apply first input from best child

over the whole horizon. In this way the input trajectory is continuous and there is an intuitive way
of bounding the search area. For example, the optimal inputs can be assumed to never go outside
some bound surrounding the steady state inputs. This form of parameterization also lends itself
well to warm starting a solution with past optima.
The search space dimension can be further decreased by considering limitations of actuation in real dynamic systems. For example, because the motors in our robot cannot output torque
discontinuously, we define the first point in our input trajectory to be the last commanded input
to the real system. Other restrictions can be made to further decrease the search space, such as
constraining the final point to be the steady state input for the system. Not surprisingly, decreasing
the size of the search space can lead to finding better solutions or finding comparable solutions
more quickly.
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Figure A.4: Spline trajectory for the sample control points.

The M control points for the input trajectory of the jth DoF are defined mathematically by
Eqns A.9 - A.12, where Eqn A.12 is simply stating that c j,k is a randomly sampled variable which
is normally distributed about qgoal [ j]. The standard deviation σinit, j is a tunable parameter that
effectively defines the exploration space of the optimization. While we chose a coefficient of .5 for
the work in this paper, this parameter may be changed for other applications.

c j,1 = qcmd i−1 [ j]

(A.9)

c j,M = qgoal [ j]

(A.10)

σinit, j = .5|qgoal [ j] − q[ j]|

(A.11)

2
c j,k ∼ N (qgoal [ j], σinit,
j ) ∀ k ∈ 2...M − 1

(A.12)
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In the case of a warm start, instead of choosing the P best control inputs from a random
distribution to be the parents, the P parent trajectories from the past optimization are used as parents
for the next generation. This is described in Algorithm 3.
In both warm and cold starts, we define one of the input trajectories as a step input to the
final goal state (all control points are chosen to be qgoal ). This serves to force the solutions of each
generation toward the goal and also ensures that when the system has reached the goal states, it is
less likely to deviate from them.

Simulation and Cost Calculation
The simulation of an input trajectory over a horizon is done sequentially using Equation
A.8 where the simulation of every coupled degree-of-freedom during step i must be done before
simulating the next time step (i + 1), therefore this part of the algorithm becomes the computational
bottleneck. To maximize the parallelization at this step, several full-arm control trajectory simulations are run in parallel in the same block. Each individual thread in a block does calculations
for the angular acceleration (q̈) for 1 DoF as seen in Figure A.3. There is a limit to the number of
threads per block (1024), so this means that for our system with 7 DoF the maximum number of
parallel full-arm simulations per block is 146. Several blocks may be launched at once however,
allowing for thousands of simultaneous simulations. The effect of having more processing cores
on a GPU would be to allow for more blocks to be executed in parallel. This could mean faster
performance if blocks are being queued one behind another or the ability to search a larger input
space in the same amount of time.
Because threads in the same block can access the same shared memory and can be made to
all finish step i before any thread starts step i + 1, each thread can update the states associated with
its degree-of-freedom and have access to all other updated states throughout the simulation.
As mentioned before, the formulation of a cost in this framework is extremely flexible. The
cost we choose for our implementation is defined by the following equations:

Ji, j = α

q̇i [ j]
+ β |qi [ j] − qgoal [ j]|
1 + |qi [ j] − qgoal [ j]|
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(A.13)

N

J=

T

∑ ∑ Ji, j

(A.14)

j=1 i=1

where α and β are scalar weightings on velocity near the goal and position error respectively and i and j are iterators for time step and DoF. The first term in the cost drives q̇ to be low
when near the goal and the second term drives q toward the goal. The added +1 in the denominator
of the first term ensures numerical stability (avoiding division by zero) when q approaches qgoal .
Because each thread calculates the cost associated with its DoF we really have access to N costs,
but sum them all to get a J value (see Eqn A.14) representative of the whole system. These N
costs associated with each DoF, however, will be used as part of the crossover process explained
in section A.2.2.

Parent Trajectory Selection
For this work, a simple method of choosing the parent control trajectories is used. While
reading the costs J associated with each simulation from the GPU, the CPU maintains the P lowest
costs and their associated trajectory control points in an ordered array. The total cost of the trajectory is saved, as well as the cost associated with each individual DoF. In future work this sort may
be done on the GPU using a parallelized sorting method such as merge or radix sort as in [194].

Crossover and Mutation
In our implementation of the evolutionary algorithm, we are not limited to 2 parents per
child, but rather can choose any number of parents per child which is less than or equal to the total
number of parents. The numbers of parents per child (Pperchild ) and total number of parents (P)
determine the number of matings. This is described graphically in Figure A.5 and mathematically
as:

Number o f matings = P − Pperchild + 1;

(A.15)

For each mating, the children trajectories are produced by crossover of the Pperchild parents.
For crossover, we simply look at the Pperchild parents and take the trajectory with lowest associated
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Figure A.5: Example of one full generation with P = 5, Pperchild = 3, and NMutations = 2

cost for each DoF. In this way, each child is formed from the best parts of all of its parents. While
each of these DoFs are in reality coupled to all of the others through the system’s dynamics, the
approach of treating them independently seems to lead quickly to convergence. Also, because we
are choosing the best parts of many parents in each mating, the children are more likely to converge
to good solutions quickly while the mutation step prevents stagnation in local minima.
As seen from the right side of Figure A.5, from each mating the number of children produced is simply equal to the number of mutations NMutations , which is a tuning parameter for the
optimization. It is clear that to achieve more mutations in this framework there will need to be more
simulations, which means more computation for each generation. This is an important trade-off
for an application to real-time MPC because of the need for fast solutions.
The mutation step is performed after the crossover step. In our case we simply perturb the
control points for the input spline by small random numbers.
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A.3
A.3.1

Experiments
Hardware and Setup
The robot used in this paper is a Baxter Research robot manufactured by Rethink Robotics.

A high rate torque controller is used to enforce a low stiffness impedance controller running at 500
Hz. This system has been intentionally tuned to allow for greater compliance for safety in case
of incidental contact. Communication with the robot for sending inputs and recording joint angles
was done through the Robot Operating System (ROS).
The computer used for this work is an HP desktop computer with an i7-4770 3.40 GHz
processor and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti GPU with 640 cores.

Figure A.6: ROS node and topic diagram for implementation of EMPC

We chose to implement and run our algorithm using ROS (Robotics Operating System)
as is depicted in Figure A.6. EMPC was implemented as a ROS service which receives the goal
states, current states, and a boolean indicating warm or cold start and returns the control points
for the best solution it found. After sending and receiving information from the EMPC service,
the Baxter controller node simply translates the received control points into an input trajectory and
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then publishes the first input to the Baxter simulation or to an impedance controller connected to
hardware.
All experiments were done with a model prediction horizon of 150 time steps and the
controller was allowed to run as fast as it could solve.

A.3.2

Real-time EMPC in Simulation
The Baxter simulation node used the inputs from the qdes topic to simulate the states of

the robot at a high rate as explained in section A.2.1. To make this simulation even more realistic,
noise was added to the states before they were published to the baxter controller node. The noise
was randomly distributed with a mean of zero and standard deviations of .1 and .01 for q̇ and q
respectively. See Figures A.7 and A.8 for examples of the amplitude of the noise.
Experiments were conducted to asses the ability of the EMPC controller to reduce settling
time, overshoot, and rise time for this underdamped system. Starting from a zero configuration, the
EMPC controller was given a step input of 1 radian for every joint simultaneously. For comparison,
this same experiment was carried out without the EMPC controller, so the step input was sent
directly to the low level impedance controller. Joint angle data as well as impedance controller
inputs were recorded.

A.3.3

Real-time EMPC on Hardware
Building on the simulation experiment, a similar test was done on real hardware using the

same ROS Service call to do EMPC. The only difference for this experiment was that a low level
impedance controller was run at 500 Hz which subscribed to inputs from the Baxter controller
node and converted them to torques applied to the robot.
This experiment was conducted to test the robustness of EMPC with regard to modeling
error. The model used for all of the simulations in this work is based on parameters given by the
manufacturer with no efforts at improvement. In addition, friction was completely excluded from
our model. While these flaws in the model are known and methods exist to minimize them, we
prefer a controller which is able to perform well despite small to moderate modeling error.
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Figure A.7: Joint angle response of 7 degrees of freedom using a step input in real-time simulation.

The ultimate test of our controller was to use it to make large movements and to observe
whether or not overshoot and settling time were reduced without large increases in rise time. To test
this we commanded sequential step changes of .5 and then -1 radians to all joints simultaneously.
The results for these tests using a step input and using EMPC can be seen in Figures A.10 and A.11
(and in the accompanying video for this paper).
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Figure A.8: Joint angle response of 7 degrees of freedom using EMPC in real-time simulation.

A.3.4

Comparison with Gradient Based MPC
Because a step input to the torque controller is the simplest and most naive approach, it was

also necessary to compare our EMPC algorithm with comparable gradient-based model predictive
controllers. For this experiment, results were compared with those of [155] in a movement of over
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1 meter in end effector position. Except for the goal joint positions, this experiment was conducted
exactly as in section A.3.3.

A.4
A.4.1

Results and Discussion
Real-time EMPC in Simulation
Figure A.7 shows the joint angle response in simulation to a step input of 1 radian to every

joint. This response is typical of an underdamped system with coupling between the degrees of
freedom. As expected, there is more overshoot and longer settling time for the more proximal
joints because they have greater inertia than the more distal joints.
Figure A.8 shows the joint angle response when using the EMPC algorithm. Average rise
times, settling times, and overshoots were computed across all joints and are represented graphically in Figure A.9. As can be seen, EMPC succeeded in significantly reducing overshoot and
settling time, while increasing rise time only slightly. While the level of noise on the position
and velocity were well above what we would expect from a real platform, the EMPC algorithm
demonstrated robustness to this noise.
It should also be noted from the Figures that joint 7 does not behave as an underdamped
joint in any of the simulations. This has to do with the small inertia associated with this joint. It is
also interesting that EMPC does not increase the rise time of this joint.

A.4.2

Real-time EMPC on Hardware
This hardware experiment showed that the EMPC algorithm was able to run in real-time for

7 DoF and was able to significantly reduce overshoot and settling time when compared to a simple
step input with an imperfect model of the dynamics. The controller rate was measured to be 372 Hz
with a standard deviation of .00028 s and a max solve time of .006 s. The comparison of simulated
and actual results for the step input case is a good indicator of the model accuracy. One limitiation
of our current implementation is the obvious steady state error on real hardware. Steady state error
in the real hardware is most likely due to imperfect gravity compensation torques (calculated using
manufacturer given parameters) or unmodeled joint friction. In addition, the low-level impedance
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Figure A.9: Box and Whisker Plots comparing Rise Time, Settling Time, and % Overshoot for step
input and EMPC input in simulation and on real hardware over all 7 DoF of the robot. The bottoms
and tops of boxes represent the first and third quartiles respectively. Whiskers represent the rest of
the data while hollow and filled circles represent outliers and median values respectively.

controller is a simple Proportional Derivative (PD) controller and includes no integral control (see
Section A.2.1). It should also be noted that joint 4 has a limited range on the hardware (0-.5 rad)
that was not enforced by the simulation which explains the discrepancy between the simulation
and real hardware tests.

A.4.3

Comparison with Gradient Based MPC
The last hardware experiment compared the performance of EMPC with that of two other

model predictive controllers. All of the controllers succeed in reducing overshoot and settling time
in a large movement when compared to a simple step input as can be seen in Figure A.12. From
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Figure A.10: Inputs (bottom) and joint angles (top) for 3 separate movements of all 7 DoF using
step inputs.

this figure it can be seen that although EMPC uses a sampling based optimization method, its
performance is comparable to those of gradient based MPC approaches.
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Figure A.11: Inputs (bottom) and joint angles (top) for 3 separate movements of all 7 DoF using
EMPC.

This is an encouraging result as it demonstrates that although the evolutionary algorithm is
not able to guarantee convergence to even a local optimum, it finds solutions that are comparable
to those found by gradient based solvers.
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Figure A.12: Cartesian position error of the end effector using 3 separate MPC methods - EMPC
(this work), and Cartesian and Disturbance-Torque MPC ( [155]).

A.5

Conclusion and Future Work
Given our promising results, there is good reason to further explore applications and im-

provements on our method. Planned future work includes using more advanced integration methods for dynamic simulation on the GPU, using nonlinear models including Neural Networks to
model system dynamics, and the use of a similar algorithm with longer horizons and solve times
as a high level motion planner. The ability of this approach to scale to more degrees of freedom,
as well as its application to underactuated systems would also be interesting topics of further research. Additionally, the ability to gather statistical data about control inputs could be useful for
robust MPC algorithms.
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In this paper we described, implemented, and tested in simulation and on a real robot a realtime EMPC controller. Results showed that EMPC is effective in reducing overshoot and settling
time without greatly increasing rise time for an underdamped robot arm. This result is important
in the control of compliant robots because it enables smooth, time-efficient movement of serial
manipulators while still maintaining compliance for safety reasons.
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APPENDIX B. A VERSATILE MULTI-ROBOT MONTE CARLO TREE SEARCH PLANNER FOR ON-LINE COVERAGE PATH PLANNING

B.1

Introduction and Motivation
Coverage path planning (CPP) plays a large role in the field of mobile robotics. Some

examples of tasks that require a form of coverage are vacuuming, painting, seeding, harvesting,
de-mining, inspection, and search and rescue. These tasks represent a large portion of work done
by humans that is considered dull, dirty, or dangerous and therefore are pushing the development of
CPP algorithms. While situations exist where a map is known a-priori, most of these applications
require the robot to cover an area based on either partial knowledge, or no knowledge of the
area. Even in relatively well mapped areas, changes in furniture layout or plant growth may cause
changes in the map that require re-mapping and re-planning. In keeping with the classification
established in the literature [195–198], this is referred to as on-line CPP.
The use of multiple robots for on-line CPP obviously holds significant potential when compared to single robot on-line CPP because of the benefits it presents in terms of speed and robustness to robot failures. Even for the case of a known map however, this problem has been shown
to be NP hard [199]. Moreover, although the potential benefit increases as the number of robots
grows, so does the complexity of the path planning problem. The combination of complexity with
only partial knowledge of the map demands an algorithm that can reason about the most probable
best path forward, taking into account the paths of other robots. This is much like the problem
often faced in game theory, where the goal is to choose a probable best next action, taking into
account the probable next actions of opponents.
Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) is a search algorithm that is often used in decision-based
game-play algorithms. It has garnered attention as being the basis for a machine learning algorithm
that is a superhuman player of chess, Shogi, and Go [200]. In this work, we implement MCTS as
a decision based planner and use it to perform multi-robot tasks, including on-line CPP.
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The goal of this paper is not to claim that our MCTS planner is necessarily the best planner
for multi-robot coverage path planning tasks. Instead we intend to show that it performs similarly
to a conventional planner in a coverage path planning task and that by avoiding the specification of
heuristic behaviors such as lawn mowing and wall following, it is flexible enough to be used for a
variety of multi-robot tasks, including those with multiple objectives.
The contributions of this paper include:
• A multi-robot on-line CPP algorithm based on Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS)
• A comparison between the MCTS based algorithm and a conventional Boustrophedon-based
on-line CPP algorithm
• A demonstration of the MCTS planner performing the same on-line CPP task with secondary
objectives.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section B.2 discusses previous work
in the field of multi-robot on-line CPP and MCTS, Section B.3 explains details specific for our
implementation of the Boustrophedon algorithm as well as the MCTS based planning algorithm,
Section B.4 presents the simulations and experiments carried out to evaluate the MCTS planner,
Section B.5 reports the results of the experiments and highlights important findings, Section B.6
summarizes our findings and suggests future work.

B.2

Related Work
A great deal of the related literature for multi-robot coverage path planning has its roots

in off-line and single robot coverage path planning. An efficient way to address the multiple
robot path planning problem is to decompose the area into several cells, and then to cover these
individual cells using established single robot algorithms [201]. Assuming all cells are reachable,
and the single robot algorithms guarantee complete coverage, the entire area can be guaranteed to
be covered completely.
Perhaps the simplest decomposition method uses the trapezoidal decomposition [202,203],
which can only handle polygonal shaped obstacles and produces many cells which can be merged
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together for better performance [204]. The effect of merging cells from the trapezoidal decomposition is much the same as using the Boustrophedon decomposition [205], [206], which itself
has been shown to be a special case of the more general Morse decomposition [207]. As a comparison for our MCTS planner we choose to implement an on-line version of the Boustrophedon
decomposition [199].
While these cellular decomposition methods are all based on obstacle geometry, other
methods are based on equal division of an area among multiple robots. These have the benefit of
working in the case where the robots are already placed in the area. The work in [208], [209], [210]
uses the idea of Voronoi partitioning to decompose the coverage area, while in [211] an optimization is used to find the decomposition which results in near-equal area for each robot to cover based
on its initial position.
Once a decomposition method is chosen, either a single robot or a team of robots can be
dispatched to cover the separate cells. A popular method, and the one we chose to implement for
comparison with the MCTS planner, is the well known market-based method [212], [213], [214].
This method allows each robot to bid on a task to be completed and assigns the robot with the best
bid to that task. The details of the bidding are specific to each implementation.
Methods for covering cells once they are assigned are mostly derived from single-robot
coverage algorithms and can vary from simple lawn-mowing algorithms [215], [205], [207] to the
more complex wavefront algorithm [216] to the popular Spanning Tree Coverage (STC) method
[217]. For our Boustrophedon planner used to compare with the MCTS planner, we implement a
lawn mowing algorithm which includes preliminary wall following.
Notably, the STC algorithm [217] and several of its multi-robot variants [218], [219], [220]
do not depend on a cellular decomposition, but are classified as off-line methods because they
depend on knowledge of the map a-priori to build a spanning tree. In [221], [222] on-line variations
are derived by allowing the robots to build a spanning tree as they spiral outward from their starting
locations. Other on-line methods which do not depend on cellular decomposition are those that are
based on neural networks [223], [224], [225] and insect behaviors [226]. Our MCTS planner is
similar to these methods in that it does not use cellular decomposition and can still be on-line for
unknown environments, however it differs in that it uses a tree search to find robot paths.
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Monte Carlo tree search was first used in the field of game theory as an AI for board
games and video games [227]. Since then it has been used in several domains, including the
field of multi-agent planning for active perception tasks [228], [154] and exploration [229], [230].
Because MCTS is essentially performing an optimization over possible actions, it is versatile. As
will be shown in Section B.4, only the objective function used in the tree search must be modified
to complete several different tasks. For the broad field of coverage path planning this versatility is
attractive because of the different priorities to be optimized such as minimizing energy [231], [232]
or minimizing the number of turns [233], [234]. Although not implemented in this work, MCTS
can also be used to model uncertainty as in [235], [236].
An active area of MCTS research related to our implementation is MCTS parallelization [237] [238]. In [239] the authors present three methods of parallelization which are meant
to increase the speed of convergence of the MCTS algorithm. While our method of parallelization is most similar to the method referred to as root parallelization, where several entire Monte
Carlo Trees are explored in parallel, a key difference is that the parallel Monte Carlo Trees in our
implementation do not represent the same robot, but each tree represents a separate robot.
While communication between robots is a concern in the field of mobile robotics ( [240],
[241]), for simplicity in this work we assume that all robots have uninterrupted communication
between each other.

B.3
B.3.1

Methods
Multi-Robot Boustrophedon Coverage Path Planner
Our Boustrophedon planner is based on the work found in [199] on multi-robot Boustro-

phedon coverage. We first give a brief overview of the algorithm, then point out details specific to
our implementation.
As described in Section 5 of [199], the Boustrophedon algorithm begins by dividing the
area into cells. Since no obstacles are known at first, the cells begin as stripes of the area to be
covered. Robots each begin covering their cells using a wall following algorithm, following either
the virtual cell walls or real obstacles until the start point within their cell is reached. As obstacles
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are detected and mapped, new cells are formed and added to the adjacency (or Reeb) graph. Robots
perform complete coverage of their assigned cells using a lawn mowing algorithm.
Again, we assume that robots share map and coverage information without restriction
throughout the simulation. When a robot completes coverage of an assigned cell, the robot is given
a new assignment from a list of unassigned cells taken from the adjacency graph. A centralized
computer or master robot is utilized to handle management of the adjacency graph, task allocation,
and map synchronization between robots. The method of task allocation uses the market-based
approach, where each robot’s bid for an unassigned cell is a function of distance to the cell and
completion of their current cell. To plan robot paths between cells, we use the wavefront algorithm [216].
A key feature of our implementation which differentiates it from the original work is that
we divide the entire area into a grid of squares that are the same width as the robot. We will refer
to the cells formed using the Boustrophedon decomposition as “cells”, and the robot-sized squares
that make up the grid of the entire area as “grid squares”.

B.3.2

Multi-Robot Monte Carlo tree search Planner
Because MCTS has been shown to effectively find good decisions in a large decision space,

we implemented it as the basis for a sampling-based planner for multiple robots. We aim to show
that this planner performs comparably to a conventional planner for a coverage path planning task,
while maintaining the flexibility to incorporate secondary objectives or even be used for other tasks.
In this section we give a brief description of MCTS for the purpose of explaining our algorithm,
however a more in-depth resource for understanding MCTS can be found in [238].
A visual representation of the MCTS algorithm can be seen in Figure B.1. For this work,
nodes in the tree represent robot states and arrows represent actions. Each robot has its own tree,
with the root node representing the current state of the robot. We assume that in any state a robot
can only choose three actions (to move left, right, or straight one grid square).
The idea behind the MCTS planner is to grow the search tree as far as possible, forming
the best possible estimate of the value of each state adjacent to the root node, until an action must
be taken. At that point, the action which leads to the highest value state is taken, the robot’s new
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Figure B.1: Visual representation of Monte Carlo tree search Algorithm

state becomes the root node, and the process is repeated, possibly with new information about the
environment.
To grow the search tree until an action must be taken, the following four steps are repeated,
starting from the root of the tree:
1. Selection: Calculate the Upper Confidence Bound for Trees (UCT) associated with each
child of the current node. UCT is calculated using the following equation:
s
UCT = X + 2C p

2 ln n
nj

(B.1)

where X is the node’s value (assigned in step 4), n j is the number of times it has been visited
since creation of the tree, n is the number of times its parent has been visited, and C p > 0
is an exploration coefficient. Note that in an unvisited node n j = 0 therefore UCT = ∞,
meaning all children of a parent node will be visited before any child is visited twice. Iterate
calculating UCT for nodes and moving to the node with the highest UCT until you reach a
leaf node (a node with no visited children).
2. Expansion: Expand this node by randomly choosing one of the un-simulated actions
3. Simulation: Forward simulate the system based on a default policy until the end of a defined
time horizon. Calculate a value (X) associated with this action based on evaluation of an
objective function along the trajectory from the root node.
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4. Backpropagation: Assign the value X to the newly created node. Backpropagate this value
all the way back to the root of the tree. The value of each node is simply the average of the
values of its children.
Instead of considering the entire multi-robot system as one search tree, we choose to treat
each robot as having its own individual search tree. This allows us to parallelize the MCTS algorithm and greatly increase the speed and depth of the search in a given amount of time. This
also could allow this algorithm to be run as either a centralized or decentralized planner. The only
information that robots must share with each other is their discovered map, their best path at the
last solve, and in the case of CPP, their covered grid squares.
During the simulation phase of our MCTS planner, for each time step, each robot first
simulates the actions of all other robots based on their last known best path. This allows the
planner to take into account the movement of other robots. The robot then simulates their own
action and accumulates the value calculated by the objective function for this state and action.
The default policy used for this work is to move in a straight line until the grid square
straight ahead is either occupied, or has already been covered. Once one of these conditions is
reached, the robot will look right and left for grid squares that are not occupied or have not been
covered. If only one of the grid squares is not occupied or has not been covered, the robot will turn
toward that grid square. In the case where neither of the grid squares are occupied or have been
covered and the grid square straight ahead is occupied, the robot randomly chooses to turn left or
right. If both grid squares have been covered and the grid square ahead is unoccupied, the robot
continues straight.
A semi-intelligent default policy was deemed necessary in our planner because of the possibility for the robot to get stuck hitting obstacles. Without a default policy which avoided obstacles,
the planner found little incentive to explore areas which contained many obstacles. Because the
default policy does seem to have an effect on solutions, future work could include experimenting
with different default policies or even using a learned method such as a Deep Neural Network as a
default policy.
However, the objective function has the greatest affect on the multi-robot team behavior.
As will be shown in Section B.4, leaving all other parts of the algorithm constant and changing the
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objective function completely changes the behavior of the MCTS planner. All objective functions
for this work are evaluated over a robot’s trajectory throughout a simulation of length T time steps.
For the experiments in Section B.4.1 comparing the MCTS planner to the Boustrophedon
planner, the value (X) was defined as
T

X=

∑
k=1




1
(pk −Chit qk )
(tk + 1)2

(B.2)

where


 pk = 1

if robot covered a grid square at time step k


 pk = 0

otherwise

(B.3)



qk = 1

if robot hit a wall or robot at time step k


qk = 0

otherwise

(B.4)

tk is time in seconds since the beginning of the simulation, and T is the final time step of
the simulation horizon. Note that time step k = 0 represents the initial time before any actions have
been taken, therefore penalizing or rewarding at k = 0 would only add a constant offset to every
value.
The value function used for the experiments in Section B.4.2 with a secondary objective
was
T

X=

∑
k=1




1
(pk −Chit qk −Cturn rk )
(tk + 1)2

(B.5)

where


rk = 1

if robot turned left/right/either at time step k


rk = 0

otherwise.

(B.6)

In essence, the first objective function rewards the robot for covering grid squares. The decay of
the reward over time reflects the fact that values calculated farther in the future are less certain.
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The second objective function is the same, with the addition of a cost on turning either left,
right, or either. As will be shown in Section B.4.2, this simple addition to the cost function has a
significant effect on robot behavior.
The values of C p and T are tuning parameters that can be changed to alter the performance
of MCTS. Higher values of C p encourage more exploration, while lower values encourage exploitation. While increasing T allows MCTS to look farther into the future, it also takes longer to
perform the simulation phase of MCTS and therefore does not allow for deep exploration into the
search tree. For this work we used C p = 1.0, T = 30, and Chit = 2.0.

B.4

Experiments
In this section we describe the experiments carried out to compare the MCTS planner to

the Boustrophedon planner. We study their performance in problems of varying complexity by
varying the number of robots as well as the number of obstacles. We also describe the experiments
which highlight the versatility of the MCTS planner by introducing secondary objectives.
All experiments were carried out in a real-time simulation on an Intel i7-4770 processor using C++ and the Robot Operating System (ROS). We assumed that robots could localize perfectly
and that each was equipped with a perfect omnidirectional range sensor for mapping. Robots were
assumed to have a width of 0.5 m and therefore the map was divided into 0.5 m grid squares.
Robots were assumed to travel at a constant velocity of 1 m/s and to turn instantaneously. While
no actual ground robot can turn instantaneously, a smoothing function could be used to turn sharp
corners in paths into arcs. These paths would cover a similar area with little need for robot deceleration. Alternatively, minimizing turns could be made a secondary objective as in Section B.4.2.
The fact that the simulation was real-time especially effected the MCTS planner because it
continuously iterates through the four MCTS steps outlined above until the solve time is reached.
We required the planners to re-plan every 0.5 seconds, which corresponds to the time it takes to for
a robot travel from the center of one grid square to the center of another grid square.
To make the simulation more similar to a real-world task with an unknown map, the robots
initially knew nothing about the map except its size. As each robot discovered parts of the map,
they shared this information with all other robots. The sensors provided information only about
grid squares which were within line of sight of the robots and within the sensor range. The sensor
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range was limited to two meters, similar to that of an inexpensive infrared or ultrasonic range
sensor.
Maps were all randomly-generated 10 m square maps with obstacles placed anywhere except the map border. In the case where randomly distributed obstacles encircled grid squares
(making them inaccessible to the robots), the inner grid squares were manually filled in. The effect
of varying the density of obstacles is explored in Section B.4.1.
Because the simulation and algorithms are not completely deterministic, statistics over
many trials are represented using box and whisker plots. For this work, the box edges represent
the first and third quartile of the results, the center line represents the median, and the whiskers
represent samples inside 1.5 times the interquartile range (the distance between the first and third
quartile).

B.4.1

MCTS Planner vs Boustrophedon Planner
The Boustrophedon planner requires that all robots be uniformly spaced at one edge of

the map for initialization, however the MCTS planner does not. For a direct comparison, we run
experiments on the MCTS planner for the case in which the robots start in the same places as the
Boustrophedon planner. To highlight the versatility of the MCTS planner, we also run experiments
on the MCTS planner in which the robots are initialized in random locations and orientations.
These positions and orientations are both drawn from uniform random distributions.

Varying Number of Robots
The first experiment was designed to evaluate how the multi-robot on-line CPP algorithms
performed with increasing number of robots. Using five 10 % obstacle density maps, simulations
were run for teams of one to ten robots. Ten simulations were run on each map for each planner.
For each planner, the statistics reported are over all fifty trials over all five maps. The total time to
cover every grid square is reported in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: Completion time vs. Number of Robots for the MCTS and Boustrophedon multi-robot
on-line CPP algorithms. MCTS-Random Init shows results for when the robots are initialized at
random locations in the map.

Varying Obstacle Density
The second experiment was designed to evaluate how the multi-robot on-line CPP algorithms performed with increasing obstacle density in the map. Using teams of 3 robots and a
sensor range of 2 m, simulations were run on maps with obstacle densities of 5, 10, 15, and 20
percent. Five maps of each density were generated. Ten simulations were run on each map for
each planner. For each planner, the statistics reported are over all fifty trials over all five maps. The
coverage times are reported in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3: Comparison of completion times for a coverage task of the same size area with varying
obstacle density.

B.4.2

MCTS Planner with Secondary Objectives
To demonstrate the versatility of the MCTS planner, we introduce secondary objectives

to the CPP problem. Note that by using a more complex model for simulation, objectives such
as minimizing energy or time spent out of communication range could be implemented. Using
our simple robot model however, we chose the secondary objectives of minimizing left turns,
minimizing right turns, and minimizing any turns.
To incorporate these secondary objectives, we use the objective function defined in Equation B.5. For the case of minimizing left or minimizing right turns Cturn = .5, while for the objective
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of minimizing any turns we use Cturn = .1. For comparison, we compare these solutions to those
with no cost on turns (Cturn = 0).
Experiments were carried out with teams of five robots on maps with 10% obstacle density.
Figure B.4 shows the resulting number of turns for each slightly modified objective function. The
number of left turns is shown on the left, the number of right turns on the right, and each objective
function is represented by a different color. The completion time for each is represented in Figure
B.5.

Figure B.4: Number of left and right turns using the MCTS planner with four different costs. Task
completion times for these experiments are reported in Figure B.5.
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Figure B.5: Completion times using the MCTS planner with four different costs.

B.5

Results and Discussion
This section contains quantitative results. A qualitative example of the MCTS algorithm is

also available at https://youtu.be/ueyKdxn_07Y.

B.5.1

MCTS Planner vs Boustrophedon Planner

Varying Number of Robots
The completion times from the trials with varied number of robots are shown in Figure B.2.
The completion time holds an inverse exponential relationship with the number of teamed robots
for both the Boustrophedon and MCTS algorithms, which is the expected result; more robots will
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cover an area more quickly, with smaller time gains accrued for each additional robot [220]. As
the number of robots increases, there is a corresponding increase in potential for repeat coverage
or robot idling due to imperfect knowledge of the coverage area.
For more than three robots, the MCTS planner completes the tasks slightly faster than the
Boustrophedon planner, while for three or fewer robots the two methods are comparable. This
suggests that despite looking for good robot actions over a large search space, the MCTS planner
is capable of finding good solutions quickly.
On average, the MCTS planner with randomly placed robots completes the tasks in the
least time. This is likely because the randomly placed robots are spaced more evenly over the
workspace than those spaced evenly along one wall. This allows for faster discovery of obstacles
and also decreases the likelihood of repeat coverage since the robots are farther from each other.
These results indicate that where it is possible to deploy the mobile robots throughout the area
more evenly, coverage tasks can be completed more quickly. While the MCTS planner’s versatility
allows for this, the Boustrophedon algorithm does not.

Varying Obstacle Density
Completion times for the obstacle density experiments are shown in Figure B.3. As can
be seen from the figure, increasing obstacle density only slightly, if at all, increases the time to
completion. An increase in completion time is expected because the robots must navigate around
obstacles and repeat coverage in small corridors with access to more open areas. However, this is
partly offset by the fact that the increase in obstacles means that there are less cells to cover. The
performance of the two planners is comparable and close to the performance observed in Figure
B.2, demonstrating that the completion time for both planners is almost unaffected by obstacle
density.

B.5.2

MCTS Planner with Secondary Objectives
Figure B.4 shows the results of the experiments with secondary objectives. The results for

the planner with no cost on turning (green) serve as a baseline for comparison. We can see that
by adding a cost on left turns, the number of left turns decreased, while the number of right turns
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increased. When the cost is on right turns, we observe the opposite. By placing a cost on both left
and right turns, both decrease. The trends represented in Figure B.4 demonstrate that the MCTS
planner is capable of realizing secondary objectives while coverage path planning without the need
for implementation of a new planner or modifying heuristic behaviors such as lawn mowing or wall
following. The only modification necessary was in the objective function.
In Figure B.5 we see the completion times for the four different tasks with secondary objectives. We see that the lowest completion times are accomplished by the MCTS planner with no
cost on turning. This is because the objectives of minimizing turns and covering grid squares are
competing objectives. As with any multi-objective optimization, there exists a continuum of solutions (or pareto front) which represent the trade-off between two or more competing objectives.
The solutions shown here are just a couple of points along that Pareto front, however by adjusting the relative weightings it is possible to find solutions with fewer turns at the cost of longer
completion times. The ability to tune the MCTS planner for desired behavior using only a simple
objective function is one of the main strengths of the MCTS approach.

B.6

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a novel MCTS-based multi-robot on-line coverage path

planner. We have shown that this MCTS planner performs just as well as the Boustrophedon
planner for small numbers of robots, while performing slightly better for larger numbers of robots.
The added versatility of the MCTS planner allows for more uniform spacing of the robots over the
coverage area leading to further improvement, meaning a decrease in coverage time.
Aside from the slightly improved performance over the Boustrophedon planner, the strength
of the MCTS algorithm lies in its versatility. The MCTS algorithm is approximating the value of
possible actions based on an objective function defined by the user and a simulation. The simulation can be of any fidelity and can even incorporate stochastic effects if desired. These are
flexibilities not afforded by the Boustrophedon planner or other heuristically based planners.
In addition, while typical CPP algorithms have little flexibility for changing robot behavior,
the MCTS-based algorithm has several ways to change behaviors. As demonstrated, the objective
function used in the MCTS planner can be changed to punish or reward certain behaviors. In
fact, by modifying only the objective function this same planner was shown to perform a target
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following task for multiple robots in cluttered environments. While results were not quantified for
this paper, qualitative results can be seen in the video: https://youtu.be/ueyKdxn_07Y. Future
work may explore the effects which default policy, horizon length, and exploration coefficient may
have on behavior.
As multi-robot CPP tasks become more widely used in several domains, especially in unknown environments, we believe that versatile CPP algorithms such as the presented MCTS planner will be of increasing value.
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APPENDIX C.

OPTIMAL CONTROL NOTEBOOK

This appendix contains derivations and explanations of several optimal-control algorithms
(LQR, DDP and iLQR) as well as one adaptive control algorithm (MRAC). These have been included as a resource for those who would like to better understand the algorithms used within this
dissertation. I have attempted to write these derivations so that the reader can understand where
the control laws come from and gain intuition for tuning variables and control law elements. This
intuition is invaluable when attempting to implement and/or debug these controllers.

C.1

Value Functions and the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman Equation
This section is a brief introduction to the idea of cost functions, value functions, and the

Hamilton Jacobi Bellman (HJB) equation. Ideas in this section are a mix of ideas from reinforcement learning, optimal-control, mathematics, psychology, neuroscience, and other fields. While
this may make for confusing and inconsistent notation and vocabulary, it is a rewarding field of
study because it has such broad applicability. Two good resources for learning more about value
functions and the HJB equation are chapter 14 of Probabilistic Robotics [171] and David Silver’s
publicly available course on Reinforcement Learning.
Given a dynamic system

ẋ = f (x, u,t)

(C.1)

we define a cost function over a horizon of length T :
Z T

J(x,t) =



l x(t), u(t),t dt + m x(T ) .

0
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(C.2)

where l(x, u,t) is defined as a stage cost which is evaluated over the horizon and m(x(T )) is a
terminal cost evaluated only at the final time. The vectors x and u are the system state and input
respectively.
This is a pretty typical formulation of the optimal-control problem from engineering fields
however the field of computer science also has had a large influence on optimal-control ideas. In
many resources from computer scientists the optimal-control problem is posed inversely — as a
reward to be maximized over a finite horizon instead of a cost to be minimized. Because there is
a cost/reward associated with taking an action in a state at a given time step (a state-action pair
or state-action-time tuple), each state also has an associated cost-to-go/value which represents the
minimum/maximum cost/reward to be gained over the finite horizon from that state. We call the
function which maps from state (or state-time pair) to cost/value the value function. In this text I
will most often use the value function to map to a total cost incurred over a horizon, however keep
in mind that an equivalent problem posed in terms of rewards yields identical results.
The principle of optimality states that the optimal value function V ∗ (x,t) is equal to the
cost from executing the optimal actions over a period ∆t plus the optimal value function evaluated
at the resulting state x(t + ∆t) and time (t + ∆t). In other words, the optimal cost-to-go to a place
from here is equal to the cost incurred by taking the best possible action now, plus the cost-to-go
from wherever that action got us. This can be stated mathematically as the Bellman equation:
∗

t+∆t

Z

V (x,t) =

min
u(t...t+∆t)



l(x, u,t)dt +V ∗ (x(t + ∆t),t + ∆t).

(C.3)

t

The 2nd order Taylor Series expansion of the value function centered at x0 , t0 can be written as
∂V ∗
∂V ∗
(x − x0 ) +
(t − t0 )
∂x
∂t
∂V ∗
∂V ∗
≈ V ∗ (x0 ,t0 ) +
ẋ∆t +
∆t
∂x
∂t
∂V ∗
∂V ∗
∗
≈ V (x0 ,t0 ) +
f (x, u,t)∆t +
∆t
∂x
∂t

V ∗ (x,t) ≈ V ∗ (x0 ,t0 ) +

(C.4)

and we can also approximate the integral in Equation C.3 numerically as
Z t+∆t

l(x, u,t)dt ≈ l(x, u,t)∆t.

t
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(C.5)

Rewriting Equation C.3 using the approximations stated in C.4 and C.5 we get


∂V ∗
∂V ∗
∗
V (x,t) = min
f (x, u,t)∆t +
∆t .
l(x, u,t)∆t +V (x,t) +
∂x
∂t
u(t...t+∆t)
∗

(C.6)

Note that the 2nd order approximation of the value function is centered at x, t or in other words
x0 = x and t0 = t. Because ∆t, V ∗ (x,t), and

∂V ∗
∂t

do not depend on u, we can pull them out of the

minimization. This means we can write the optimal value function as


∂V ∗
∂V ∗
V (x,t) = V (x,t) +
∆t + min
f (x, u,t)∆t
l(x, u,t)∆t +
∂t
∂x
u(t...t+∆t)
∗

which simplifies to

or in the limit lim∆t→0 :

∗

(C.7)



∂V ∗
∂V ∗
−
= min
l(x, u,t) +
f (x, u,t)
∂t
∂x
u(t...t+∆t)

(C.8)



∂V ∗
∂V ∗
= min l(x, u,t) +
f (x, u,t) .
−
∂t
∂x
u(t)

(C.9)

Note that this is a differential equation with the boundary condition from Equation C.2
V ∗ (x, T ) = m(x)

(C.10)

where m(x) represents a cost at the terminal time T .
Equation C.9 is known as the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation (or HJB equation). Note
that solving this differential equation would mean to find the optimal value function as a function
of state and time V ∗ (x,t). Finding the optimal value function would enable us to find the optimal policy relatively easily, however solving this partial differential equation is difficult. Much
of optimal-control theory revolves around this equation. LQR, and differential dynamic programming both use this equation along with simplifications to find optimal inputs. Several versions of
reinforcement learning aim at using DNNs to approximate either the optimal policy, optimal value
function, or both. The following sections will derive several controllers from the HJB equation.
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C.2
C.2.1

Optimal Control: The Linear Quadratic Case (LQR)
Continuous Time, Finite Horizon LQR
If we assume that our dynamics are linear and stable at the origin, then our dynamics

(Equation C.1) can be written as

ẋ = Ax + Bu.

(C.11)

We can define our cost function to be quadratic in state and input by choosing our running
and final costs to be
l(x, u,t) = xT Qx + uT Ru

(C.12)

m(x) = xT Mx.

(C.13)

and

Making these assumptions, the HJB equation (Eqn C.9) can be rewritten as


∂V ∗
∂V ∗
T
T
= min x Qx + u Ru +
(Ax + Bu)
−
∂t
∂x
u(t)

(C.14)

To find the u(t) which minimizes this function, we must find where the derivative of this
function w.r.t. u(t) is zero. To do this, we simply take the partial of the HJB equation w.r.t. u and
set it equal to zero.



∂V ∗
∂ T
T
x Qx + u Ru +
(Ax + Bu) = 0
∂u
∂x


∂
∂V ∗
T
u Ru +
Bu = 0
∂u
∂x
∂V ∗
2Ru + BT
=0
∂x
Solving this for the minimizing u, which we will denote u∗ :
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(C.15)

∂V ∗
1
u∗ = − R−1 BT
2
∂x

(C.16)

Now we have an expression for u∗ . But to evaluate it we must be able to find the derivative
∗

of the optimal value function with respect to state ( ∂V
∂ x ). Let’s assume that the optimal value function is quadratic in state with a symmetric weighting matrix P(t). The proof of why the optimal
value function must take this form is left as an exercise for the reader. A quadratic value function
makes sense intuitively because the cost on states and inputs is quadratic, and the dynamics are linear. A quadratic function which has been mapped through a linear transformation is still quadratic.
So the optimal value function takes the form:
V ∗ (x,t) = xT P(t)x
Assuming this form for V ∗ (x,t) and substituting the corresponding

(C.17)
∂V ∗
∂x

yields

1
u∗ = − R−1 BT (2P(t)x)
2
= −R−1 BT P(t)x

(C.18)

= −Kx
where K = R−1 BT P(t).
We now have a form for a linear feedback control law which minimizes the quadratic cost
function subject to the linear dynamics constraints. However, our control law depends on the
(possibly time varying) weighting matrix P(t). It turns out, we can find the form for this matrix
P(t) by exploiting what we know from the HJB equation.
Now that we have solved for the minimizing input (u∗ ), and have assumed a form for
V ∗ (x,t) we can rewrite the linear quadratic version of the HJB equation (Eqn. C.14) as

−xT Ṗx = xT Qx + (−xT PT B(R−1 )T )R(−R−1 BT Px) + (2xT P)(Ax + B(−R−1 BT Px))


= xT Q + PT B(R−1 )T BT P + 2PA + −2PBR−1 BT P x
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(C.19)

Because 2xT PAx = xT (AT P + PA)x, RT = R, and PT = P


−xT Ṗx = xT Q + AT P + PA − PBR−1 BT P x
−Ṗ = Q + AT P + PA − PBR−1 BT P
Note, we do not include ẋ terms in

∂V ∗
∂t

(C.20)

because this term is a partial derivative as part of a

Taylor series expansion. We already took the derivative that would give us ẋ, so to include it again
would be to double count it. If you don’t believe this then start back at Equation C.3 and assume a
quadratic value function. You will see that only −xT Ṗx belongs on the left side of Equation C.19.
Equation C.20 is a well studied differential equation known as a Riccati Equation. Our goal
is to find P(t) which satisfies (or solves) this differential equation. The P(t) which satisfies this
equation can then be used to calculate the optimal-control gain matrix K using Equation C.18.

Solving the Riccati Equation
First we factor P as
P = Y X −1

(C.21)

Then we note that using the chain rule we can write
d  −1  dY −1
dX −1
YX
=
X +Y
dt
dt
dt


We can also derive an alternate expression for dtd X −1
d  −1  d  
XX
=
I
dt
dt
d   −1
d  −1 
X X +X
X
=0
dt
dt
d  −1 
d   −1
X
= −X −1
X X
dt
dt
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(C.22)

(C.23)

Substituting Equations C.21, C.22, and C.23 into the Riccati equation (Eqn. C.20) yields
−(Ẏ X −1 −Y X −1 ẊX −1 ) = AT Y X −1 +Y X −1 A + Q −Y X −1 BR−1 BT Y X −1
(Ẏ −Y X −1 Ẋ)X −1 = (−AT Y −Y X −1 AX − QX +Y X −1 BR−1 BT Y )X −1
Ẏ −Y X −1 Ẋ = −QX − AT Y −Y X −1 (AX − BR−1 BT Y )
 
 
h
i X
h
i X
Ẏ − (Y X −1 )Ẋ = −Q −AT   − (Y X −1 ) A −BR−1 BT  
Y
Y

(C.24)

We can see that this can be rewritten as the linear equation
  
 
Ẋ
A −BR−1 BT
X
 =
 
−Q
−AT
Y
Ẏ
 
 
Ẋ
X
 =H 
Ẏ
Y

(C.25)

where H is a matrix known as the control Hamiltonian.
At this point we have reduced the problem of solving the Riccati equation (which is a
quadratic differential equation) to the problem of solving this linear differential equation. In fact,
we know that the solution to this form of linear differential equation is given by




X(t)
X(T )


 = eH(T −t) 
Y (T )
Y (t)

(C.26)

Moreover we defined the cost function at the final time to be a quadratic function of only x. Although we cannot say that the value function and cost function are the same at the final time,
we can say that the derivative of the value function at the final time is equal to the derivative of
the terminal cost. The terminal cost weighting matrix therefore gives us the boundary condition
(M = P(T ) = Y X −1 )

  
X(T )
I

= 
M
Y (T )
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(C.27)

Finally giving us the following equation for X(t) and Y (t)

 

I
X(t)
 = e−H(T −t)  

M
Y (t)

(C.28)

Since we can calculate the control Hamiltonian (H) using only A, B, Q, and R, and we
know the final weighting matrix (M), we can use Equation C.28 to find X(t) and Y (t) for any time
t. We can then use those to calculate P(t) (Eqn. C.21) and in turn the optimal gain matrix K(t)
(Eqn. C.18) for that time t. It is important to note that the solution to the finite horizon LQR
problem results in a time varying K matrix. Also note that while most control is now done digitally
in discrete time, this derivation has dealt exclusively with continuous time dynamics. Similar
derivations exist for discrete-time LQR.

C.2.2

Continuous Time, Infinite Horizon LQR
We now derive the feedback gain matrix K for the case when the LQR horizon is infinite.

This results in a K matrix which is not time varying, which can be beneficial. This is perhaps the
most widely used version of LQR.
Starting back at Equation C.25 we can diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix using a similarity transformation. Specifically, if we project the Hamiltonian matrix onto its eigenvalues, then the
resulting matrix is a diagonal matrix and Equation C.25 can be re-written

 


˙
d
d
X(t)
Λ 0
X(t)
= s



˙
Yd
(t)
0 Λu Yd
(t)

(C.29)

where we have made the transformation


 

d
X(t)
U11 U12 X(t)

=


d
Y (t)
U21 U22 Y (t)

(C.30)

where the columns of U are the eigenvectors of H. We have divided the eigenvalues into two
separate diagonal matrices of eigenvalues where Λs are the stable, or negative, eigenvalues and
Λu contains the unstable, or positive, eigenvalues. One feature of the Hamiltonian is that the
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eigenvalues are always distributed symmetrically about the imaginary axis (positive and negative
real part pairs).
The solution to the differential equation in equation C.29 is given by

d
[) = eΛs (T −t) X(t)
X(T
Y[
(T ) = eΛu (T −t)Yd
(t)

(C.31)

In order for the the value function to return a finite number, P must be finite. In order for
[) and Y[
[) → 0 as T → ∞
P to be finite, X(T
(T ) must also be finite as T → ∞. We can see that X(T
because all of the values in Λs are negative. However, in order for Y[
(T ) to remain finite as T → ∞,
it must be that Yd
(t) = 0 and Y[
(T ) = 0.
Using the fact that Yd
(t) = 0, we can rewrite Equation C.30 as

  
h
i
X(t)
U

 =  11  X(t)
d
Y (t)
U21

(C.32)

Which allows us to see that

P(t) = Y (t)X(t)−1

d U11 X(t)
d −1
= U21 X(t)
d X(t)
d −1 (U11 )−1
= U21 X(t)

(C.33)

= U21 (U11 )−1
which is actually a time invariant function of the matrices A, B, Q, and R.
This shows that the solution to the infinite horizon LQR problem is a time invariant K
matrix. Interestingly, the time invariant P matrix needed to calculate K turns out to be a function of
only the eigenvectors corresponding to the negative eigenvalues of the control Hamiltonian matrix.
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An optimization based approach
As an interesting side note, we can also solve the LQR problem using only constrained
optimization and the calculus of variations. This may be helpful for those with less exposure to
optimal-control theory and more exposure to gradient-based optimization. We start by defining the
cost function
1
J = x(t f )T Q f x(t f ) +
2

Z tf
1
t0

1
x(t)T Qx(t) + u(t)T Ru(t)dt
2
2

(C.34)

subject to the constraint:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t).

(C.35)

We can augment the cost function with Lagrange multipliers to form a constrained optimization.
The augmented cost function becomes
Z tf 
1

1
x(t)T Qx(t) + u(t)T Ru(t)
2
2
t0

+ λ (t)T (Ax(t) + Bu(t) − ẋ(t)) dt.

1
J = x(t f )T Q f x(t f ) +
2

The idea behind the calculus of variations is to analyze the change in the dependent variable
(J) with small changes (or variations) in the independent variables (u(t), x(t), λ (t)). We write the
incremental change in J as

1
J(x + δ x, u + δ u, λ + δ λ ) = (x(t f ) + δ x(t f ))T Q f (x(t f ) + δ x(t f ))
2
Z tf 
1
1
+
(x + δ x)T Q(x + δ x) + (u + δ u)T R(u + δ u)
2
2
t0

T
+ (λ + δ λ ) (A(x + δ x) + B(u + δ u) − (ẋ + δ ẋ) dt
The variation in J is found by subtracting the original J from the incrementally changed
version (∆J = J(x + δ x, u + δ u, λ + δ λ ) − J(x, u, λ )). As one may expect, this is a lengthy expression. Noting however, that δ xT Qx = xT Qδ x and δ uT Ru = uT Rδ u, we can drastically simplify the
variation and express it as
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1
∆J = δ x(t f )T Q f δ x(t f )
2

Z tf 
1 T
1 T
T
+
δ x Qδ x + δ u Rδ u + δ λ (Aδ x + Bδ u − δ ẋ) dt
2
2
t0
1
+ x(t f )T Q f δ x(t f )
2 
Z tf


x Qδ x + u Rδ u + δ λ (Ax + Bu − ẋ) + λ (Aδ x + Bδ u − δ ẋ) dt
T

+

T

T

T

t0

Note that at an extremum, the first order variation, but only the first order variation, must
be zero. Therefore we eliminate all but those terms which correspond to the second order variation
(those terms with two δ ’s):

1
∆J = x(t f )T Q f δ x(t f )
2

Z tf

+


x Qδ x + u Rδ u + δ λ (Ax + Bu − ẋ) + λ (Aδ x + Bδ u − δ ẋ) dt
T

T

T

T

t0

(C.36)
1
= x(t f )T Q f δ x(t f )
2

Z tf

+


(x Q + λ A)δ x + (u R + λ B)δ u + δ λ (Ax + Bu − ẋ) + λ δ ẋ dt
T

T

T

T

T

T

t0

We are now close, however we need to express the last term (λ T δ ẋ) as a function of the
independent variables δ x, δ u, and/or δ λ . Using integration by parts, we can rewrite this term:
Z tf

T

λ (t)δ ẋ(t)dt = λ
0

T

t
(t)δ x(t)|0f

−

Z tf

λ̇ T (t)δ x(t)dt

(C.37)

0

and because the initial state is fixed and its variation (δ x(0)) therefore must be zero
Z tf
0

T

T

λ (t)δ ẋ(t)dt = λ (t)δ x(t f ) −

Z tf

λ̇ T (t)δ x(t)dt

0

Substituting this expression back into Equation C.36 we obtain
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(C.38)



1
T
T
∆J = x(t f ) Q f − λ (t f ) δ x(t f )
2

Z tf 
T
T
T
T
T
T
+
(x Q + λ A − λ̇ )δ x + (u R + λ B)δ u + δ λ (Ax + Bu − ẋ) dt

(C.39)

t0

At an optimum, this variation must be zero for all values of δ x, δ u, and δ λ . This is
equivalent to saying that the partial derivative in each direction is zero. In order for this to be zero
for all values of δ x, δ u, and δ λ it must be that each individual term multiplying these variables is
independently zero. This yields four equations:
λ T (t f ) = x(t f )T Q f

(C.40)

λ̇ T = xT Q + λ T A

(C.41)

uT R = −λ T B

(C.42)

ẋ = Ax + Bu

(C.43)

Solving Eqn. C.42 for u we find that u = −R−1 BT λ . We can substitute this into Eqn. C.43
and then combine with Eqn. C.41 to form the matrix differential equation







−BR−1 BT

ẋ(t)
A
=

λ̇ (t)
−Q
−AT




ẋ(t)
x(t)

=H

λ̇ (t)
λ (t)





x(t)


λ (t)
(C.44)

with a boundary condition given by Eqn. C.40. This is the matrix Riccati equation - the same one
reached using the HJB equation (Equation C.25) and therefore the solution to this equation is the
same as Equation C.25.
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C.3

Differential Dynamic Programming
Given a discrete-time dynamic system
xk+1 = f (xk , uk )

(C.45)

Ui = {ui , ui+1 , ..., uN−1 }

(C.46)

and an input trajectory

we define a cost
J(xi ,Ui ) =

N−1 

∑


l(x j , u j ) + l f (xN ).

(C.47)

j=0

We can state the optimal Value function as
V (x, i) = min J(x,Ui )
u


= min l(xi , ui ) +V ( f (xi , ui ), i + 1) .

(C.48)

u

Note that up to this point we have not assumed any kind of form for the dynamics or
cost functions. In fact, the method of Differential Dynamic Programming does not require that
the cost or dynamics take any certain form, however we will later make first and/or second order
approximations to these functions which we will assume are valid in a region surrounding our
initial trajectory. To that end, we now define a Q(δ x, δ u) function which describes a perturbed
value of the Value function which results from changing x by δ x and u by δ u.

Q(δ x, δ u) = l(x + δ x, u + δ u) +V ( f (x + δ x, u + δ u), i + 1).

(C.49)

We can approximate this to 2nd order using the Taylor Series expansion. We will denote
the derivative of a function or variable Y with respect to some variable x as Yx . Therefore we write
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the 2nd order Taylor series approximation of Q as
1
1
Q(δ x, δ u) ≈ Q(0, 0) + Qx δ x + Qu δ u + δ xT Qxx δ x + δ uT Quu δ u
2
2
1 T
1 T
+ δ u Qxu δ x + δ x Qux δ u
2
2

(C.50)

Because all of these are scalars we can transpose some without changing their values. This helps
us simplify a little bit.
1
1
Q(δ x, δ u) ≈ Q(0, 0) + Qx δ x + Qu δ u + δ xT Qxx δ x + δ uT Quu δ u
2
2

(C.51)

+ δ uT Qxu δ x
These partial derivatives of Q can be written as partial derivatives of our cost function, dynamics,
and value function like this:
0

Qx = lx + fxT Vx

0

Qu = lu + fuT Vx

0

0

0

0

Qxx = lxx + fxT Vxx fx +Vx fxx

(C.52)

Quu = luu + fuT Vxx fu +Vx fuu
0

0

Qux = QTxu = lux + fuT Vxx fx +Vx fux
0

0

where Vx and Vxx are derivatives of the value function at the next timestep.
We want to find the δ u which will give us the minimum value of Q. What we actually want
is to find the trajectory Ui which will minimize our cost function J(x,Ui ), however since we have
made no assumptions about our dynamics or cost function, we have no guarantee that there exists
a unique minimum. There could instead be many local minima. Solving for the global minimum of
a potentially nonlinear non-convex optimization problem is difficult, so we will focus on solving
for a local minimum in the neighborhood of our initial trajectory. To find this minimum, we can
take the partial derivative of our approximation of Q with respect to δ u and set it equal to zero.
∂
Q(δ x, δ u) = Qu + Quu δ u + Qxu δ x = 0
∂δu
∗

δu

= −Q−1
uu (Qu + Qxu δ x)
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(C.53)

We have now found the value of δ u which minimizes our quadratic approximation to Q. How0

0

ever we do not know Vx and Vxx . To find these, we will substitute δ u∗ back into our quadratic
approximation for Q. This yields:

1 T
Q(δ x, δ u) ≈ Q(0, 0) + Qx δ x + Qu (−Q−1
uu (Qu + Qxu δ x)) + δ x Qxx δ x
2
1
−1
T
−1
+ (−Quu (Qu + Qxu δ x)) Quu (−Quu (Qu + Qxu δ x))
2
T
+ (−Q−1
uu (Qu + Qxu δ x)) Qxu δ x

(C.54)
1 T −1
≈ Q(0, 0) − Qu Q−1
uu Qu + Qu Quu Qu
2

1
+ δ xT Qxx − Qxu Q−1
uu Qux δ x
2


−1
+ Qx − Qu Quu Qxu δ x
Since Q is a quadratic approximation of the value function in the neighborhood of our initial
trajectory, from this you can clearly see that the first order variation (Vx ) and second variation (Vxx )
of the value function are

Vx = Qx − Qu Q−1
uu Qxu
Vxx = Qxx − Qxu Q−1
uu Qux

(C.55)

Given an initial trajectory Ui , we can forward simulate using the dynamics to get a corresponding state trajectory X. Given Vx and Vxx at the terminal state, we can recursively find the
derivatives of Q backwards in time using C.52. Given the derivatives of Q at every timestep, we
now have everything necessary to calculate δ u∗ at every timestep using C.53. Once we have iterated backwards in time through the entire horizon, we have a new series of δ u’s to apply. We roll
forward this new trajectory. This process of forward simulating and recursively calculating value
function derivatives backwards in time is repeated until convergence.
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The only remaining missing pieces then are the derivatives of the value function (Vx and
Vxx ) at the final time step. Remember that we defined the cost function at the final time step as
a function of only the final state (l f (xN ) from Equation C.47). Just as in the derivation for finitehorizon LQR, we use derivatives of the terminal cost function as a boundary condition for Vx and
Vxx . For example, if we choose the typical quadratic terminal cost
1
l f (xN ) = xNT Q f xN
2

(C.56)

where Q f is a positive semi definite weighting matrix, then the derivatives Vx and Vxx are those
shown in Equation C.60 used for iLQR. In general, for DDP we may use any cost function and
the first and second derivatives with respect to the state (Vx and Vxx ) may be taken analytically or
numerically.
The equivalency of the value function derivatives and the cost function derivatives at the
final time step makes more sense when the value function is thought of as the cost-to-go. At the
final time step, you have already gone and your final control has already been executed. Therefore
the only cost left to be incurred is the terminal cost of the cost function.

C.3.1

iLQR from DDP
In this section we simply show that iLQR is a special case of the more general DDP. If we

choose a quadratic cost and linearize our dynamics at each point in our input-state trajectory, then
C.52 simplifies to

0

Qx = Qx + AT Vx
0

Qu = Ru + BT Vx
0

Qxx = Q + AT Vxx A
0

Quu = R + BT Vxx B
0

Qux = QTxu = BT Vxx A
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(C.57)

which leads to the expression for δ u∗
0

0

0

δ u∗ = − (R + BT Vxx B)−1 (Ru + BT Vx + BT Vxx Aδ x)
0

δ u∗ = − (R + BT Vxx B)−1 Ru
0

0

0

0

(C.58)

− (R + BT Vxx B)−1 BT Vx

− (R + BT Vxx B)−1 BT Vxx Aδ x
and for the derivatives of the value function
0

0

0

0

Vx = Qx + AT Vx − Ru + BT Vx (R + BT Vxx B)−1 AT Vxx B
0

0

0

0

Vxx = Q + AT Vxx A − AT Vxx B(R + BT Vxx B)−1 BT Vxx A

(C.59)

with the boundary condition at the final time step
Vx = Q f x f

(C.60)

Vxx = Q f .
This is the same result presented in the original derivation of iLQR [106] which approached
the problem from the persepective of a constrained optimization problem.

C.4

Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC)
Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) is an adaptive control method which aims

to make a system behave like a reference system. This reference system could be an optimally
controlled and/or idealized system. At a high level, MRAC requires a regressor vector which
contains state dependent functions which describe the systems dynamics when multiplied by a
matrix of system parameters. How this regressor matrix is chosen is still an open area of research.
MRAC will adapt the parameters multiplied by the regressor to cancel out the natural system
dynamics and substitute in the dynamics of a reference system - making the system behave as if it
was the reference system.
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In this section we derive MRAC from an understanding of Lyapunov stability analysis. We
also show that given an appropriate regressor, MRAC should globally asymptotically converge to
the correct adaptive parameters needed to make a system behave like a reference system.
Given a system with an unknown matched disturbance f (x) and potentially unknown input
mapping matrix Λ:
ẋ = Ax + BΛ(u + f (x))

(C.61)

we assume that we can model the system matched uncertainty f (x) as
f (x) = ΘT Φ(x)

(C.62)

where Θ ∈ RNxm is a matrix of unknown constants and the regressor vector Φ(x) is structured as


φ1 (x)







 φ2 (x) 

Φ(x) = 
 .. 
 . 


φN (x)

(C.63)

where φi (x) is a locally Lipshitz and continuous basis function. Λ is unknown and used to denote
the fact that our estimate of B may be incorrect. We also assume that A is unknown or uncertain.
We want to make this uncertain system behave like a reference system
ẋre f = Are f xre f + Bre f r(t).

(C.64)

Note that if we knew our system perfectly we could choose
u = KxT x + KrT r − ΘT Φ(x)
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(C.65)

so that our dynamics become
ẋ = Ax + BΛ(KxT x + KrT r − ΘT Φ(x) + ΘT Φ(x))
= (A + BΛKxT )x + (BΛKrT )r

(C.66)

= Are f x + Bre f r.
as long as we can enforce the matching condition
A + BΛKxT = Are f
BΛKrT

(C.67)

= Bre f .

However we do not know A or Λ, so we cannot accurately choose Kx , Kr , or Θ (although we may
be able to make a pretty good initial guess).
We will try to estimate these values and will denote our estimates as K̂x , K̂r , and Θ̂. We will
apply the input
u = K̂xT x + K̂rT r − Θ̂T Φ(x)

(C.68)

which yields the closed loop dynamics
ẋ = Ax + BΛ(K̂xT x + K̂rT r − (Θ̂T − Θ)Φ(x))

(C.69)

We now define the error and the error dynamics between our system and our reference
system as

e(t) = x(t) − xre f (t)

(C.70)

ė(t) = ẋ(t) − ẋre f (t).

(C.71)

and

We can now substitute equations C.64 and C.69 into the error dynamics in place of ẋ(t) and
ẋre f (t). This yields
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ė(t) = Ax + BΛ(K̂xT x + K̂rT r − (Θ̂T − Θ)Φ(x)) − Are f xre f − Bre f r

(C.72)

We can use the matching conditions in Equation C.67 to substitute Bre f = BΛKrT and to add 0 =
(Are f − A − BΛKxT )x which yields
ė(t) =(A + BΛK̂xT + Are f − A − BΛKxT )x


+ BΛ (K̂rT − KrT )r − (Θ̂T − Θ)Φ(x)) − Are f xre f


=Are f e + BΛ ∆KxT x + ∆KrT r + ∆ΘT Φ(x)

(C.73)

where
∆KxT = K̂xT − KxT
∆KrT = K̂rT − KrT

(C.74)

∆ΘT = Θ̂T − ΘT
are the estimation errors.
We would like to find a way to guarantee that these estimation errors will approach zero
over time. If the estimation errors approach zero then our system will behave like our reference
system. One way to show that an error approaches zero is using the direct method of Lyapunov.
The basic idea behind the direct method of Lyapunov is to write a function V which returns
a scalar given the error and returns 0 when the error is zero. The function must return a scalar which
monotonically increases with increasing error. Once a function is chosen, it can be differentiated
to show how this scalar value changes with time. If we can show that this derivative is negative
for all time, then we can say that over time the scalar value, and more importantly the error, will
asymptotically approach zero.
Choosing the correct function V is not always straightforward. If one chosen V does not
guarantee asymptotic convergence, that does not mean that a different V will not. None of this
matters right now though because we will just use the Lyapunov function that we know works.
We choose the candidate Lyapunov function
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V (e, ∆Kx , ∆Kr , ∆Θ) =eT Pe


T −1
T −1
+ tr (∆KxT Γ−1
x ∆Kx + ∆Kr Γr ∆Kr + ∆Θ ΓΘ ∆Θ)Λ

(C.75)

where
P = PT > 0
Γx = ΓTx > 0

(C.76)

Γr = ΓTr > 0
ΓΘ = ΓTΘ > 0
are user chosen matrices.
Taking the derivative of V with respect to time yields an expression with ė. In Equation
C.73 we already have an expression for ė which we can substitute into the Lyapunov function
derivative. This yields a large expression, but simplifying a little bit gives


˙
T
V̇ = eT (PAre f + Are f P)e + 2tr(∆KxT Γ−1
x K̂x + xe PB Λ)


˙
T
+ 2tr(∆KrT Γ−1
r K̂r + re PB Λ)


˙
T
+ 2tr(∆KΘT Γ−1
Θ K̂Θ + Φ(x)e PB Λ)

(C.77)

To ensure global asymptotic stability of the error to zero we need to make each of the four
terms in this expression either zero or negative. Since we can choose P and Are f , we can make
them satisfy the algebraic Riccati equation
PAre f + Are f P = −Q

(C.78)

where Q = QT > 0. We can then ensure that the first term is always negative except when the error
is zero, then it is zero. By choosing the parameter update laws:
K̂˙ x = −Γx xeT PB
K̂˙ r = −Γr reT PB
˙ = −Γ Φ(x)eT PB
Θ̂
Θ
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(C.79)

we can ensure that the last three terms are always zero, thereby ensuring
V̇ = −eT Qe < 0.

(C.80)

This means that if we choose Are f , P, and Q to satisfy Equation C.78 and evolve K̂x , K̂r , and
Θ̂ according to Equation C.79, the adaptive parameters are guaranteed to asymptotically converge
to the values that will make our uncertain system behave like our reference system.
This is a general derivation of MRAC, however there are many variations. These variations
come mostly by making different assumptions about what is known or unknown, the form of the
dynamics, and the Lyapunov function chosen. For the work in this dissertation which employed
MRAC, we followed the derivation found in [178] where MRAC is derived specifically for the
dynamics of a robotic manipulator.
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